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Biomimetic Sensor Technology

K I Y O S H I T O K O

This book deals with the development of what are known as the electronic nose and

the electronic tongue, that is to say odor and taste sensors. Of all sensor technologies,

these have been widely considered as the most di�cult to realize.

These sensors have been developed on the basis of mechanisms found in biological

systems, such as parallel processing of multidimensional information or by the use of

biomaterials. The author begins with an introductory section dealing with the princi-

ples of measurement and multivariate analysis. Reception mechanisms in biological

systems are brie¯y reviewed. It is shown that a taste sensor using lipid membranes can

reproduce a sense of taste and provide clues for the reception mechanism in gustatory

systems. Several types of biosensor, including enzyme-immobilized membranes, SPR,

the quartz resonance oscillator and IC technologies are explained in detail. Generally

a sensor is designed to reproduce or surpass the human senses. For this purpose, it is

not enough simply to detect a single input signal. Instead, it is necessary to be able to

perform adequate processing of diverse kinds of information. The expansion of sensor

technologies into everyday life will require the fusion of sensor technologies in various

®elds. This book is dedicated to the development of intelligent sensors and systems.

This book will be of value to researchers from a wide range of ®elds, including

electrical engineering, food science, electronics, mechanical engineering, medical

science, biochemistry, biophysics and biotechnology.

Dr Toko is a Professor of the Department of Electronic Device Engineering, Kyushu

University. He graduated from the electronics course at Kyushu University and then

in his PhD graduate course started research in biology related to biological and

arti®cial membranes. This involved cooperating with several groups in varied scienti®c

®elds, such as food technology, plant physiology, applied chemistry and molecular

biology. He received his PhD from Kyushu University in the study of self-organiza-

tion in biomembranes and biological systems. He continued this work during a period

as Research Associate and Associate Professor in the same laboratory. During that

time he succeeded in developing the ®rst-ever taste sensor using lipid membranes, i.e.

the electronic tongue. At present, this electronic tongue is sold commercially in Japan

and is beginning to be distributed all over the world. He is now one of the leading

scientists in the ®eld of bioelectronics, which deals with devices and phenomena

related to both electronics and biology. He has published more than 300 papers in

well-respected journals on the subject of taste sensors and the application of lipid

membranes. He directs several government projects in food research using biosensors

and the taste sensor. His present concern is to clarify the reception mechanism of the

gustatory system based on results obtained using the taste sensor. He is a member of

professional associations of applied physics, taste and smell, physics, membrane bio-

physics, food science and technology, and electrical engineering.
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PREFACE

Humans have ®ve senses: sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste. The sensor

plays the role of reproducing the ®ve senses or surpassing them. In the history

of sensor development, the sensors corresponding to the receptor parts of

sight, hearing and touch have been developed for many years. By comparison,

the sensors for simulating the senses of smell and taste have been proposed

only recently in spite of the great demand for these sensors in the food indus-

try and in environmental protection. The sensors for the senses of sight,

hearing and touch respond to such single physical quantities as light, sound

waves and pressure (or temperature), respectively. The end target in develop-

ing sensors for these parameters may be high sensitivity or selectivity for the

physical quantity concerned, and this can be achieved by such means as

semiconductor technology. On the contrary, many kinds of chemical sub-

stance must be assessed at once for smell and taste to be transformed into

meaningful quantities to describe these senses. It has not been clear what

materials can be adequately used to receive chemical substances that produce

smell and taste.

This book deals with the development of what are known as the electronic

nose and the electronic tongue, that is to say odor and taste sensors. These

sensors have been developed on the basis of mechanisms found in biological

systems, such as parallel processing of multidimensional information or by

the use of biomaterials.

The ®rst chapter is an introductory section dealing with the principles of

measurements and multivariate analysis. The second chapter deals with recep-

tion mechanisms, which have been clari®ed so far in gustatory and olfactory

systems. Biomimetic membrane devices to show excitation or behave as a

switching element are reviewed in the third chapter. They have two key

characteristics: self-organization, which appears at the equilibrium state and

also far from equilibrium, and nonlinearity, which occurs at various levels.

Biosensors, including the recent development of integrated microelectro-

mechanical systems (iMEMS) are reviewed brie¯y in Chapter 4. The following

chapters, 5±7, form the main part of this book and describe a novel strategy to

ix



express the subjective human sense on an objective, quantitative scale using

several types of electronic nose and electronic tongue. The taste-sensing

system developed by our research group utilizes lipid membranes, and many

enthusiastic users have shown that it can really measure the taste of food-

stuÿs. These sensors can visualize taste and smell quantitatively and, hence,

will make it possible to automate quality-control procedures for foods or

cosmetics and facilitate amenity control of the environment. The last chapter

is devoted to a description of the fusion of sensor technologies and the

possibility of mimicing the reception mechanisms of the gustatory system,

based on the results of the taste sensor.

The forthcoming multimedia world of the 21st century will have much

greater demand for smart sensors and systems. I believe that this book pre-

sents a new stage in sensor technologies, aiming at intelligent sensors that can

contribute to building a peaceful world.

I would like to express my gratitude to Dr S. Iiyama, Kinki University in

Kyushu, Dr K. Hayashi, Kyushu University and Dr H. Ikezaki and Dr A.

Taniguchi, Anritsu Corp. for their friendly cooperation for a long time. I am

indebted to Prof. K. Yamafuji, who has encouraged me always. I wish to

thank my colleagues in developing or using the taste-sensing system for

their earnest, helpful eÿorts. My thanks for the typesetting are due to Ms S.

Yanagisawa and Ms K. Asahiro. I would like to give sincere thanks to the

publisher and the editorial/production staÿ, Dr S Capelin and Dr J. Ward.

Research into taste sensors for many years and the writing of this book

would not have been possible without the warm support of my wife Kayano,

to whom I wish to express my endless gratitude.

Kiyoshi Toko
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1

Sensor and measurement

1.1 What is a sensor?

Humans have ®ve senses: sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste, as illustrated

in Fig. 1.1. These senses are very important because humans act after receiving

information from the outside world.

Automatic doors open by checking for the presence of people using the

device that corresponds to the sense of sight. These devices are common

throughout the world. In fact, when we come across a nonautomatic door,

we often assume that it must be self-operating and wait for a while for it to

open, and then we become aware that it is nonautomatic. The infra-red light is

usually used in detecting a person at automatic doors. The history of the

automatic door is very old; in fact, it was used in Alexandria, the capital of

ancient Egypt, more than 2000 years ago. It was made in such a way that

it could open when ®re was started at the altar in front of the door of the

temple.

The sensor plays the role of reproducing the ®ve senses or surpassing them.

Figure 1.2 shows the correspondence between the biological system and the

arti®cial system in the process of reception and the following action. The

sensor is the device that mechanizes the ability of ®ve organs, i.e., eye, ear,

skin, nose and tongue, in the senses of sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste,

respectively. With the development of computers, we often use the term sensor

in the global sense by combining the data-processing part with the receptor

part (i.e., the sensor in the narrow sense). In this case, the sensor plays roles of

recognition as well as reception. This is the direction in which development of

intelligent sensors is moving.

The actuator implies the mechanical part that moves the object by trans-

forming the output from the sensor to rotation and displacement.

In the above example of the automatic door in ancient Egypt, the air under

the altar is expanded by ®re (sensor part); this causes water to ¯ow into

another vessel through a tube. The resulting water pressure moves the rotating

apparatus of the door (actuator part).
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Table 1.1 summarizes the correspondence between the sensor and the ®ve

senses. ``Odor sensor'' and ``taste sensor'' are entered in the lists of the

senses of smell and taste, respectively. This is based on the expectation that

these two kinds of sense can be realized at the reception level if good sensing

materials are developed successfully. As explained in Chapter 2, the primitive

2 Sensor and measurement
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Figure 1.1. Five senses of humans.
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Figure 1.2. Correspondence between the biological system and the arti®cial system in the

process of reception and the following action.



discriminations of quality of taste and chemical substances to produce smell

are made in gustatory and olfactory cells, respectively.

The sensor can surpass the ability of the ®ve senses of humans in the

following two ways. The ®rst is that living organisms including human beings

cannnot live in severe conditions; for example, humans cannot experience the

temperature in a blast furnace themselves. It is the sensor that can achieve

this. The second concerns the limited sensory range, depending on the species,

of living organisms. For example, humans cannnot recognize propane gas or

carbon dioxide and cannot hear the supersonic sound generated by a bat or

a dolphin. Humans can perceive these quantities by using a sensor that

surpasses their abilities.

In the history of sensor development, the sensors (in the narrow sense)

corresponding to the receptor parts of sight, hearing and touch have been

developed for many years. By comparison, the sensors for simulating the

senses of smell and taste have been proposed only recently. This diÿerence

1.1 What is a sensor? 3

Table 1.1. Five senses and sensors

Sensing

Five senses organ Object Sensor Principle

Sight Eye Light Optical sensor Photovoltaic eÿect (photon

! electric changea)

Hearing Ear Sound wave Pressure sensor Piezoelectric eÿect (sound

wave ! electric change)

Touch Skin Pressure Pressure sensor Piezoelectric eÿect

(pressure ! electric

change)

Temperature Temperature Seebeck eÿect (temperature

sensor ! electric change)

Smell Nose Chemical Gas sensor Chemical reaction (gas

substances adsorption ! electric

resistance change)

Odor sensor Adsorption eÿect (mass

change ! frequency change)

Taste Tongue Chemical Ion sensor Selective ion permeation

substances (ion ! electric change)

Taste sensor Electrochemical eÿect

(interactions ! electric

change)

a The term ``electric change'' implies changes in electric resistance, electric voltage or electric

current.



is a consequence of the mechanisms involved in these two kinds of sensor. In

the senses of sight, hearing and touch, only one physical quantity ± light,

sound wave and pressure (or temperature), respectively ± is received. Hence

the sensors have only to transform this physical quantity to another tractable

quantity such as an electric signal. On the contrary, many kinds of chemical

substance must be assessed at once for smell and taste to be transformed into

meaningful quantities to represent these senses.

As a result, sensors for sight, hearing and touch use popular materials such

as semiconductors to receive the physical quantity. For smell and taste, how-

ever, it has been less clear what materials can be adequately used to receive the

many kinds of chemical substance. For example, when we eat something, we

express its taste by using the terms ``sweet'', ``bitter'' and ``sour''. It is said that

there are about 1000 kinds of chemical substance in tea or coÿee. We have no

idea of the mechanism by which information contained in these substances

is transformed into meaningful, simple expressions such as ``sweet'' and

``bitter''. However, it should be noted that the classi®cation into these taste

expressions is made at the ®rst stage of reception of chemical substances by

taste cells.

The sensors that play the roles of receptor in the senses of sight, hearing and

touch are called physical sensors, because physical quantities are received. The

sensors playing the role of receptor in the senses of smell and taste can be

classi®ed as the so-called chemical sensors. Nevertheless, the approach used to

construct chemical sensors seems to have been almost the same as that in

physical sensors, because it is based on high selectivity and sensitivity. One

of the fruitful results is an enzyme sensor or an ion-selective electrode. They

are very powerful and useful for detecting a speci®c chemical substance with

high selectivity and sensitivity.

However, taste or smell cannot be measured if we fabricate many

chemical sensors with high selectivity for diÿerent chemical substances

when there are more than 1000 in one kind of foodstuÿ. The original role

of smell and taste was to detect and assess information within a large mass

of external information (enormous numbers of chemicals). The sense of

smell is powerful in detecting the smell of an enemy or prey in the dark

of a forest. The sense of taste is used to judge whether anything to be

taken into the mouth is bene®cial or poisonous for the body. There are

too many kinds of chemical substance involved in producing taste and

smell, and hence it seems important to obtain useful information quickly

rather than to discriminate a single chemical species from others. This

tendency is evident in unicellular living organisms, which have no sense of

sight.
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The above argument may need one comment concerning the sense of smell.

Recent studies have revealed that there are numerous types of speci®c protein

for odor molecules, as detailed in Chapter 2. In addition, there is no basic

smell, whereas ®ve basic taste qualities are known in the sense of taste. These

facts may imply a large diÿerence between the senses of smell and taste: the

sense of smell has a speci®c property in real biological systems while the sense

of taste keeps a nonspeci®c property to some extent. For this reason, the

above argument concerning the fabrication of sensors may be good in the

technical meaning for odor sensors, while for taste sensors it holds also in the

biomimetic meaning.

As a summary, it can be said that the sensors that are used for smell and

taste must have a fabrication principle that diÿers from the physical sensors or

the conventional chemical sensors. Recently developed taste and odor sensors

have outputs well correlated with the human sensory evaluations, and the

taste sensor particularly has an intelligent ability to break down the informa-

tion included in chemical substances to the basic information of taste quality.

We are now standing at the beginning of a new age when sensors can be used

to reproduce all ®ve senses.

We have huge numbers of sensors that can be considered in terms of three

factors: the materials selected for measuring the object, the purpose and use of

the sensor and the physical eÿect or chemical reaction used in achieving the

measurement (Fig. 1.3). For example, let us consider a situation where we

measure pressure or acceleration. For this purpose, it seems good to use a

1.1 What is a sensor? 5

Object purpose

Material

Effect chemical reaction

Figure 1.3. Various kinds of sensor with diÿerent eÿects and

materials according to the object.



combination of the piezoelectric eÿect in Table 1.2 and the semiconductor

material in Table 1.3. However, other combinations may be possible. To

measure temperature, we can use the Seebeck eÿect, which transforms tem-

perature change into electromotive force, and a metal that shows this eÿect as

the sensing material.

What are the materials and eÿects that are adequate to measure the senses

of taste or smell? It is not too much to say that a novel material and eÿect have

been found in the development of sensor technology. If we can visualize taste

and smell quantitatively, a new world will be opened.
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Table 1.2. Various effects utilized in sensors

Classi®cation Eÿect

Light Zeeman

Stark

Doppler

Raman

Brillouin

Nonlinear

Optical parametric

Sound wave Doppler

Acoustoelectric

Acoustomagnetic

Masking

Diÿraction

Semiconductor Tunnel

Zener

Electric ®eld

Gun

Josephson

Magnetism Superconducting quantum

Barkhausen

Thermal Seebeck

Peltier

Thomson

Photovoltaic Photovoltaic

Photoconductive

Photoelectron emission

Photoelectromagnetic

Pockels

Kerr

Piezoelectricity Piezoelectric

From Ohmori (1994) with permission.



1.2 Fundamental units

We can ®nd the sentence ``Time travels in diverse paces with diverse persons''

in As You Like It written by Shakespeare. It implies a subjective factor in the

concept of time, i.e., mental time. However, we can also have physical and

objective time. We are always troubled by the dilemma between mental and

objective time.

Measurement implies the ability to compare some obtained quantity with a

fundamental value (``measure'') deduced from some scale and to express it

using the quantitative value. Let us consider a situation where we measure

some quantity and get the value L, then the measured value becomes L=U if

the fundamental value is U. If the quantity is concerned with length with a

unit of m, we can say that the length of the object is L=U m.

While many units of length have been proposed so far, the most convenient

way may be to use the human body (Fig. 1.4). Protagoras in ancient Greece

said that ``man is the measure of all things; of what is, that it is; of what is not,

that it is not''. While he meant the standard of the truth of all things by

``measure of all things'', we can apply this saying to our body. The fact that

humans have tried to develop a common unit based on their bodies can also be

found in a famous sentence in Rongo written by Koshi in ancient China;

Koshi says that we know one sun by stretching our ®ngers, one shaku by

our hand, and one hiro by our elbow. One sun is 3.03 cm, one shaku

30.3 cm, and one hiro 1.515m. The unit cubit has an old history from over

4000 years ago in Mesopotamia and Egypt, and one cubit corresponds to 45

to 70 cm depending on the race and period. One yard, which might originate

from double cubits, is equal to 3 feet (0.914m). The same situation holds for

the units inch, ell, fathom and so on.
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Table 1.3. Materials used for sensors

Materials Examples

Ceramics SnO2, ZnO, TiO2, Al2O3, BaTiO3, SiO2

Semiconductor Si, Ge, GaAs, InSb, CdSe

Metal Cu, Fe, Ni, Pt

Polymer, enzymea Polyvinyl chloride, poly(pyrrole), glucose oxidase,

valinomycin, crown ether

Living-organ material Microbe, lipid, collagen, protein, cat®sh barb, frog skin,

bacteriorhodopsin

a There is not a strict division between polymer/enzymes andmaterial from living organisms.



With time, the unit was determined using a phenomenon that occurred

repeatedly with an accurate period. The annual over¯ow of the Nile in ancient

Egypt occurred when Sirius rises in the sky in the same direction as sunrise,

and it promised a good harvest by carrying fertile soil from the upper stream.

The unit ``one year'' (i.e., solar year) was determined from a period of the

revolution of the earth.

In 1889, 30 meter prototypes (Fig. 1.5) were produced. One of them was

assigned as an international meter prototype, the length of which at 0 8C was

de®ned as 1 meter. The system uni®ed on the base of this meter unit is the

international system of metric units (SI: SysteÁ me International d'UniteÂ s). The

SI unit was accepted during a number of meetings of the ConfeÂ rence GeÂ neÂ rale

des Poids et Mesures.2

The SI system consists of seven base quantities (shown in Table 1.4), two

additional quantities and numerous derived quantities. The units of the length

and time have been improved and now they are de®ned within the framework

of quantummechanics. However, mass is based on the international kilogram

8 Sensor and measurement

yard

foot, Fuβ, pied

yard (= 3 feet)

fathom, Klafter,
brasse,hiro

inch,
Daumen,
pouce

shaku
sun

ell, Elle,
cubit

Figure 1.4. Scales based on the human body. The scales based on anatomy such

as the length of elbow do not always have the same value, presumably because of

diÿerences in race, period and tradition.
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Figure 1.5. The meter prototype.

Table 1.4. The seven base quantities of the SI system

Base quantity Name Symbol De®nition

Length meter m Distance travelled by light in vacuumduring a

time interval of 1/299 792 458 second

Mass kilogram kg Weight of an international platinum±iridium

alloy prototype kept at the International

Bureau for Weights and Measures in

SeÁ vres, France

Time second s Duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of

electromagnetic radiation, corresponding

to the transition between the two hyper®ne

levels of the ground state of the cesium-133

atom

Electric current ampere A Current that produces a force of 2� 10ÿ7

newton per meter of length between two

straight parallel conductors of in®nite

length placed 1 meter apart in a vacuum

Thermodynamic kelvin K 1/273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature

temperature of the triple point of water

Amount of mole mol Amount of a substance of a system containing

substance as many elementary entities as there are

atoms in 0.012 kilogram carbon-12

Luminous candela cd Intensity in a given direction of a source

intensity emitting monochromatic radiation of a

frequency 540� 1012 hertz with a radiant

intensity in that direction of 1/683 watt per

steradian



prototype, which is made of 90% Pt and 10% Ir, from 1889. It is cylindrical

and is kept at the International Bureau for Weights and Measures (BIPM) in

SeÁ vres, France.

Galileo found that the period of a simple pendulum is determined by the

length of the pendulum and does not depend on the weight. The period of a

1m simple pendulum is about 2:01 s, and hence half a period is about 1 s. It is

easy to visualize the relationship between 1m and 1 s.

The unit for the amount of substance, as atoms, molecules or ions, is the

mole. Because there is an unimaginably large number of molecules, we use a

``unit'' called the Avogadro constant (originally termed Avogadro number),

which is 6:02� 1023. The reference ``prototype'' is the number of atoms in

0.012 kg carbon-12. How large this number is can be grasped by the following

hypothetical experiment. Let us ®ll a cup with water when we go to the sea.

Then we put the water back into the sea and let the giant in the Aladdin's lamp

stir the sea with a large spoon. After a su�cient stir, we again ®ll the cup with

water from the sea. How many molecules that ®rst ®lled the cup come back

into the cup? The result is very surprising; some molecules will come back to

the cup. As this example illustrates, the world we deal with is composed of an

unimaginably large number of molecules.

Using a mol, we can de®ne the unit for concentration in solution. A 1M

aqueous solution is 1mol of molecules dissolved in 1 l (1000 cm3) water. The

NaCl content of sea water is 0.5M (500mM). The threshold for detection of

chemical substances to produce taste and smell for ordinary individuals lies

between 1� 10ÿ6 M (1mM) and 0:1M (100mM). The decimal pre®xes that

are used to describe these multiples and submultiples of a thousand are given

in Table 1.5.2

Figure 1.6 shows large numbers using hieroglyphics: 104 implies the form of

bending a ®gure, 105 the form of some animal, a burbot, and 106 shows a

person surprised. The sign for 107 may be an indication of unknown because

the number is just too huge.

Figure 1.7 shows what we can see when the scale is increased. We human

beings can imagine such a microscopic object as a quark, which cannot be

observed by the naked eye, and further can think of such a huge object as the

universe.

Recently, environmental pollution has become a social problem, and pollu-

tion of the atmosphere and rivers and the destruction of the ozone layer must

be considered carefully from now on. We often hear the term ppm (parts per

million) in our daily life. The unit ppm implies a ratio. For example, if 1 mg
materials are included in 1 g water, it amounts to 1 ppm. More recently, we

hear ppb (parts per billion). The appearance of this small unit may not be
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independent of the fact that humans produce chemical substances that are

harmful in quantities as low as 10ÿ9 (1 ppb).

1.3 Classification of measurement methods

Measurement methods can be divided into the following categories depending

on the object and the properties of the measured quantity.

1.3.1 Direct and indirect measurements

Direct measurement implies a method to measure by directly comparing the

measured quantity with the scale, for example reading the divisions of a scale

in the case of measuring length. On the contrary, indirect measurement needs

some calculation to get the result, for example to get velocity by the division

procedure using the distance and the necessary time, which must be measured

separately.

The accuracy of the indirect measurement is determined from the accuracy

of each measurement. Let x1;x2; . . . ; xn denote the quantity obtained by the

measurement and y denote the quantity to be obtained as a result, then y can

be expressed by:3,4

y � f �x1; x2; . . . ; xn�; �1:1�

Table 1.5. Decimal prefixes

Factor Pre®x Abbreviation Factor Pre®x Abbreviation

1018 exa E 10ÿ1 deci d

1015 penta P 10ÿ2 centi c

1012 tera T 10ÿ3 milli m

109 giga G 10ÿ6 micro m
106 mega M 10ÿ9 nano n

103 kilo k 10ÿ12 pico p

102 hecto h 10ÿ15 femto f

101 deca da 10ÿ18 atto a

103 104 105 106 7

Figure 1.6. Hieroglyphics to express large numbers.
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where f implies some calculation procedure. The errors �x1; �x2; . . . ; �xn are

generated in the measurements of x1; x2; . . . ; xn, respectively. In this case, the

resulting error of y becomes

�y � @f

@x1
�x1 �

@f

@x2
�x2 � � � � � @f

@xn
�xn: �1:2�

Each error �xi aÿects the total error �y by the weight of @f =@xi.

Let us consider one example of obtaining the moment of inertia of the

cylinder with mass M, diameter d and length l. The moment of inertia y is

given by

y � M

�
l2

12
� d2

16

�
: �1:3�
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From eq. (1.1) we get

�y

y
� �M

M
� 8

4� 3d2=l2
�l

l
� 6

3� 4l2=d2

�d

d
: �1:4�

For the cylinder with l=10 cm and d=1cm, �y=y becomes

�y

y
' �M

M
� 2

�l

l
� 0:015

�d

d
: �1:5�

This result means that the measurement of the diameter d scarcely aÿects the

moment of inertia.

As illustrated in this example, there are instances where we must make

careful measurements and others where we can make somewhat rough

measurements according to the particular factor in the indirect measurement.

1.3.2 Absolute and relative measurements

In absolute measurement, the measured quantity is an absolute value, as

found when measuring light velocity (c � �f ) using the values of the wave-

length � and the frequency f . Here we can get the magnitude of velocity in

itself if the wavelength and frequency are measured accurately. The same

situation holds for the measurement of length.

By comparison, relative measurement implies that the method measures the

diÿerence from the value at a reference point, which can be set arbitrarily. A

typical example is the measurement of electric potential at some point,

because it depends on the reference point of zero electric potential.

Whereas the value at a reference point should be constant during the mea-

surement, it changes in some cases. The diÿerence method for cancelling the

changeable value at the reference point is eÿective in this instance (see an

example in Fig. 4.11).

1.3.3 De¯ection and null methods

In the spring balance, we read the de¯ection of the sign attached to the spring,

which is expanded by the weight of an object, as shown in Fig. 1.8(a). In the

ammeter to measure electric current, we read the angle achieved by the rota-

tional force caused by the electric current that induces the electromagnetic

force in the magnet. These are de¯ection methods. Here we must obtain

beforehand a relationship between the de¯ection and the measured quantities,

i.e., a calibration line.

The null method is one whereby the unknown quantity is measured by

balancing it with a known reference quantity. The indication is zero when

1.3 Measurement methods 13



the reference quantity is adjusted to the same value as the unknown quantity,

as shown in Fig. 1.8(b).

One of the null methods is the measurement of electric resistance using the

Wheatstone bridge, shown in Fig. 1.9. The unknown resistance Rx can be

expressed using the known resistances R1;R2;R3 by

Rx �
R1R3

R2

: �1:6�
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(b)

Figure 1.8. (a) The de¯ection method and (b) the null method.
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Figure 1.9. Wheatstone bridge.



When the above equation holds, the electric current does not ¯ow between

points A and B because of zero electric potential diÿerence.

In the null methods, a type of feedback procedure to adjust the known

quantity is necessary.

1.4 Multiple regression analysis

In multiple regression analysis, we consider deriving a linear equation to give

a relationship between several measured quantities. As one of the simplest

examples, Fig. 1.10 shows the change in electric resistance R�ÿ� of some

material with increasing temperature T�8C). Let us try to express the relation-

ship between R and T by the following linear equation:

R � b1T � b0; �1:7�
where b1 and b0 are the constants to be determined to give a best ®t to all the

measured data. Since the number of pieces of data is generally greater than

two, there cannot exist two constants (b1; b0) that will satisfy eq. (1.7) for all

the data. So, what we can do is to search for the method for determining b1
and b0 in an approximate equation to reproduce all the data in the best way.

This subject can be extended to the case with more variables,

y;x1; x2; . . . ;xp. The expected value Y for the experimental value y can be

expressed by the following equation:

Y � b1x1 � b2x2 � � � � � bpxp � b0: �1:8�
This equation is called a multiregression equation with the explanatory

variables xi (predictor variables) and one dependent variable Y .

The two constants b1 and b0 in eq. (1.7) can be determined as follows. The

error of each measurement i is given by

zi � Ri ÿ �b1Ti � b0� for i � 1; 2; . . . ; n; �1:9�
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where Ri is the measurement value of the electric resistance and n is the total

number of measurements. From the method of least squares, the error is

smallest when
P

z2i becomes a minimum with respect to b0 and b1 (see Fig.

1.11).

By minimizing
P

z2i with respect to b0 and b1, we get

@

@b0

X
i

z2i �
X
i

�Ri ÿ �b1Ti � b0�� � 0;

@

@b1

X
i

z2i �
X
i

�Ri ÿ �b1Ti � b0��Ti � 0:

�1:10�

From this equation, we get

b0 �
P

i Ri

P
i T

2
i ÿP

i RiTi

P
i Ti

n
P

i T
2
i ÿ �Pi Ti�2

;

b1 �
n
P

i RiTi ÿ
P

i Ri

P
i Ti

n
P

i T
2
i ÿ �Pi Ti�2

:

�1:11�

The above case comprises only one explanatory variable. In more general

cases with many predictor variables, the following set of equations holds

for each measurement:

Y1 � b1x11 � b2x21 � � � � � bpxp1 � b0;

Y2 � b1x12 � b2x22 � � � � � bpxp2 � b0;

..

.

Yn � b1x1n � b2x2n � � � � � bpxpn � b0:

�1:12�
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Minimization of
P

z2i leads to X
i

�yi ÿ Yi� � 0; �1:13a�
X
i

�yi ÿ Yi�xji � 0: �1:13b�

Equation (1.13a) implies that the average value �y�� P
yi=n� of the measured

quantity is equal to the average of the expected value �Y�� P
Yi=n�. By multi-

plying bj in eq. (1.13b) and making a summation about j, we getX
i

�yi ÿ Yi�Yi � 0; �1:14�

by taking into account eq. (1.13a). Using eq. (1.14) we getX
i

�yi ÿ �y�2 �
X
i

�Yi ÿ �Y�2 �
X
i

�yi ÿ Yi�2: �1:15�

This equation implies that the square sum (ST) of the observed value from

which the average is subtracted is equal to the sum (SR) of the square sum of

expected value, from which the average is subtracted, and that of error (SE).

SE

ST

� 1ÿ SR

ST

: �1:16�

For the smaller SE, the multiregression equation can explain the experimental

data.

The ratio SR=ST can be expressed by

SR

ST

� r2; �1:17�

where r is the multicorrelation coe�cient de®ned by

r �
P

i�yi ÿ �y��Yi ÿ �Y����������������������������������������������������P
i�yi ÿ �y�2 Pi�Yi ÿ �Y�2

q : �1:18�

From the above equations, it can be concluded that if r is near 1, the multi-

regression equation can also explain the experimental data.

The multiregression analysis is used with the smallest number of predictor

variables. In general cases, n is larger than p in eq. (1.12). A peculiar situation

arises in the case of n � p� 1. The number of unknown coe�cients

b0; b1; . . . ; bp agrees with the number of equations. So, bi can be solved exactly

except for a special case where one equation coincides with another equation

because of the same data values that were obtained casually. This leads to

zero errors; that is, eq. (1.8) can express the observed data strictly. Therefore,

it is expected that we can obtain a multiregression equation to explain the

observed data only if we increase the number of explanatory variables that

1.4 Multiple regression analysis 17



have no relationship with the phenomenon concerned. Then, r2 increases

arti®cially by adding meaningless explanatory variables. This is very strange.

It is an unfavorable artifact brought about by the increasing degree of space

constructed from the explanatory variables, i.e, the degree of freedom.

To prevent the meaningless increase in correlation coe�cient, the adjusted

r2 is proposed as follows:

r̂2 � 1ÿ nÿ 1

nÿ pÿ 1
�1ÿ r2�: �1:19�

As can be understood from the above equation, r̂2 can decrease if meaningless

explanatory variables are added to the multiregression model. Using r̂2, we

can compare the correlation between cases with diÿerent numbers of expla-

natory variables.

In some cases, cross-terms consisting of xi and xj are necessary to express

Y . The same procedure is possible by regarding the cross-term as a new

explanatory variable.

1.5 Principal component analysis

When we make measurements, we usually wish to express some components

quantitatively. In the case of direct measurement, the measured quantity is

the object itself. In the case of indirect measurement, however, the object

(dependent variable) is expressed by a set of measured quantities (explanatory

variables). The method to achieve this was described in Section 1.4. In this

section, we treat the case where there is no dependent variable, which occurs

frequently. For example, let us assume that we have a detailed investigation in

a hospital. The investigation produces a number of measurements, total bilir-

ubin, GOT, GPT, . . . , in the list of functional tests (the explanation of GOT,

GPT is unnecessary; we only need to know that they are important quantities

measured in assessing our health). When we want to know the hepatic func-

tion, we must search the equation by which the hepatic function is expressed

using the above measured quantities.

Let us consider an example, shown in Table 1.6, where scores of language

and mathematics of 16 students are listed. Using this result, it may be possible

to say whether student E is good at language or mathematics. It implies the

formulation to express the term ``good at language'' (or ``good at mathe-

matics'') using the score of language x1 and the score of mathematics x2. In

this case, the decrease in information occurs always because the two variables

(scores of language and mathematics) are reduced to one variable (``good at

language''). Our intention is to adopt the method to obtain useful information

18 Sensor and measurement
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without losing information.5,6 This method is called a principal component

analysis, which is often abbreviated as PCA.

The scores in Table 1.6 are rewritten in Fig. 1.12. By examining this ®gure,

it would appear that the students who are good at mathematics are bad at

language, while the students who are good at language are bad at mathe-

matics. Therefore, it may be natural to de®ne the lower right direction as

the term ``good at language'' by drawing a straight line, as shown in Fig.

1.12. It means the introduction of a new variable z1:

z1 � a11x1 � a12x2; �1:20�

where x1 and x2 are the values after the average was subtracted from the

original values. Eq. (1.20) is nothing but rotation of axis.

We must do our best in determining a11 and a12 without losing information.

It implies that the new axis is determined by the direction of the large spread

of data points. To keep the magnitude in the transformation in eq. (1.20), the

following condition is set:

a211 � a212 � 1: �1:21�

Figure 1.13 shows schematically a relationship among the original informa-

tion, the new information and loss of information. We get

OP
2
i ÿOQ

2
i � PQ

2
i : �1:22�
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This equation implies that OQ
2
i can be maximized in order to minimize PQ

2
i

(loss of information). This is a problem in that we maximize OQ
2
i by summing

up over 16 pieces of data under the condition of eq. (1.21).

For this purpose, the Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers is

powerful. We maximize the following equation including the undetermined

multiplier �:

g�a11; a12� �
XN
i�1

�a11x1i � a12x2i�2 ÿ ��a211 � a212 ÿ 1�; �1:23�

where N is equal to 16 in the present example. By maximizing eq. (1.23) with

respect to a11 and a12, we get

@g

@a11
� s11a11 � s12a12 ÿ �a11 � 0;

@g

@a12
� s12a11 � s22a12 ÿ �a12 � 0;

�1:24�

with

s11 �
X
i

x21i;

s12 �
X
i

x1ix2i; �1:25�

s22 �
X
i

x22i:

The quantities obtained by dividing s11 and s22 by N are called a variance and

the quantity s12=N is called a covariance.
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For the non-zero values of a11 and a12 in eq. (1.24),

s11 ÿ �

s12

s12
s22 ÿ �

ÿÿÿÿ
ÿÿÿÿ � 0 �1:26�

is a necessary and su�cient condition. The eigenvalue is given by

�1 � s11 � s22 �
�������������������������������������
�s11 ÿ s22�2 � 4s212

q� �
=2;

�2 � s11 � s22 ÿ
�������������������������������������
�s11 ÿ s22�2 � 4s212

q� �
=2:

�1:27�

Since the relation
g�a11; a12� � � �1:28�

holds, the magnitude of eigenvalue � is equal to that of new information. The

axes z1 and z2 are determined by �1 and �2, respectively, because �1 > �2. The

following expressions can be obtained for a11 and a12, if we take a11 > 0:

a11 �
js12j���������������������������������

��1 ÿ s11�2 � s212

q ;

a12 �
�1 ÿ s11

s12
a11:

�1:29�

For the example in Table 1.6, we get a11 � 0:88 and a12 � ÿ0:48. The line z1 in

Fig. 1.12 is drawn using eq. (1.20) with these values. The positive value of a11
and negative value of a12 means z1 increases for better at language andworse at

mathematics. It really expresses the students who are better at language than

at mathematics. The fact of ja11j > a12 implies that the axis z1 is determined

more by the score of language than that of mathematics. This axis has the

largest information contained in x1 and x2, and hence it is called a ®rst

principal component (PC1). The axis z2 determined from another eigenvalue

�2 is called a second principal component (PC2).

As shown in eq. (1.28), the magnitude of eigenvalue re¯ects information.

The ratio of the eigenvalue to the sum of all the eigenvalues is called a con-

tribution rate. In the present example, the contribution rates are 92.9% and

7.1% for PC1 and PC2, respectively. Therefore, PC1 has almost all the

information.

Figure 1.12 implies that the student E is very good at language because his

PC1 value is high. On the contrary, the student G is very bad at language

because of the low score of PC1. In this way, we could extract information

regarding the term ``good at language'' from two scores of language and

mathematics.

The axis z2 is given by
z2 � a21x1 � a22x2; �1:30�
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where the vector (a21; a22) belonging to the eivenvalue �2 becomes (0.48, 0.88).

The fact that a21 > 0 and a22 > 0 means that z2 re¯ects the students who are

relatively good at both language and mathematics. The student P takes the

largest value of z2. The value of PC2 can be regarded as a kind of total score of

examinations.

This can be understood clearly from the next example, shown in Table 1.7.

By using the same procedure as above, we get

A � 0:73 0:68

ÿ0:68 0:73

� �
; �1:31�

where

z � Ax �1:32�
with z � �z1; z2�t and x � �x1; x2�t, the superscript t implying the transpose

vector. The contribution rates to PC1 and PC2 are 77.6% and 22.4%, respec-

tively. As can be understood from the expression of eq. (1.31), z1 becomes the

sum of x1 and x2 with diÿerent weights.

This expression is similar to the simple sum of scores and sometimes is more

eÿective for evaluating the result of examinations. If all the students get the

same score, for example 80 for mathematics, the addition of the score in

mathematics to those for examinations of other subjects is meaningless. In

this case, the score in mathematics has no value in evaluating diÿerences in the

ability of students (no ability diÿerence or problems too bad). If the PCA is

made, one eigenvalue becomes zero because there is no dispersion of the score

in mathematics. As a result, PC1 is determined by other examinations.

The PCA was made here using the variance and covariance. However, it is

not adequate to perform the analysis when there are variables with diÿerent

characteristics, for example weight (kg) for x1 and height (m) for x2 in asses-

sing obesity. If the unit g is chosen for the weight, the dominant term becomes

the weight, and obesity can be determined by only the weight x1 independent

of the height x2. In such a case, the method using the nondimensional quan-

tities is usually convenient: dividing xi by the root of variance of xi. It leads to

sii � 1, and sij becomes the correlation coe�cient rij.

Two variables were reduced to one variable in the above example. Of

course, the same procedure can be applied to more general cases including

many variables. The ultimate goal of sensor technology is to mimic the human

senses and exceed them. For this aim, we sometimes get necessary information

by using several sensors of diÿerent types and properties. In this case, we must

relate all the information from these sensors to the intended quantities with-

out losing information. The PCA is very useful for this purpose. In some

cases, however, a relationship between input and output of the sensor

1.5 Principal component analysis 23
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becomes strongly nonlinear. A neural network algorithm can be used in those

cases, as will be found in Chapter 5 for odor sensors.
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2

Chemical senses

2.1 Chemoreception

The senses of taste and smell are the chemical senses induced when chemical

substances interact with the tongue and the nasal cavity, respectively. Physical

quantities such as light (photon), sound wave and pressure (or temperature)

are received in the senses of sight, hearing and touch, respectively, as shown in

Table 1.1.

Chemoreception occurs even in unicellular organisms, although some living

organisms such as deep-sea ®sh have no sense of sight among the physical

senses. Protozoa such as amoebae and microbes such as colon bacilli

show chemotaxis; they gather and escape from some chemical substances.

The former is called positive chemotaxis and the latter negative chemotaxis.

Colon bacilli show positive chemotaxis for amino acids tasting sweet and

negative chemotaxis for chemical substances tasting strongly bitter or sour.

This behavior is quite reasonable because substances tasting sweet become

energy sources for living organisms whereas substances tasting strongly bitter

or sour are often harmful.

As the above examples indicate, our likes and dislikes for chemical sub-

stances (i.e., foodstuÿs) can be considered as an essential matter related to our

safety. The senses of taste and smell are those used for checking the safety of

substances that are ingested, and hence they have developed in higher animals

in the same way as in unicellular living organisms that survive using chemical

senses. The development of taste and odor sensors is a growing area of bio-

mimetic technologies intended to mimic the original purpose of biological

systems.

2.2 Biological membranes

The cell is enveloped by a biological membrane that is composed of proteins

and the lipid bilayer. Figure 2.1 shows a ¯uid mosaic model proposed by
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Singer and Nicolson in 1978,1 where proteins can move freely in the ``sea'' of

lipid bilayer.

A lipid molecule comprises a hydrophilic group that is soluble in water and

a hydrophobic part that usually contains two hydrocarbon chains, which are

insoluble in water. Because of this structure, lipid molecules can automatically

form the lipid bilayer by gathering the hydrophobic chains inside and facing

the hydrophilic group to the water phase. This is a kind of self-organization,

which may play an important part in developing biomimetic devices.

As one example of a lipid, let us show the chemical structure of phospha-

tidylcholine, which is a main constituent of biological phospholipid.

The two long chains of carbon and hydrogen on the left are the hydro-

phobic hydrocarbon chains; the choline group made of phosphate and ammo-

nium, which are charged negatively and positively near neutral pH,

respectively, is hydrophilic. Such a lipid is sometimes symbolized by

///*.///

Ions cannot move through the lipid bilayer, which can be regarded as

almost an insulator because its electric resistance reaches over 1Gÿ=cm2.

Potassium ions are mainly contained inside the cell, whereas Na� is dominant

outside. As our blood contains a large amount of NaCl, this may support the

suggestion that living organisms originated in an ancient sea. The unbalanced
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distribution of ions inside and outside the cell is maintained with the aid of

proteins contained in the biological membrane. Two kinds of protein that

transport ions are known; one is a channel protein through which a particular

ion can move and another is a pump protein to transport ions using energy

(usually ATP) against the ion concentration gradient.

As a result of this activity, a diÿerence in electric potential between the cell

interior and the exterior is produced. This potential diÿerence, called a mem-

brane potential, usually has negative values of about 80mV because the

membrane in the resting state is permeable to K�: this is a stationary state

realized without external stimuli. If a stimulus such as an electric current is

applied to the membrane of a nerve ®ber, the membrane potential changes

drastically, as shown in Fig. 2.2. This transient change is ®rst brought about

by Na� in¯ux and later by K� e�ux and can be transmitted along the nerve

®ber with a velocity of about 10 m/s, ®nally reaching the brain. In the resting

state, the cell interior remains polarized in relation to the exterior; however,

when a stimulus occurs, the changes are called depolarization, because the

membrane potential gets near to zero. This transient depolarization is called

an action potential or spike (or sometimes impulse). In this way, the nerve cell

shows ``excitation'' by generating a series of action potentials in response to

stimuli. Anesthetics suppress excitation, which results in paralysis of any part

of the body treated with a local anesthetic such as tetracaine.

Living organs utilize the excitation in information transmission and proces-

sing. The number of spikes increases with the logarithm of stimulus intensity.

Responses in the gustatory receptors of many animals increase linearly with
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the concentration of taste substances. This empirical law is well known as

Weber±Fechner's law (Fig. 2.3).

2.3 From reception of taste substances to perception in the

brain

We have many sandy grains, called papillae, on our tongue. One papilla con-

tains several to a few hundred taste buds depending on the kind of papilla. An

adult has about 9000 taste buds 60±80mm in length and at maximum 40 mm in

diameter. The number of taste buds diÿers in diÿerent species, e.g., about

100 000 in the cat®sh, about 25 000 in the cow and about 7000 in a rabbit.

A taste bud is composed of several taste cells (gustatory cells), as shown in

Fig. 2.4. Chemical substances are received at the biological membrane of the

taste cell, which is not a nerve cell but rather an epidermal cell. The reception

mechanism is not yet clear and will be discussed in more detail below. The

membrane potential of a taste cell is changed at the ®rst stage of chemical

reception. Figure 2.5 shows reception of chemical substances by taste cells and

olfactory cells. Although the detailed transduction mechanism is not clear, a
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nerve ®ber connected to the taste cell shows excitation. The connection is

made using a synapse, as usually occurs in transduction of signals in animals

(Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.7 shows the number of impulses in 50 chorda tympani ®bers of a

rat.2 We can see that one nerve ®ber does not necessarily have the information

of only one taste quality. The nerve ®ber shows nonselective, nonspeci®c

response to each taste quality so that one ®ber, for example H in Fig. 2.7,

may respond to NaCl, HCl and quinine. The pattern constructed from the
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number of impulses in 50 nerve ®bers shows a quite diÿerent pattern for NaCl

and sucrose. The patterns for HCl and quinine are also characteristic,

although these two are somewhat similar compared with NaCl and sucrose.

This result supports the across-®ber pattern theory proposed by Erickson et al.

in 1965.3 According to this theory, the taste quality is distinguished using the

overall excitation pattern of nerve ®bers.

Mitochondrion

Synaptic vesicle

Postsynaptic
membrane

Neurotransmitters

Presynaptic
membrane

Figure 2.6. Information transduction at the synaptic junction.

Figure 2.7. Response patterns constructed from 50 nerve ®bers in a rat (Ogawa et al., 1968).
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This situation can be diÿerent in some animal species. A group of nerve

®bers that respond to only sweet substances is found in hamsters. The theory

based on these specialized ®bers is called a labeled-line theory. However,

transmission of taste using the overall excitation pattern can be considered

to play a major role even in hamsters.

The excitation pattern does not change very much from the ®rst to the third

neurons. It implies that the information processing is almost completed at the

®rst neuron level and then simply transmitted to the brain through the second

and third neurons. This fact seems very important in developing a taste sensor

in that the receptor part must have information of taste.

Figure 2.8 shows the factors that make up the sensation of deliciousness felt

by us. We take dinner by gathering all the information from the ®ve senses,

i.e., the senses of taste, smell, touch, hearing and sight. Furthermore, deli-

ciousness is aÿected by the mental and physical condition of the individual,

and it strongly depends on the food culture of a country or race. Because of

this, it seems extremely di�cult to provide some measure of deliciousness of

foods using arti®cial sensing systems. The taste sensor mentioned in Chapter 6

has been developed to measure the taste received at the tongue. It may con-

tribute to objective quanti®cation of deliciousness to some extent.

Five taste qualities are acknowledged at present: sourness produced by H�

from HCl, acetic acid, citric acid, etc.; saltiness produced mainly by NaCl;

bitterness produced by quinine, caÿeine, l-tryptophan andMgSO4; sweetness

from sucrose, glucose, l-alanine, etc.; and umami, which is the Japanese term

for ``deliciousness'', produced by monosodium glutamate (MSG) contained
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mainly in seaweeds such as tangle, disodium inosinate (IMP) in meat and

®sh and disodium guanylate (GMP) in mushrooms.4ÿ6 Umami is now

acknowledged as a ®fth basic taste.

Table 2.1 summarizes the chemical substances producing taste, the thresh-

old detectable by humans and the physiologic signi®cance. Here, the thresh-

old means the minimum concentration at which a diÿerence from water can

be detected. By comparison, a recognition threshold is the concentration

where the taste quality can be recognized. The recognition thresholds of

sucrose, NaCl and quinine are 170mM, 30mM and 30 mM, respectively,

which are higher than the thresholds listed in Table 2.1.

It is well known that sweet substances such as sucrose suppress bitterness

produced by substances such as quinine, and coexistence of IMP or GMP

enhances umami produced byMSG. The former is called a suppression eÿect,

while the latter is a synergistic eÿect. Pursuing the mechanism of such taste

interactions is one of the main themes of olfactory neurophysiologic and

biochemical ®elds. Development of the taste sensor using lipid membranes

may make a substantial contribution in this area.

Amino acids are important because they produce taste in many kinds of

food, typically in fermented foods such as beer, wine, sake and soybean paste

(miso).6ÿ8 Amino acids are used in processed foods because they enhance the

nutritive value of many foods and also modify the natural taste characteristics

of many foodstuÿs, as is well known with MSG, which is a substance that

shows the independent ®fth taste, umami. The taste of an amino acid changes

only if one group, R, is changed (Table 2.2).

Table 2.1. Five basic tastes

Physiologic

Taste Chemical substances Threshold signi®cance

Sweetness Sucrose, glucose, glycine, 10mM (sucrose) Energy source

L-alanine, aspartame

Saltiness NaCl, KCl, KBr 10mM (NaCl) Mineral supply

Sourness H� produced by HCl, citric 0.9 mM (HCl) Signal of rotting

acid, acetic acid

Bitterness Quinine, caÿeine, picric acid, 8mM (quinine) Signal of poison

MgSO4, L-tryptophan

Umami Monosodium glutamate (MSG), 2mM (MSG) Supply of amino acid

disodium inosinate (IMP), and nucleotides

disodium guanylate (GMP)
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Glycine tastes sweet, l-valine sweet and bitter simultaneously, and l-trypto-
phan tastes bitter. If the taste of amino acids contained in foodstuÿs are

measured, we can discuss the taste quantitatively and furthermore monitor

processes such as fermentation.

Figure 2.9 summarizes our knowledge on the gustatory reception at the

biological membrane and the following transduction.9ÿ14 However, the

mechanism may partly depend on the animal species. Sweet substances are
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considered to be received by two diÿerent pathways. One is the cyclic AMP

(cAMP)-mediated pathway for sugars, and the other is the inositol trispho-

sphate (IP3)-mediated pathway for synthetic sweetners. Some bitter sub-

stances are received by a similar IP3-mediated pathway, but another

pathway without second messengers is also suggested. There is a possibility

that bitter substances such as quinine are received at the hydrophobic part of

the lipid bilayer and result in a membrane potential change. This hypothesis is

supported from an experiment using liposomes12 and also the results using a

multichannel taste sensor with lipid/polymer membranes, as detailed in

Chapter 6.

An amiloride-sensitive ion channel may act as the Na� receptor. In¯ux of

Na� induces the depolarization. However, the transduction mechanism is

unclear for other alkali cations, because large salts such as FeCl3, which

cannot move through the ion channel, induce a large response. Two possibi-

lities are considered for the transduction of sourness. One is the direct in¯ux of

H� and the other is the suppressive action of H� on the K� channel, depend-

ing on the species. For these two kinds of taste quality, neither cAMP nor IP3

concentration changes.

PIP2

ATP cAMP

ATP

IP3

Ca2+

PKA

K+Ca2+

Amiloride

Na+

Na+
(salty)K+

H+

+

H+
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Substance A
(bitter) Sugar

(sweet)

Tight junction

Basolateral
membrane
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(bitter)
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R2

G

R3

G

AC

Figure 2.9. Model of gustatory reception and transduction. G, GTP-binding protein; AC,

adenylate cyclase; PLC, phospholipase C; PKA, protein kinase A; IP3, inositol

trisphosphate; PIP2, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate.
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The umami taste can be imparted by glutamate, receptors for which have

been identi®ed in the central nervous system; receptors of a similar type may

be involved in reception of umami.

The depolarization resulting from the processes following the taste stimuli

causes opening of voltage-dependent Ca2� channels, which leads to Ca2�

in¯ux. Neurotransmitters are then released from synaptic vesicles to the gus-

tatory nerve cell.

2.4 From reception of odor substances to perception in the

brain

The sense of smell allows information of chemical environmental conditions

to be assessed from a distance. Numerous types of odor molecule can be

detected with extremely high sensitivity. Wandering salmon come back to

the home river by remembering the smell of the river where they were born

and bred.

In the ®eld of foodstuÿs, the term ``¯avor'' is used to express comprehen-

sively taste and smell.

It is said that there are about 500 000 types of chemical substance producing

smell. Amoore in the 1960s classi®ed them into seven classes according to

their external form and electric charge:15 camphoraceous, etheric, pepper-

minty, musky, ¯oral, pungent and putrid. At present, however, many

researchers believe that no basic smells exist. Nevertheless, Amoore's hypoth-

esis may be valuable in the sense that it allows a hypothesis of receptor

proteins speci®c for odor molecules, as mentioned below.

Many odor substances are low-molecular-weight compounds that are vola-

tile and hydrophobic with no electric charge. Comparison between taste and

odor substances is made in Table 2.3.

Figure 2.10 illustrates the process of reception of odorants by olfactory cells

and then the transduction of information to the brain. As the olfactory

cells are nerve cells, they directly elicit spike trains soon after the olfactory
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Table 2.3. Comparison between taste and odor substances

Taste substances Odor substances

Received at the tongue Detected by the nose

Nonvolatile in most cases Volatile

Highly polar and soluble in water Low polarity and soluble in oil

Exist in ®ve basic tastes Numerous types of quality



cilia receive odor molecules, which happens when these have dissolved in the

mucus layer.

Tonoike and co-workers have summarized the steps in olfactory trans-

duction.16 This process occurs in four stages: (1) the generation of membrane

depolarization (receptor potentials, known as an electro-olfactogram (EOG))

following the reception of odorant molecules by cilia; (2) the transmission of

receptor potentials from the cilia to the soma; (3) the conversion of the EOG

into spike trains at the axonal basal part of the cell body; and (4) membrane

depolarization and recovery from the activated processes at cilia and the other

parts.

Figure 2.11 shows a model of olfactory transduction based on present

knowledge.16 A powerful candidate for the receptors was discovered by

Buck and Axel in 1991.17 This is a multigene family encoding olfactory-

speci®c proteins with seven transmembrane domains and acting through

coupling to GTP-binding proteins (G-proteins). A speci®c odor molecule is

thought to be trapped by a pocket structure surrounded by the seven trans-

membrane domains. It is now considered that there are about 1000 receptor

proteins coded by diÿerent genes for diÿerent groups of odor molecules.

The importance of the hydrophobic part of the biological membrane (the

lipid bilayer) is also indicated by experiments using liposomes.18

A cAMP-mediated pathway is now con®rmed as one of the second mes-

senger systems. The transduction is as follows: receptor protein ! G-protein

! adenylate cyclase (AC) ! cAMP formation ! cAMP-gated channel !

Olfactory bulb

Odor molecules

Amygdaloid
nucleus

Frontal lobe
orbital field

Prepyriform
cortex

Olfactory cell

Olfactory epithelium

Odor molecules

MucusCilia
layer

Figure 2.10. Reception of odor substances by the nose.
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membrane depolarization ! cAMP hydrolysis. An IP3-mediated transduc-

tion is also suggested from the identi®cation of a GTP-dependent phosphati-

dylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate phosphodiesterase (PIP2 PDE) in cat®sh cilia

that is sensitive to amino acids and from IP3-gated Ca2� channels in cat®sh

and frog.

Recent studies19;20 have shown that diÿerent olfactory cells have diÿerent

receptor proteins. It implies that each group of odor molecules is received at

the corresponding olfactory cells. The electric signal transduced at olfactory

cells is transmitted to the olfactory bulb, which contains about 2000 elemen-

tary bulbs named glomeruli. Surprisingly, electric signals from speci®ed olfac-

tory cells may converge in axons onto one or a few common target glomeruli

in the bulb.
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3

Biomimetic membrane devices

This chapter describes biomimetic membrane devices, which were developed

by utilizing a self-assembled characteristic of biomolecules. First, some

typical self-organized phenomena such as rhythm and pattern formation

are described, because biomimetic membrane devices work far from equili-

brium. It is shown that lipid membranes can show action potential, which is a

transient all-or-non change of membrane potential elicited under nonequili-

brium conditions with applied stimuli such as an electric current, i.e., this

membrane can be regarded as an excitable model membrane or an arti®cial

nerve membrane similar to natural nerve membranes. Since the frequency of

self-sustained oscillations increases with increasing dc electric current and/or

pressure, this membrane is a kind of dc^ac converter made of organic

materials, or a chemo-mechanical receptor. It can also be used as a memory

element or switching element with analog-to-digital function. Anesthetic

substances, local anesthetics and alcohol, can stop the excitation in this

biomimetic membrane, which is how anesthesia acts in biological systems.

The oscillations are also aÿected largely by chemical substances producing

taste.

Furthermore, this membrane responds to taste substances by changes in

membrane electric potential and electric resistance under conditions in which

oscillations do not occur. Membranes made of diÿerent types of lipid respond

to chemicals in diÿerent ways. This was the ®rst indication that lipid mem-

branes could be used as transducers to transform taste information to electric

signals. Lipid immobilized membranes are a prototype for biomimetic, bio-

molecular devices to reproduce the sense of taste.

3.1 Self-organization appearing far from equilibrium

Spatio-temporal patterns are seen in chemical reactions when these are

coupled with diÿusion. Spiral or circular chemical waves are spontaneously

produced in Belouzov±Zhabotinsky (B±Z) reactions.1 Figure 3.1 shows an
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example of circular waves in B±Z reactions. Self-sustained oscillations of

chemical products (Ce4� and Ce3�) in the homogeneous space were found

by Belousov when KBrO3 and Ce4� were added to citric acid in dilute sulfuric

acid.2 Zhabotinsky and his co-workers con®rmed this result and further

observed the spatial periodic structure and propagation of concentration

waves.3

The B±Z reaction is considered to comprise 10 elementary reaction pro-

cesses.4 The simpli®ed scheme of the B±Z reaction is illustrated in Fig. 3.2,4,5

where the chemical reaction A� B ! C is represented by

Using Fig. 3.2, let us explain the mechanism of self-sustained oscillation in

the Belousov system. Chemicals BrOÿ
3 , BrCH(COOH)2 and CH2(COOH)2

can be controlled externally. When there is a plenty of Brÿ, the reactions

(5) and (10) will not proceed. Instead, reaction (2) occurs and then HBrO2

is consumed (®rst step). However, reaction (5) starts if HBrO2 is consumed

su�ciently in reaction (2). In addition, the reaction has a positive feedback

property and hence Ce4� is produced rapidly (second step). As the third step,

reaction (10) starts to occur because of excess Ce4�. Consequently, Ce3� and

Brÿ increase. This allows recovery of the ®rst step. In this way, the above

process can be repeated. We can observe this periodic process as a change in
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color associated with the presence of Ce4� or Ce3�. This occurs when the

solution is stirred and becomes homogeneous. If the solution is not stirred,

we can observe the spatial pattern by almost the same mechanism as in Fig.

3.1. These types of ordered state appear through some intrinsic nonlinear

properties of a system far from equilibrium.

In biological systems, a nerve ®ber exhibits excitation (i.e., a repetitive

®ring) to process an information transformation. This phenomenon appears

as a result of self-organization realizing far from equilibrium. Similar elec-

trical events can be found in more dynamic phenomena in biological systems,

for example in growth, diÿerentiation and morphogenesis.6±8

Study of simple arti®cial systems may be useful for understanding self-

organization phenomena in biological systems and also creates the possibility

of developing a novel advanced device.

3.2 Phase transition of artificial lipid membranes

Amembrane constructed from a porous ®lter (Millipore Corp, cellulose ester,

average pore size 5 or 8 mm) impregnated with dioleyl phosphate (DOPH)
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changes its electrical characteristics according to variations in the concentra-

tion of a salt such as NaCl or KCl.9±13 DOPH is a synthetic lipid obtained by

hydrolyzing oleyl alcohol with phosphorus oxychloride and was ®rst made by

Kobatake and Yoshida. Its chemical structure includes two hydrophobic

hydrocarbon chains and one hydrophilic phosphate group:

DOPH has a similar structure to the typical phospholipid molecules in

biological systems. Compared with phosphatidylcholine, a natural phospho-

lipid (see p. 27), we can see that DOPH is obtained by adopting part of the

phosphate group and removing the ammonium part of the choline group.

DOPH is a yellow, liquid oil at room temperature.

The membrane was placed between two cells with equimolar ion concen-

trations, as shown in Fig. 3.3. When the ion concentration is below about

30mM, the membrane shows low electric capacitance, of the order of

10 nF=cm2, and electric resistance as high as several megaohms per square

centimeter. Above 30mM, however, these membrane electrical characteristics

change to approximately 300 nF/cm2 and a few hundred kiloohms per square

centimeter, respectively. The measured electric capacitance is shown in

Fig. 3.4.

The membrane capacitance shows a sigmoidal relaxation after an abrupt

increase in ion concentration, but an exponential relaxation after a decrease

(Fig. 3.5). The speed is as slow as several minutes or more for the increasing

process, although it is relatively fast for the decreasing case. Consequently, a

hysteresis loop is obtained for one cycle of increasing and decreasing pro-

cesses; the loop belongs to a diÿerent type from the usual hysteresis originat-

ing from a ®rst-order phase transition in an equilibrium system14 or a hard

transition (sometimes called an inverted-type or supercritical bifurcation1) in

nonequilibrium systems (Fig. 3.6).15 The relaxation process from the low ion

concentration to the high concentration becomes slower when the quantity of

DOPH adsorbed onto the membrane ®lter is increased. The process took a

few hours for a membrane with 1±2mg/cm2 DOPH adsorbed but over 24 h for

a membrane with over 3mg/cm2 DOPH adsorbed.

A hysteresis loop of the membrane electric capacitance was obtained by

repeating the measurements after the passage of time interval �� from each

abrupt step-by-step change of ion concentration.13 In Fig. 3.4, one hysteresis

loop obtained for�� =5min and a reversible equilibrium curve obtained for
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�� > 30min are shown. At low ion concentrations, the membrane shows the

low electric capacitance; however, it shows the high electric capacitance at

high ion concentrations. The hysteresis appears with high scanning rate but

shrinks to one reversible equilibrium curve with a low scanning rate. The solid

and dashed lines imply the theoretical results explained in Section 3.4.1.

Any hysteresis phenomenon is essentially time dependent, because any

system cannot stay in a metastable state eternally. The dynamic aspect of

the hysteresis phenomenon has been investigated extensively as a result of

recent progress in nonequilibrium thermodynamics. In ferromagnetic materi-

als and type II superconductors containing many pinning centers, however,

the decay of the hysteresis loop of magnetization with time is too slow to be

observed under usual experimental conditions, and hence these materials are

not very suitable for an investigation of the dynamic pro®le of the hysteresis.
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Figure 3.3. Experimental setup for measuring the electrical characteristics of the DOPH-

adsorbed membrane. The area of about 1 cm2 of the membrane is in contact with two

aqueous solutions, which are changed according to the experimental purpose. For example,

in the investigation of phase-transition characteristics, they were chosen to have equimolar

concentrations, while they were 1mM (or 5mM) KCl and 100mM KCl solutions in the

study of short-period oscillations (Section 3.3.1). The electric potential across the

membrane was measured using a pair of KCl-saturated Ag/AgCl electrodes by taking its

origin at the 1mM KCl side. See also Fig. 6.15. The electric oscillations were induced by

application of dc electric current using a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes. When measuring the

membrane electric capacitance, the Ag/AgCl electrode was replaced by a plate-like Pt/Pt

electrode, which is adequate for ac measurements.
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Figure 3.4. Change in the electric capacitance of the DOPH-adsorbed membrane with

NaCl concentration.13 Experimental data are shown by* and&, theoretical results shown

by solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of relaxation of membrane capacitance showing sigmoid

change after increasing ion concentration (a) and exponential change after decreasing

concentration (b).
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Figure 3.6. First-order phase transition in an equilibrium system (a) and a hard transition

occurring far from equilibrium (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7. The surface structure of the DOPH-adsorbed membrane.16 The bar at the

bottom right indicates 10 mm. In 1mM KCl (a), the surface is covered entirely with oil

droplets; in 100mM KCl (b), pores of about 5 mm appear as dark areas. Random

aggregates of oil droplets occupy the pores and the surface of the ®lter in (a), and hence the

electric resistance becomes high at low KCl concentrations. Formation of tightly packed

multilayers causes void spaces inside pores in (b), resulting in low membrane electric

resistance at high KCl concentrations.



For a hysteresis of the order parameter related to the ®rst-order phase

transition in equilibrium systems or a hard transition appearing far from

equilibrium, however, a dynamic pro®le has been eÿectively investigated,

though few detailed data have been reported on the decay of the hysteresis

loop.

The electrical characteristics of the DOPH-adsorbed membrane can be

explained by assuming that DOPH molecules make phase transitions

among three phases composed of oil droplets at low ion concentrations,

spherical micelles and multi- or bilayer lea¯ets at high concentrations.9±13

The oil droplet is a loosely packed hydrophobic phase of randomly aggre-

gated DOPH; the multi- or bilayer is a tightly packed hydrophilic phase.

Spherical micelles, including inverted micelles, are formed from about 100

lipid molecules or more.

Figure 3.7 shows a photograph of the surface structure of the membrane.16

At 1mMKCl, the oil droplets cover the entire surface. At 100mMKCl, pores

of about 5 mm size can be seen as dark areas. These results agree with the high

membrane electric resistance seen at low concentrations and low resistance at

high concentrations. Furthermore, DOPH molecules can form a bilayer lipid

membrane (black lipid membrane17) at high ion concentrations;9 this fact

supports the above phase transition. Stabilization of a multi- or bilayer

structure at high ion concentrations can be shown by an electrochemical

theory (see Section 3.4.1).

3.3 Excitability: self-sustained oscillations

Oscillatory behaviors have been reported for several simple membranes. One

is a glass ®lter placed under electrochemical and hydrodynamic gradients.

The oscillation of membrane potential was found by Teorell18 and explained

theoretically by Kobatake.19 The others may be systems containing lipids

such as an oil membrane,20 a bilayer lipid membrane21 and an oil/water inter-

face.22,23 These membranes (or interface) can reproduce excitability as found

in nerve membranes, although these systems do not contain proteins but only

lipids.

3.3.1 Five types of oscillation in the DOPH-adsorbed membrane

The DOPH-adsorbed membrane also shows excitability under non-

equilibrium conditions. Figure 3.8 summarizes the oscillations. The ®rst is a

long-period oscillation, which appears when the membrane is placed between
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solutions of low and high ion concentrations, e.g., 5mM and 100mM KCl,

without applied dc electric current.11,12,24±26 The origin of the electric poten-

tial was taken at the 5mM KCl side. The period is as long as several minutes

to a few hours, the waveform exhibiting the spike form. The period and the

width of the spike become longer as the amount of DOPH adsorbed into a

porous ®lter is increased.24 Since the side with the higher ion concentration is

electrically negative, the DOPH membrane is permeable to cations; in this

case, the membrane electric resistance is not so large, and hence K� diÿuse

from the 100mM to the 5mM solution. This occurs because the negative

charge of the phosphate group of a DOPH molecule is dissociated near a

neutral pH. This oscillation appears by coupling between the phase transition

of DOPH and ion ¯ow across the membrane.25
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Figure 3.8. Five kinds of oscillation appearing in the DOPH-adsorbed membrane.



The second oscillation is a short-period oscillation, which is induced by

application of a pressure gradient and dc electric current under an ion con-

centration gradient.25±29 The period is 1 s or so and the waveform is a relaxa-

tion oscillation showing exponential decay. The oscillation continues for

several tens of minutes or sometimes over 1 h. It can be induced by increasing

the applied dc electric current or pressure diÿerence, as in Fig. 3.9. The

oscillation appeared beyond 0.32mA and its frequency increased linearly

with increasing electric current. Since the input is the dc electric current

and the output is the ac electric voltage, the membrane can be regarded as

a dc^ac converter. The pressure diÿerence also increases the frequency of the

oscillation, and hence the membrane acts as a mechanical receptor to detect

pressure.28

The third oscillation is a burst-type oscillation composed of fast and slow

oscillations appearing under the ion concentration gradient. This oscillation

occurs through nonlinear coupling between the short-period oscillation by

DOPH molecules attached to the surface region of a ®lter and a long-period

oscillation by DOPH adsorbed within a pore.25

The fourth is an oscillation appearing under a 100mM NaCl/100mM KCl

gradient.30 The membrane potential is negative at the KCl side, and hence the

DOPH membrane is permeable to K� more than to Na�. This is quite similar

to the situation in biological membranes. The oscillation is more sensitive to

K� than Na�, since the frequency is increased more with an increase in KCl

concentration.

The ®fth is an oscillation occurring in the presence of Ca2�.31 The oscilla-
tion appearing under the 100mMNaCl/100mMKCl gradient is considerably

aÿected by application of Ca2�, which induces the state of high membrane

electric resistance. The waveform becomes very diÿerent from the above
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Figure 3.9. Short-period oscillation. The pressure of 29.5 cmH2O and the dc electric

current are applied on the DOPH-adsorbed membrane from the 100mMKCl to the 5mM

KCl side.



fourth oscillation in the absence of Ca2�. In biological systems, Ca2� plays an

essential role in excitation, which originates from opening/closing of ion

channels. This membrane can be used as an excitable element regulated by

Ca2�.
The part showing the oscillation can be considered as one pore or several

close pores behaving cooperatively. One reason is that we have often observed

coexistent appearance of two kinds of oscillation with diÿerent amplitudes

and periods (see, for example Fig. 3.18, below). Another reason is that esti-

mation of electric resistance of an open pore leads to a good explanation of

the observed data. Using the conductivity of 100mM KCl (150 cm2=ÿ per

equiv.), an open pore with, for example, a radius of 2.5 mm and length 100mm
has an electric resistance of about 3.4Mÿ. Since the membrane resistance Rm

is several megaohms or more at a high-resistance state, we get 5� 106 Mÿ as

the electric resistance of one ``closed'' pore from 106 pores by adopting, for

example, a value of 5Mÿ as Rm. It implies that the electric resistance of one

pore can change from 5� 106 Mÿ to 3.4Mÿ. In this ``open'' state, Rm

decreases to 5� 3:4=�5� 3:4� � 2:0Mÿ. We can conclude that the membrane

resistance Rm can change between 5 and 2Mÿ while one pore is closed and

open. This result is consistent with the observed change of membrane electric

resistance.31

3.3.2 Observation of oscillation in a single-hole membrane

Two types of single-hole cell were used in the present experiments.32 One is for

microscopic observation with the optical axis parallel to the axis of the hole,

the other for microscopic observation with the optical axis perpendicular to

the hole axis.

Axial (type A) cell

The thickness of the cell was approximately 3mm, which is the limiting thick-

ness at present for microscopic observation. A ®lter with a single hole was

placed between two cells, one of them containing 100mM KCl solution and

the other 5mM KCl solution. The single-hole ®lter was prepared in the fol-

lowing way. The ®lter was varnished and left for one day at room tempera-

ture. This ®lter became hydrophobic and all the pores in the ®lm were

blocked. Then a new hole was created with a heated tungsten needle. The

diameter of the tungsten needle sharpened by electrolytic polishing was con-

trolled by the current and time of polishing. In this experiment, the diameter

of the hole was 50mm.
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Transverse (type B) cell

To observe transversally the oscillatory phenomenon in a hole, a thin cell was

fabricated by means of semiconductor technology. A 55� 9 mm2 single-hole

membrane was made; DOPH and KCl solutions were introduced through the

diÿerent paths into the cell.

Observations

Axial observation of the hole using a type A cell showed the sequence of

changes shown in Fig. 3.10. The hole is almost homogeneous and dark in

(a). The central part of the hole becomes suddenly bright (less than 0.33 s) in

(b). This is followed by the relatively slow change from the border (1 s) in (c)

and the hole reverts to its original state in (d). Such a phenomenon was

observed periodically.

Figure 3.11 shows the sequence of transverse observations of the oscillation

phenomenon. The interface between the 100mM KCl solution and DOPH is

pushed down, while the interface between the DOPH layer and the 5mMKCl

solution remains unchanged in (a) and (b). The DOPH layer blows up in

(c) and (d). Then the hole begins to be repaired in (d). This series of changes

was observed periodically.
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Figure 3.10. Axial observation of a single hole in a membrane to show the oscillation.32



The membrane potential across the DOPH layer, associated with this

oscillation, is shown in Fig. 3.12. Comparison with Fig. 3.10 implies that

the membrane potential remains low while the ``DOPH gate'' is open. Then

it was closed, and the membrane potential increased linearly. When the

DOPH layer blew up, the potential suddenly fell to the original level.

These observations clearly show what was taking place at the two interfaces

of the DOPH layer with diÿerent KCl solutions. The open/close process is

repeated to result in the membrane electric oscillation. The DOPH-adsorbed

membrane is excitable and acts as an ion-concentration-sensitive ion gate.

3.4 Theoretical explanation

In this section, theoretical explanations for the phase transition and short-

period electric oscillation of the DOPH-adsorbed membrane are discussed.
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Figure 3.11. Transverse observation of a single hole in a membrane to

show the oscillation.32

1 min

1
V

Figure 3.12. The oscillation of the electric potential measured simultaneously with the

observation shown in Fig. 3.10.32



Figure 3.13 illustrates the conformational states of DOPH assemblies in a

pore when the membrane is placed between the low and high ion concentra-

tions.24±26,29 The electric oscillation can occur in one pore, as seen in the above

estimate of membrane electric resistance. Furthermore, Fig. 3.12 shows that a

DOPH-adsorbed ®lm with a single minute pore can generate electric oscilla-

tions.32,33 In Fig. 3.13, a DOPH molecule is illustrated by one circle with two

zigzags. It is important that the multilayer structure is formed in parallel with

the wall of a pore; then the void space is produced in the pore because of the

high packing density of multilayers. This void space causes ion permeation

through the membrane.

3.4.1 Phase transition

Let us then give kinetic equations for the phase transition of DOPH mole-

cules. We de®ne � as the fraction of DOPH molecules in micelles in the inner

bulk layer far from the pore wall, �m as that of multilayers near and parallel

to the wall and �s as (spherical) micelles in an equilibration layer, which is in

contact with the above two phases:

� � [micelles in inner bulk layer]=N;

�m � �multilayers�=N; �3:1�
�s � [micelles in equilibration layer]=N;

where [M] denotes the number of DOPH molecules with the structure speci-

®ed by M, and N is the total number of DOPH related to the phase transition
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Figure 3.13. Theoreticalmodel for the conformational states ofDOPHassemblies in a pore

when themembrane is placed between the low and high ion concentrations.29 An oil droplet

is shown by the amorphous shape with dots.



(and the oscillation). The fraction of DOPH in oil droplets corresponds to

(1ÿ � ÿ �s ÿ �m).

Kinetic equations for DOPH are given by

d�

dt
� k1�1ÿ � ÿ �s ÿ �m�nÿ kÿ1� � kÿD�s ÿ kD�;

d�s
dt

� ÿkÿD�s � kD� � kÿ2�m ÿ k2�s; �3:2�
d�m
dt

� ÿkÿ2�m � k2�s;

where the coe�cients k1; kÿ1; k2; kÿ2; kD and kÿD designate the relevant rate

constants. The ion concentration is denoted by n. These coe�cients depend on

the number of DOPH molecules because the phase transition is essentially a

sequential reaction between oil droplets and multilayers. The coe�cient kÿ2

(or k2) depends on the ion concentration n, because the electric double layer is

formed around the charged phosphate group of the DOPH molecule.13

For the transformation from oil droplets to small spherical micelles, the

following simple reaction was assumed:

�oil droplets� � p�monovalent cations� �
k1

kÿ1

�micelles�; �3:3�

where p is the parameter of the order of unity.

An exchange of DOPH micelles between the equilibration and inner layers

may be mainly caused by diÿusion. However, the spherical micelles cannot

move freely among oil droplets when the fraction of DOPH molecules in

droplets is large and that of multilayers is small, because the size of a droplet

may be of a comparable order with a pore size, as seen from Fig. 3.7(a). Then

the diÿusion of spherical micelles is thought to be slower for smaller values of

the fraction of multilayers �m. In other words, the rate constants kD and kÿD

may be considered as the increasing functions of �m. This tendency can be

expressed with the aid of the relation between a diÿusion constant and free

volume.34 In the present case, the free volume, vf , where spherical micelles can

move freely, is assumed to have the simple dependence on �m given by

vf / 1� d2�
r
m �3:4�

with the constant parameters of d2 and r. Since the diÿusion arises from the

diÿerence between ``concentrations'' at diÿerent points, the rate constants

kD and kÿD used for expressing the diÿusion will contain such a property.

Therefore:

kD � kÿD=v; �3:5�
where kD is given by

kD � D0 exp�ÿd1=�1� d2�
r
m�� �3:6�
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with constant parameters of D0; d1 and v. Among them, v is the ratio of kD
and kÿD and is mainly subject to the volume ratio of the equilibration layer to

the inner one. This volume is much smaller than unity; hence, v will take a

large value.

Now let us consider the transformation between spherical micelles and

multilayers. This reaction may depend on the ion concentration because of

the electrochemical energy accompanying formation of the multilayer. For

DOPH molecules near neutral pH, a polar-head group has one negative

charge and hence the distance between bilayers may be large, which allows

the approximation that multilayers are composed of independent bilayers in

contact with the water phase. Therefore, the electrochemical energy (G) for

one DOPH molecule is given by (see also Section 6.6.1)35

G � kBT

��
0
ln

�H��
K

�

1ÿ �

� �
d�� A

��
0
Vs d�; �3:7�

where the surface charge density � is given by

� � ÿ�e=A�� �3:8�
with � designating the degree of dissociation of protons given by

� � ÿ2Aqn1=2 sinh��=2�;
� � eVs=kBT :

�3:9�
�3:10�

In eqs. (3.7)±(3.10), [H�] is the proton concentration far from the bilayer, K

the dissociation constant of protons, A the molecular surface area of DOPH,

Vs the electric potential at the surface of bilayer, e the positive elementary

charge, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature and q is

de®ned by

q � "kBT=2�e2
ÿ �1=2 �3:11�

with " the dielectric permeability of water. With the aid of a high potential

approximation of eÿ� � 1 at � ' 1 and nA1mM, we obtain an approximate

expression for the electrochemical energy as

G � kBTfln��H��=K� ÿ 2 ln�Aqn1=2� ÿ 2� 4Aqn1=2g: �3:12�
Since the rate constant kÿ2 is proportional to expG and the last term in the

brace in eq. (3.12) is much smaller than unity, kÿ2 is given by

kÿ2 � k0ÿ2=n: �3:13�
Fusion between spherical micelles and multilayers is cooperative to some

extent because of the van der Waals attractive interaction; consequently,

the reaction rates k2 and kÿ2 will contain such a property. However, detailed
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functional forms of k2 and kÿ2 scarcely aÿect the results, and hence k0ÿ2

de®ned in eq. (3.13) and k2 are assumed as constant.

The expression for kÿ2 in eq. (3.13) implies that formation of the multilayer

is more favorable with increasing ion concentration. This result is consistent

with the experimental fact that the DOPH bilayer membrane can form at high

ion concentrations.9

The ion concentration n refers to that within the pore concerned. We con-

sider the situation where two aqueous phases in contact with the membrane

are composed of the same ion concentration, as in Fig. 3.4. If n is chosen as

equal to the ion concentration in the cells bathing the membrane, the above

equations can explain the phase-transition characteristics quantitatively by

assuming that the membrane electric capacitance is proportional to the

fraction of multilayers �m.
13

The result is compared with the observed data in Fig. 3.4. The observed

hysteresis loop and reversible equilibrium curve are explained quantitatively.

The multilayer formation is accelerated at higher ion concentrations because

the electric repulsion between charged head groups of DOPH is weakened by

cations (electric screening eÿect). In this way, the present theoretical model

can describe the relaxation process of phase transition of DOPH assemblies.

3.4.2 Self-sustained oscillation

When the membrane is placed under the ion concentration gradient, the ion

concentration n (i.e., the K� concentration) within the pore can be changed

with the state of DOPH assemblies, which aÿects the ion permeability. The

membrane electric resistance is high in the oil droplets at low ion concentra-

tions, whereas it is low in the multilayer state at high concentrations. We

assume the following simple equation for n:23±25,29

dn

dt
� D�n̂ÿ n�; �3:14�

where D corresponds to the diÿusion constant of K� and n̂ is the stationary

concentration dependent on the state of DOPH given by

n̂ � N0�B1 � ��=�c�ÿ��1� B2��m=�mc���
�1� ��=�c�ÿ��1� ��m=�mc���

� dQ; �3:15�

where � is the total micelle fraction:

� � � � �s �3:16�
with N0, B1 and B2 the numerical parameters for the magnitude of n. The

function n̂ with parameters �c; �mc, ÿ and � expresses that the multi-bilayer
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formation causes release of K� while micelles accumulate K�. The quantityQ
in the second term with the constant d in eq. (3.15) is the electric charge

accumulated inside the membrane from the applied electric current I ; it is

expressed by

Q � CVm; �3:17�
where Vm is the membrane electric potential given by

Vm � R

R0 � R
�R0I ÿ E0� ÿ

R

R0 � R
E: �3:18�

The measured value of Vm can be expressed by an equivalent electric circuit

for the membrane, as shown in Fig. 3.14. The termsC,R and E are the electric

elements of the region where the oscillation occurs, while C0;R0 and E0 refer

to the remaining region independent of the oscillation. The values of C, R and

E vary temporarily with the change in the conformational structure of DOPH

assemblies. The change in the voltage across the condenser C is much faster

than the rate of conformational change in DOPH.8 Because of small values of

Ce and Re (the electric capacitance and resistance, respectively, in the external

aqueous solution), we can safely approximate the membrane potential Vm by

eq. (3.18).

For simplicity, we assume E � 0 and R has the functional form:

R � Rh � R 0 1

�m
ÿ 1

� �
; �3:19�

because R takes low and high values at high and low ion concentrations,

respectively, which correspond to high �m (nearly unity) and low �m (nearly
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Figure 3.14. Equivalent electric circuit. The electric capacitance and resistance in the

external aqueous solution are denoted by Ce and Re, respectively. The electric

characteristics of the membrane are expressed by the electric circuit composed of the

oscillating part (C;R;E) and nonoscillating part (C0;R0;E0).



zero). Equation (3.19) is reduced to Rh for �m ' 1, while it becomes

R 0=�m��Rh) for �m ' 0.

Basic equations for describing the oscillations of �, �s, �m and n are eqs.

(3.2) and (3.14), and the membrane electric potential Vm is described by eq.

(3.18) with eq. (3.19) for R. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 3.15. The

waveform of membrane potential reproduces well the observed waveform in

Fig. 3.9. The ion concentration and the fraction of multilayers also oscillate in

phase.

Dependencies of the frequency on the applied electric current and pressure

are also shown in Fig. 3.16. The oscillation appears beyond the critical applied

current, and its frequency increases almost linearly. It increases with the

applied pressure. These facts agree with the observed data.

Figure 3.17 illustrates the mechanism of the oscillation. The region con-

sidered now is a thin region of about 1 mm length located at the lower-ion-

concentration side. Most of the remaining part (�100mm length) of the ®lter

paper is not related to the oscillation, since the conformational states of

DOPH are not changed during the oscillation because of the high ion
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Figure 3.15. The calculated results for the short-period oscillation.



concentration. First, let us assume that the pore is occupied by oil droplets at

the lower-concentration side (Fig. 3.17(a)). Then, the membrane electric resis-

tance should be so high that ions cannot ¯ow across the membrane. As a

result, K� accumulates within the pore. Increasing K� concentration leads to

the phase transition of DOPH molecules from oil droplets to micelles and
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Figure 3.16. The calculated result of dependencies of the frequency on the applied electric

current and pressure.

Stage ( )

Stage ( )

Figure 3.17. Mechanism of the oscillation. The left and right sides of the membrane are

1mM and 100mM KCl solutions, respectively. The ion concentrations of the left-hand

solution and in a pore are re¯ected by shading. (a) The pore is occupied by droplets at the

lower-concentration side. (b) Phase transition occurs in the oil droplet as a consequence of

the accumulation ofK� within the pore. The arrow in (b) implies quick out¯owof ions from

the pore.



multilayers (Fig. 3.17(b)). As a result, K� is released from the pore because the

pore opens following the phase transition. The decrease in K� concentration

should occur within the pore since the concerned region touches the lower

concentration; it brings about the phase transition to oil droplets. Stage (a) is

recovered and the above process is repeated. The self-sustained oscillation of

membrane electric potential is observed owing to this repeated conforma-

tional change in DOPH assemblies associated with ion release and accumula-

tion.

The oscillation is generally expected to appear when the system showing a

phase transition is placed in nonequilibrium conditions. Electric oscillations

have been observed for another type of multi- or bilayer membrane made of

synthetic cationic lipid showing an ordered±disordered (ordered±¯uid) phase

transition with temperature.36 A mechanism of oscillation can be theoretically

derived37±39 and shown to be essentially the same as that of the DOPH-

adsorbed membrane; the oscillation is brought about by coupling between

ion ¯ow across the membrane and the phase transition, which is aÿected by

ionic circumstance. It is reasonable to consider that self-sustained electric

oscillations will appear also in other many systems containing only lipids.

The temporal order appearing in arti®cial lipid membranes can be easily

controlled. If we de®ne the resting level and the excited level as two states of

the membrane, we can utilize the membrane as a switching element. Coupled

switching elements would produce a spatio-temporal order, as tried using a

reaction-diÿusion system.40 Even in the DOPH-adsorbed membrane, the

coupled oscillation is found,41 as shown in Fig. 3.18(a). This oscillation

may arise from two pores interacting with each other through electric current
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Figure 3.18. Mutually entrained oscillation (a) and randomoscillation composed of several

independent oscillations (b).



or ion concentration. In most cases, however, several oscillations seem to

appear at the same time independently and randomly, which occurs under

strong applied dc electric current (see Fig. 3.18(b)).

3.5 Effects of anesthetics and taste substances on

excitability of the lipid membrane

Excitability is one of the most important properties of biological membranes.

The excitation of membranes involves transient depolarization (i.e., action

potential) or repetitive ®ring (i.e., oscillation) of the membrane potential.

As seen in the previous section, a membrane made of lipids can show a similar

excitability. The present section examines the eÿects of anesthetics and of

chemical substances that produce bitterness on the excitable lipid membrane;

these chemicals have large eÿects on the excitability of the DOPH-adsorbed

membrane.

3.5.1 Effect of anesthetics

Local anesthetics such as tetracaine act in biological systems by suppressing

the action potential.42 Does the same situation occur in arti®cial lipid

membranes? The site of action of anesthetics is considered to be nerve cell

membranes. The mode of action on the membrane is still unclear despite

numerous investigations. One hypothesis suggested that the site of anesthetic

action would be hydrophobic in nature to interact with hydrocarbon parts of

lipids because of a high correlation between anesthetic potency and the

solubility of the anesthetic in olive oil.43±45

Figure 3.19 shows suppression of the short-period oscillation of the DOPH-

adsorbed membrane induced by tetracaine.46 The experimental situation is

the same as that in Fig. 3.3; the membrane was placed between a 100mM and

1mM KCl solution and tetracaine was added to the latter. The 1mM KCl

side can be regarded as the outside of a biological cell from comparison with

a real system. The oscillation amplitude decreased with 0.3mM tetracaine

and then stopped, i.e., the excitation is inhibited by tetracaine. Therefore,

this lipid membrane is capable of reproducing a characteristic property of

nerves. Of course, the mechanism is diÿerent in the arti®cial lipid membrane

and the nerve membrane because channel proteins play a role in excitation in

biological systems. However, there is a high possibility that the lipid part of

biological membranes plays a role in receiving anesthetic substances, as also

shown by other experiments, described below, using the DOPH-adsorbed

membrane.
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Anesthetics such as procaine and lidocaine (lignocaine) with less potent

action than tetracaine induced irregular and aperiodic oscillations. In

biological systems, some reports have been made of aperiodic or chaotic

oscillations in information processing such as olfactory recognition.47,48 It

may be interesting to pursue whether aperiodic oscillations appear in nerve

membranes after application of anesthetics.

The present results on local anesthetics are the ®rst demonstration of

anesthetic actions on the excitability of lipid membranes. The eÿect of n-

alkanols on anesthetic potency is well known; potency increases with increas-

ing chain length of alkanols until potency is suddenly lost at approximately 12

carbon atoms.49,50 This eÿect can be reproduced using the DOPH-adsorbed

membrane.51 These results might clarify the mechanism of anesthetic action.

It may be possible to use the lipid membrane for the detection or measure-

ment of anesthetics. This is because anesthetics in general have hydrophobic

(and also hydrophilic) properties, which enable anesthetics to adsorb onto

membranes made of amphiphilic lipid molecules. As a result, the membrane

potential, membrane electric resistance and the excitability of the membrane

are substantially altered.

3.5.2 Effect of bitter substances

As seen above, chemical substances with anesthetic potency aÿect the electric

oscillation of the lipid membrane. This implies that information regarding

chemical substances can be obtained from changes in electric oscillations. It

is, therefore, expected that nonequilibrium situations of dynamic changes

including electric oscillations in lipid membranes might be utilized for

chemical sensing. We can expect construction of an arti®cial sensing system
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Figure 3.19. Suppression of the short-period oscillation by tetracaine.46 Experimental

conditions: 30 cmH2O and 0.10mA were imposed on the membrane.



for taste to use lipid membranes. As one of the ®rst prototypes, a model

membrane made of DOPH molecules may be eÿective.

Bitter substances were added to the 1mM KCl solution in the same way

as anesthetics. Figure 3.20 shows the eÿect of quinine, which produces strong

bitterness, on the electric oscillation.52 While the oscillation is initially

regular with a frequency of approximately 0.5Hz, it becomes irregular

when several hundred micromoles of quinine is applied. This type of irregular

oscillation was usually induced by employing strong bitter substances such as

strychinine, quinine and nicotine. Substances with weak bitternesss such

as caÿeine and theobromine did not induce pronounced changes in the

oscillation.

As discussed in the following section and Section 7.2 (and theoretically

explained in Section 6.6.1), strong bitter substances are adsorbed into the

lipid membrane because of its hydrophobicity. This aÿects the assembly of

DOPH molecules within pores; hence, the oscillation, which results from

repeated conformational changes of lipid assemblies, is much aÿected.

Other chemical substances to show saltiness, sourness, sweetness and

umami taste also aÿected the electric oscillation,16,29 although the changes

were smaller than with bitter substances such as quinine. The frequency and

amplitude changed in diÿerent ways with diÿerent taste qualities.

Consequently, this lipid membrane can be considered as a prototype for a

taste sensor. If we analyze the changes in waveform as well as frequency, we

can derive information of taste sensation. Figure 3.21 illustrates a basic

concept of a taste sensor utilizing oscillations.53 As detailed in Chapters 6

and 7, however, utilization of changes in membrane potential of static

(strictly speaking, ``stationary'') state lipid membranes can be considered as

favorable at present because of the response stability and feasibility of data

processing.

50
0

m
V

15 s

840µM

Control 160µM

Figure 3.20. Eÿect of quinine to show how strong bitterness alters electric oscillations.52
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3.5.3 Chaos in excitable lipid membranes

When a membrane was placed between two cells with equimolar KCl con-

centration (1mM) and a small dc current was applied, the oscillation seen

was rather regular and had a few frequency modes. Increasing the applied

electric current disturbed the oscillation gradually and at last induced fully

developed aperiodic oscillations.54 The oscillation occurring after application

of 60 nA had a correlation dimension converging to about 5.1, which may

imply the aperiodic oscillation is chaotic with high dimensionality. The

correlation dimension represents a measure of the fractal dimensionality of

the waveform.

Addition of quinine to this chaotic state drastically changed the correlation

dimension. At low concentrations of quinine, the dimension increased a little;

it then decreased above 0.3mM, and 10mM quinine stopped the oscillation.

Nicotine increased the dimension above 0.1mM and then suddenly decreased

it above 10mM.

The eÿect of HCl (sourness) on the correlation dimension was similar to

that of quinine. The dimensional changes, however, accompanied the gradual

decrease of � (the slope of the power spectrum, f ÿ�), and hence the eÿect was

diÿerent from that of quinine, which had little eÿect on the value of �.

By comparison, the eÿects of NaCl (saltiness), sucrose (sweetness) and

MSG (umami taste) on the dimension were small. NaCl and sucrose caused

no change in the spectrum distribution, while MSG apparently decreased the

value of � at concentrations above 30mM. The waveform following addition

of MSG was unique compared with those found from addition of other

chemicals.

Application of a dc electric current caused the chaotic oscillation described

above. However, the membrane exhibited a self-sustained regularly periodic
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Figure 3.21. A taste sensor utilizing a self-oscillation in an arti®cial

membrane system that works far from equilibrium.



oscillation of the membrane potential in the presence of an ion-concentration

diÿerence, pressure diÿerence and dc electric current across the membrane.

What happens when an ac electric current was superimposed on the dc
current? Various responses of the membrane potential were studied under

the periodic stimulation of sinusoidal electric current whose parameters

were the frequency and amplitude.55

The frequency and amplitude of the applied stimulation strongly aÿected

the frequency of the self-sustained oscillation. In the entrained state, the

frequency of the oscillation was ®xed at some rational number times the

frequency of the applied sinusoidal stimulation. Each m : n-entrainment

phenomenon was observed when the frequency of the applied sinusoidal

electric current was near m=n (m and n are integers) times the original

frequency of self-sustained oscillation without stimulation.

Quasiperiodic oscillations were found when the parameters (amplitude and

frequency) of the sinusoidal stimulation were set near the m : n-entrained

regime, i.e., near the synchronized±desynchronized phase boundary. In addi-

tion, the oscillation became chaotic when the parameters of the sinusoidal

stimulation were set near the midpoints between two diÿerent entrained

regimes. In the return map constructed from the ®ring interval (i.e., the period

of self-sustainedoscillation), the points on themapare tied onadistorted circle,

as shown in Fig. 3.22(a),56 which is called an attractor characteristic of chaos.

We investigated the changes in the chaotic state under ac electric current

with application of four types of chemical producing four diÿerent tastes. As

depicted in Fig. 3.22 (with the example of quinine), shift and deformation of

the attractor by application of taste substances were observed. Quinine

deformed the attractor by revolving it around the axis illustrated in Fig.

3.22(a). Each taste substance caused diÿerent changes of the attractor. As

for the mean frequency shift of the attractor, quinine and HCl shifted the

attractor to the high-frequency side, while NaCl shifted it to the low-fre-

quency side. When sucrose was added, the attractor retained almost the

same mean frequency.

HCl changed the structure of the attractor, i.e., the part in which the sam-

pling points are concentrated moved to another position. NaCl made the

attractor roundish. Sucrose caused the attractor to revolve around one axis

and deformed the shape of the attractor.

The change in the structure of the attractor with application of the taste

substances was large. The chaotic state responded sensitively to taste sub-

stances. The structural deformation of the chaotic attractor was dependent

on the kind of taste substance. The attractor deformation may be induced by

the interaction between taste substances and lipid molecules in the membrane.
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3.6 Effect of taste substances on static properties of

membranes

One method by which a taste sensor can be produced may be by using similar

materials to biological systems as the transducer. The biological membrane is

composed of proteins and lipids. Proteins are considered as the main receptors

of chemical substances to produce taste, although more detailed study may

be necessary to con®rm this. As seen in the last section, lipid membranes

may possibly be able to act as the transducer to transform information of

taste to electric signals. Consequently, eÿects of taste substances on static

(or stationary) electrical characteristics of the DOPH-adsorbed membrane

were studied.

The membrane was placed between a 100mM KCl solution and a 1mM

KCl solution to which taste substances were added. The electric potential

diÿerence across the membrane (i.e., the membrane potential) was measured

by taking the origin at the 1mM KCl solution. From comparison with the

biological system, the 1mM and 100mM KCl sides can be regarded as the

outside and the inside of the taste cell on the tongue, respectively. Changes of

the membrane potential and electric resistance were studied by application of

®ve chemical substances to produce diÿerent taste qualities.
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Figure 3.22. Eÿect of quinine on the chaotic state:56 (a) no quinine, (b) 0.1mM and
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The membrane potential and membrane resistance of the DOPH-adsorbed

membrane are aÿected by taste substances. Figure 3.23 summarizes their

eÿects.16,53,57 The relative value is adopted by setting the initial values, typi-

cally ÿ118mV and 3Mÿ, to unity. The initial membrane potential changed

from about ÿ100 to ÿ125mV depending on the membrane preparation; in

this respect, the quantitative reproducibility was not very good. This is

drastically improved in a taste sensor utilizing membranes composed of lipids

and polymers, as will be detailed in Chapter 6. The lower direction of the

ordinate in Fig. 3.23(a) implies the increase of membrane potential to the

positive value.

Figure 3.23. Changes in the membrane potential (a) and resistance (b) with ®ve kinds of

chemical substance to produce diÿerent tastes. The adsorbed amount of DOPH in a

membrane ®lter was taken to be large. Consequently, the membrane resistance remained as

high as several megaohms in spite of the contact with 100mMKCl at one side because of the

very slow phase transition, which takes more than one day.
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The order of magnitude of eÿect is quinine (bitter)>HCl (sour)>MSG

(umami taste)5NaCl (salty)> sucrose (sweet). This order, as well as the

values at which the change occurs, agree with those found in biological

systems.58 It is noticeable that MSG hyperpolarizes the membrane at inter-

mediate concentrations. The membrane electric resistance is increased by

MSG at any concentration while the other taste substances decrease it at

higher concentrations.

There is a diÿerence in the response to taste substances of the membrane

potential and the resistance. For example, with NaCl the membrane potential

changes at lower NaCl concentrations than does the resistance. This result

suggests that only the surface potential is aÿected by the taste substances,

because the resistance should also be changed if the diÿusion potential within

the membrane is changed. With quinine and HCl, the sign reverse of the

membrane potential occurs at higher concentrations. It implies that the sur-

face potential is increased by adsorption of positively charged quinine ions

into the hydrophobic part of the membrane and binding of H� to the hydro-

philic group of lipid molecule. Detailed analysis of these eÿects will be made in

Section 6.3. The present results suggest one possibility for discrimination of

chemical substances that show diÿerent taste qualities by using the changes in

membrane potential and resistance of lipid membranes.

Table 3.1 summarizes the speed of responses to four kinds of taste sub-

stance and gives a comparison with the data obtained in biological cells.53 The

response speed is a few millivolts per second except for sweetness in the

DOPH membrane system and also in biological cells. The speed of response

varies in that sourness> saltiness' bitterness> sweetness. This also suggests

that lipid membranes would be useful as transducers to transform taste sub-

stances to electric signals.

The DOPH-adsorbed membrane responded to sweet substances.

Aspartame (N-l-�-aspartyl-l-phenylalanine methyl ester), which is about

100-fold sweeter than sucrose, aÿected the membrane potential at a lower

concentration by a factor of two.59
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Table 3.1. Speed of response to taste

Speed of response (mV/s)

HCl (sour) NaCl (salty) Quinine (bitter) Sucrose (sweet)

DOPH system 9.6 1.7 2.2 0.03

Receptor potential 4.6 2.5 2.2 0.72



Let us then study eÿects of bitter substances on the DOPH-adsorbed mem-

brane in more detail. Figure 3.24 shows the change in the membrane electric

potential caused by bitter substances.52 Strychnine, quinine and nicotine,

which are strong bitter substances, aÿected the membrane potential at low

concentrations of approximately 0.1mM. Caÿeine and theobromine, which

are weakly bitter, scarcely changed the membrane potential.

Picric acid, which is strongly bitter, did not aÿect the potential. This is

because of the mutual electric repulsion between anionic lipids such as

DOPH and anionic species such as picric acid. This result implies that mem-

branes made of anionic lipids such as DOPH are not su�ciently adequate

in sensing chemical substances to produce taste. In the next section, the

responses of a membrane composed of cationic lipids to chemical substances

will be described.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, we experience modi®cation of taste through

interactions between taste-producing substances. For example, bitterness is

weakened by coexistent salty or sweet substances. This suppression eÿect was

reproduced in the DOPH-adsorbed membrane.52 Coexistence of KCl sup-

pressed the response of membrane potential to quinine.

A recent study using ¯uorometry and ESCA (electron spectroscopy for

chemical analysis) has shown that quinine molecules are bound to lipid

membranes by electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.60 The suppression

eÿect may occur partly through a decrease in adsorption of quinine molecules

onto the lipid membranes. Furthermore, it was shown that l-tryptophan,
which is an amino acid with a bitter taste, is adsorbed to lipid membranes

Figure 3.24. Change in the membrane potential caused by bitter substances.52

S, strychinine; Q, quinine; N, nicotine; K, KCl; P, picric acid; C, caÿeine; T, theobromine.
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more than glycine, which tastes sweet. This result supports a hypothesis by

Ney that the two taste qualities of bitterness and sweetness elicited by amino

acids are related to their hydrophobicity.61

Let us now proceed to umami taste substances. Umami taste substances

exhibit a very interesting phenomenon of taste interaction, i.e., a synergistic

eÿect. If MSG is coexistent with IMP or GMP, a remarkable ¯avoring eÿect

appears; it is called the synergistic eÿect of taste. The DOPH-adsorbed mem-

brane can reproduce this eÿect.16 The membrane resistance is greatly changed

if MSG is coexistent with IMP. The response is ampli®ed by a small amount

of coexistent IMP, as shown in Fig. 3.25. This is a synergistic taste eÿect. In

this condition, the quantity of MSG adsorbed to the membrane was found to

increase; this agrees with an experimental result in vivo.62 However, the ratio

of increase of adsorbed MSG with coexisting nucleotide was considerably

smaller than that found in a biological system, bovine taste papillae.

The human panel tests show that the synergistic eÿect can be expressed

by:63

y � u� ÿsuv
0; �3:20�

where y is the MSG concentration in the absence of nucleotide to give the

equivalent taste intensity to the mixture, u theMSG concentration, v 0 the IMP

or GMP concentration and ÿs denotes the constant to express the strength of

this eÿect. If we assume that the magnitude of the membrane resistance

change stands for the intensity of umami taste in the DOPH-adsorbed mem-

brane, the constant ÿs can be calculated directly from eq. (3.20) using the

value of the MSG concentration that caused the same resistance change for

single and mixed solutions. The values ÿs � 5:5� 104/M and 5.3� 103/M

were obtained for 5mM IMP and GMP, respectively. In humans,
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Figure 3.25. Membrane resistance change by application of MSG with coexisting IMP of

0.05mM (�), 0.5mM (&), 1mM (~) and 5mM (*).



ÿs � 6:42� 104/M and 1.98� 105/M were reported.63 The values estimated in

the DOPH-adsorbed membrane are smaller than those from the human panel.

In spite of this quantitative discrepancy, it is quite clear that the synergistic

eÿect of umami taste is detectable using the lipid membrane.

Figures 3.26(a) and (b) show the surface structures of the DOPH-adsorbed

membrane treated with 100mMMSG and 1mM IMP, respectively. Note the

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.26. Surface structures of the DOPH-adsorbed membrane observed by scanning

electron microscopy after treatment with (a) 100mM MSG, (b) 1mM IMP and (c)

(overleaf) 1mM IMP and 100mM MSG.16 The bar in the bottom right is 10mm.
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peculiar circular structures that project from the surface. Figure 3.26(c) shows

the surface structure treated with a mixed solution of 1mM IMP and 100mM

MSG. The structure is diÿerent from that of a single umami taste solution: a

diÿerent structure of the lipid membrane is formed when the synergistic taste

eÿect appears.

It seems that these structural changes caused by umami taste substances

were the result of physicochemical adsorption of MSG and swelling of the oil

droplets. Although addition of IMP results in only small changes in the

amount of MSG adsorbed to the lipid, the structural change is drastic.

Study using ¯uorometry showed that the adsorption of MSG onto the lipid

membrane occurs by weak interaction between a phosphoric acid group of

lipid molecules and an amino group of MSG.60

The ®nding of taste interactions using the electrical change in a lipid

membrane is very important, because we do not intend to detect each

chemical substance but rather to measure the taste itself: that is, the intention

in developing a taste sensor is to measure the taste experienced by humans.

3.7 Positively charged lipid membrane

The DOPH-adsorbed membrane did not respond to picric acid, which is a

strong bitter substance. We, therefore, studied a response using a diÿerent

lipid membrane.38 The synthesized lipid was dialkyldimethyl ammonium
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bromide ((C18H37�2(CH3�2N�Brÿ), which has two hydrocarbon chains and a

positively charged ammonium group.

A silicon ®lm of 350mm thickness with a pore of 50mm diameter was

fabricated. Its surface was oxidized, and polymer (C18H37�2(CH3�2N�Brÿ

multi-bilayer complexes were cast. The polymer was sodium polystyrene sul-

fonate (PSSÿ). The immobilized bilayer membranes showed electric oscilla-

tions, i.e., excitability, originating in an ordered-¯uid phase transition

brought about by change in ion concentration.

Figure 3.27 shows the changes in membrane electric potential when the

membrane was placed between 100mM KCl and 1mM KCl with picric

acid, acetic acid, NaCl and sucrose added to the latter. The sign of the poten-

tial is the opposite to that seen in the DOPH membranes because of the

positive charge of the lipid concerned. It can be seen that picric acid is detected

at relatively low concentrations. Fluctuations of electric potential or oscilla-

tions were sometimes observed on application of the picric acid; this may

suggest penetration of the bitter substance into the hydrocarbon part of the

lipid bilayer. By comparison, the eÿect of the strongly bitter quinine was

weak. This tendency is in contrast to that shown in Fig. 3.24. Magnitude of

change in electric potential with the bitter substance was larger at the ¯uid

state of the membrane that occurred at higher temperatures than the ordered

state at lower temperatures. These results imply that the substances ®rst

Figure 3.27. Changes in membrane potential caused by taste-producing chemical

substances.38 ~, Picric acids at 508C; ~, picric acid at 40 8C; &, NaCl; *, quinine;

*, acetic acid;&, sucrose. All substances apart from picric acid were assessed only at 40 8C.
The membrane was placed between 100mM KCl and 1mM KCl solution, to which taste

substances were added. The origin of electric potential was taken at 100mM KCl.
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interact with the charge of the lipid by the electric force and then penetrate

into the hydrocarbon part of lipids by the hydrophobic interaction.

The speed of response to each chemical was of the same order as the

DOPH-adsorbed membrane and hence the biological system.

3.8 Summary

The last two sections have been devoted to descriptions of the eÿects of taste-

producing chemical substances on the electrical characteristics of two kinds of

lipid membrane. Five kinds of chemical substance producing diÿerent tastes

are discriminated using the changes of membrane electric potential and resis-

tance of lipid membranes. The response characteristics of the negatively

charged lipid membrane are very diÿerent from those seen in the positively

charged membrane. Interactions between taste substances such as the syner-

gistic eÿect in umami taste can be reproduced using lipid membranes.

These results imply that lipid membranes are useful materials to transform

information of taste into electric signals. Based on this ®nding, a taste sensor

was developed; its details will be described in Chapter 6.
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4

Biosensors

4.1 Principle of biosensors

A biosensor is a kind of a chemical sensor that measures chemical substances

by means of biomaterials and related materials (see Table 1.3). Biosensors can

be classi®ed by the biomaterial used into enzyme, microbial, immuno-, orga-

nelle and tissue sensors (Fig. 4.1).

A biosensor is, in principle, made by immobilizing these biomaterials and

related materials to a sensing membrane and combining this with an electro-

chemical device. As shown in Fig. 4.2, it converts the concentration of che-

mical substances to be measured into light, sound and oxygen concentration

by means of the biomaterial-immobilized membrane. It is possible to estimate

the concentration of chemical substances by changing this quantity to an

electric signal using an electrode and a thermistor. In all, a biosensor system

consists of a receptor membrane where the reaction (or response) takes place,

a transducer that transforms the concentration of chemical substances into an

electric signal and recording equipment or computer. In an SPR (surface

plasmon resonance) biosensor, the change of refractive index near the mem-

brane surface caused by an antigen±antibody reaction is quanti®ed by the

resonance-angle change, which can be simply transformed to an electric signal

using an electronic circuit.

We use an electrode as a transducer in most cases. The method to obtain

electric signals is classi®ed roughly into potentiometry and amperometry.

Potentiometry is a method that detects the concentration of ions generated

with the receptormembrane in the form of a change in themembrane potential

in an ion-selective electrode. There are electrodes to respond to H�, carbon
dioxide, etc. Amperometry is a method to measure the electric current that

¯ows as a result of ions produced at the membrane; ions are detected with an

electrode. The oxygen electrode and hydrogen peroxide electrode are widely

used.

A biosensor makes use of chemical reactions occurring in a living body,

because almost all of them are selective and speci®c to some chemical sub-
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stances. This high selectivity indicates that biosensors are developed using the

same concepts as conventional physical sensors.

An enzyme is a catalyst that helps a chemical reaction; its interactions with

its substrates resemble the relationship between a lock and its key. The

enzyme is speci®c in which materials it will bind and it catalyzes structural

changes such as addition reactions and degradation reactions. In processes

such as respiration, enzymes enable a major change, such as combustion of
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complex molecules to give carbon dioxide and energy, to occur step by step

releasing energy slowly and calmly.

In information transmission, which also involves nerve ®bers, receptor

proteins bind to neurotransmitters that are released into the gap (synapse)

between cells. For example, in taste, the neurotransmitter is norepinephrine

(noradrenaline), which is received by a speci®c protein in a nervous cellular

membrane and causes depolarization of a membrane potential. Nerves convey

information by long ®bers reaching throughout the body; by comparison,

hormones transmit information by being transferred all over the body

through the blood vessels.

Our heart beats quickly when we take an important examination or talk in

front of many people because a hormone called epinephrine (adrenaline) is

released inside our blood and sends a signal indicating ``I ®ght from now'' to

the whole body. The hormone released inside the blood binds to a speci®c

protein and a reaction to send more blood from the head to the feet occurs.

The hormone is related to a slow tune control of the whole body. By com-

parison, the nerve reports information from the outside to the brain and

works in a real-time and localized fashion where it transmits information to

the arm and leg, for example, in an instruction for motion as a response to a

sensed stimulus.

Once we have had measles and mumps, we will not have them again or will

only have a light attack. This immunity is the result of a build up of antibodies

that recognize an antigen that causes sickness. An antibody binds speci®cally

to a particular antigen and will prevent the action of the antigen. A virus

cannot multiply by itself but needs a host cell in which to reproduce its genetic

material. Consequently, it invades cells in order to multiply. The invaded cell

and the whole body cannot function normally and illness results. Viruses

contain many antigens. Figure 4.3 shows a T4 bacteriophage, which attaches

to cells by its six protein feet and uses a hollow tube to inject its genetic

material into the cell.

An antibody has a Y shape and is composed of four polypeptide chains in

two pairs (Fig. 4.4). The short arms of the Y contain the binding sites for

a speci®c antigen and this area varies depending on the antigen targeted.

The genes coding for antibodies control the structure of diÿerent parts or

domains of the protein. Varying the combinations and structures of these

domain genes enables the body to produce speci®c antibodies to an almost

in®nite range of antigens from a base of approximately 500 genes in a human.

An immunosensor is a sensor that measures the concentration of an internal

antigen or antibody by utilizing an antigen±antibody reaction in which this

antibody is bound with an antigen.
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4.2 Enzyme sensors

An enzyme sensor detects various chemical substances by means of enzymes

with high sensitivity and selectivity. A test paper that can inspect urine easily

at home is on the market. The mechanism involves impregnating the paper

with an enzyme that oxidizes glucose. The reaction of the enzyme with glucose
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in the urine is detected using potassium iodide to give a color change with

the chemical products. The higher the amount of glucose, the more active the

reaction is and the deeper the color change. An enzyme sensor is made for the

purpose of quantifying such a reaction with more accuracy.

It was Clark (1962) who initially proposed the principle of the enzyme

sensor. The concentration of glucose can be measured indirectly by adding

the membrane in®ltrated with enzyme to the blood and measuring oxygen

consumed by this reaction with an oxygen electrode.1 Clark's type of oxygen

electrode is composed of the anode, an oxygen-permeable polymer membrane

that is in contact with an electrolytic liquid, and the cathode. Oxygen mole-

cules permeate the polymer membrane and reach the cathode surface to be

reduced electrochemically. Consequently, we can estimate the oxygen concen-

tration by measuring the ¯owing electric current.

In 1966, Updike and Hicks2 produced a glucose sensor that immobilized

glucose oxidase (GOD), the enzyme that oxidizes glucose, to a membrane and

measured the oxygen concentration with an electrode. By measuring the oxy-

gen concentration, we can see the oxygen quantity that was consumed and

hence the glucose concentration. Glucose is oxidized to produce hydrogen

peroxide as shown in the following reaction.

Glucose�O2 ! gluconic lactone�H2O2

By measuring hydrogen peroxide generated with this reaction, a sensor will

also evaluate the glucose concentration. With the similar principle, there is

also a sensor that measures saccharides such as sucrose and galactose

(Table 4.1). Figure 4.5 shows the structure of the glucose sensor.

An enzyme that is included in a membrane matrix is re®ned and extracted

usually from a microbe. The methods of immobilizing an enzyme to the

membrane are classi®ed roughly into chemical and physical methods,3;4 as

shown in Fig. 4.6. The chemical methods include formation of a covalent

bond between the enzyme and a carrier formed from a macromolecule and

glass (covalent bond method) and formation of covalent bond between

enzyme molecules (cross-linking method) to form a non-soluble membrane.

There is also an entrapment method and an adsorption method, both

classi®ed as the physical methods. An entrapment method is where the

enzyme is wrapped in an insoluble macromolecule matrix, for example of

collagen, polyacrylamide or silicon rubber. An adsorption method involves

adsorbing the enzyme onto surface-active materials such as ion-exchange

resins, carbon, clay, glass, collagen or cellulose membranes. In order to pre-

vent the enzyme detaching, a semipermeable membrane is usually attached

super®cially.
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The glucose sensor is used for diagnosis of diabetes. Since there are approxi-

mately 135 million diabetic patients in the world and there may be 300 million

by the year 2025, a sensor to measure blood glucose has been strongly desired.

A disposable glucose sensor (Fig. 4.7) that can be used at home to measure the

glucose concentration in blood has been developed.5 With only a drop of
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Table 4.1. Enzyme sensors for various uses

Immobili- Dynamic

zation Stability Resonse range

Target Enzyme method Transducer (days) time (mg/l)

Glucose Glucose Covalent O2 100 10 s 1±500

oxidase bond electrode

Galactose Galactose Adsorption Pt 30 ± 10±1000

oxidase electrode

Ethanol Alcohol Cross-linking O2 120 30 s 5±1000

oxidase electrode

Urea Urease Entrapment NH3 20 30±60 s 10±1000

electrode

Cholesterol Cholesterol Covalent Pt 80 3±5min 0.1±100

oxidase bond electrode

Glutamic Glutamic Adsorption NH3 2 1min 10±10 000

acid acid electrode

dehydrase

Anode

Teflon membrane

O ring

GOD-immobilized membraneCathode

Electrolyte

Figure 4.5. Glucose sensor using glucose oxidase (GOD).
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Figure 4.6. Methods of immobilization of biomaterials in the membrane.

Figure 4.7. Disposable glucose sensor. (Photograph kindly oÿered by Dr S. Nankai in

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd, Japan.)



blood (3ml), the glucose concentration up to 25mM can be determined within

60 s. The sensor has an enzyme reaction layer that is a mixture of a water-

soluble polymer, an enzyme (GOD) and a mediator on printed carbon elec-

trodes. The electrodes are coated with carboxymethylcellulose to remove the

in¯uence of blood cells. The working electrode area is 1mm2 and the counter

electrode area is 7.6mm2. The temperature dependence of the response

current is less than 2%/8C and the sensor can be stored at 40 8C for over 3

months with no change in the initial performance.

Another sensor, one that measures galactose, a component of lactose, is

used for food analysis. Measurement of alcohol is widely demanded in the

food manufacturing process and the medical ®eld. An alcohol sensor uses

alcohol oxidase (alcohol oxidation enzyme) and estimates the alcohol con-

centration by measuring hydrogen peroxide generated as a result of the reac-

tion. Alcohol oxidase changes alcohol to an aldehyde and hydrogen peroxide.

However, this enzyme also oxidizes ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, n-propanol,

etc., and hence this alcohol sensor has no selectivity for a speci®c alcohol.

Furthermore, sensors such as an organic acid sensor, amino acid sensor,

urea sensor and lipid sensor have been developed. Because of the operative

convenience and suitability for analysis of small quantities of samples, these

sensors have great potential for use in medical applications.

As one of these applications, a sensor has been developed to evaluate fresh-

ness of ®sh (i.e., K value6) using three diÿerent sensors measuring IMP,

inosine (HxR) and hypoxanthine (Hx).7 It is known that the sum of inosine

and hypoxanthine increases with the storage time of ®sh. The freshness index,

called the KI value, is proposed as follows.

KI �
��HxR� � �Hx�� � 100

�IMP� � �HxR� � �Hx� ; �4:1�

where [ ] means the concentration. By utilizing such multiple selective sensors,

we can obtain necessary information regarding the freshness of ®sh. An

enzyme sensor system was developed by combining a double membrane con-

sisting of a 5 0-nucleotidase membrane and a nucleoside phosphorylase±

xanthine oxidase membrane with an oxygen electrode. Each nucleotide con-

centration was measured using the decrease in electric current. One assay was

completed within 20min. The KI value determined by this method had a good

agreement with that obtained by the conventional method.

This method was improved as a ¯ow system comprising the oxygen elec-

trode and an enzyme column.8 As a result, the lifetime of the enzyme increased

and maintenance became easier.
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Histamine increases with the storage time of ®sh and causes food poisoning.

Its quantity can be measured using a colorimetric analysis at 510mm after

pretreatment using an ion-exchange column. Recently, a simpler method to

measure histamine without the pretreatment was proposed by Ohashi et al.,

where the oxygen electrode and puri®ed amine oxidase were incorporated into

the commercial apparatus to measure the KI value.
9

The lipid bilayer is the basic structure of all biological membranes. Proteins

are embodied in this structure to work as an ion channel, pump or receptor. It

would appear, therefore, that a lipid bilayer can provide optimal conditions

for the functioning of such proteins. Based on this idea, biosensors using

supported bilayer lipid membranes (sBLM) that incorporate enzymes have

been developed.10±12

The sBLM is deposited on a metallic support so as to face the aqueous

phase on the other side. Applications of the sBLM to biomolecular electronic

devices and biosensors are expected. Ammonia concentration was measured

using a biosensor that utilizes avidin-modi®ed urease bound to sBLM, which

is supported on a conducting polymer, polypyrrole, adjacent to the metal

surface.10 The detection limit was 5±10mM urea. This value is larger than

that for the urea FET biosensor (�1mM, see below), for example. It is con-

sidered that the sensitivity will be improved by choice of an adequate metal

support.

4.3 Microbial sensors

A microbial sensor is made to detect chemical substances utilizing respiratory

function and metabolism of a microbe; it is used in the fermentative industrial

processes and in environment measurements.

This sensor is classi®ed into two types. The ®rst one is the sensor that

measures a change of a respiratory activity of the immobilized microbe with

an electrochemical device, and the other is the sensor that measures materials

produced by the microbe that easily react with the electrode. Aerobic

microbes use oxygen and produce energy. By measuring the oxygen consumed

by means of an oxygen electrode, we can evaluate the respiratory activity.

Oxygen permeates a Te¯onmembrane and is reduced on a platinum electrode.

If a material could in¯uence respiratory activity inside a test solution, its

concentration could be evaluated from the oxygen concentration measure-

ment. The principle, as shown in Fig. 4.8,13 is quite similar to that of the

enzyme sensor.

By immobilizing a microbe called Pseudomonas ¯uorescens, a glucose sensor

is also developed.14 When this microbe is immobilized inside a collagen
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membrane and the sensor is immersed in a test solution, the respiratory

activity is high through utilization of glucose; hence, the quantity of oxygen

spreading to the electrode decreases. As a proportional relation holds between

the observed electric current (of the order of several tens of microamperes)

and the glucose concentration measured by this change in respiratory activity,

the glucose concentration can be evaluated easily. The threshold concentra-

tion of glucose that can be detected is 2mg/l. The electric current was repro-

ducible within �6% of the relative error for 10mg/l glucose. The durability

was over two weeks.

The biological oxygen demand (BOD) is a measure of the organic matter

(pollution) in water and is used to assess the quality of water. These contami-

nants are decomposed by microbes in a process that consumes oxygen; hence

the extent of contamination can be determined by measuring oxygen. A

sensor is made by immobilizing Trichosporon cutaneum of yeast in a cellulose

membrane and ®xing the membrane to an oxygen electrode.15 The electric

current is proportional to the BOD of waste water. Relative error of the BOD

estimation was within �10%. Conventional measurements of BOD would

take ®ve days; this method could produce a result in 30min.

4.4 Integrated type biosensors

The concentration of ions generated with the membrane of a biosensor can be

transformed into an electric signal by means of various electrodes.

Miniaturization of the sensor using an ion-sensitive ®eld-eÿect transistor

(ISFET), semiconductor instead of the electrode, has been studied recently.
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ISFET was proposed by Bergveld in 1970.16 The gate part is covered by an

insulation layer and immersed in an electrolytic liquid. Because the drain

electric current changes with the ion concentration in the test solution, the

ion concentration can be measured. The drain electric current ¯owing

between the drain and source can be controlled with a small voltage change

of the gate division. Consequently, the very small change of ion concentration

is ampli®ed to become a large change of drain electric current.

An H�-sensitive sensor with a silicon nitride (Si3N4) layer as the insulation

layer was developed to increase the sensitivity and stabilization of the

method.17 However, the selectivity to H� of this ISFET is low; it also

responds to Na�. Consequently, ISFET using a tantalum oxide (Ta2O5) as

the sensitive membrane was developed.18

If we attach the enzyme-immobilized membrane to a gate division of

ISFET, a transistor to respond to a speci®c ion, the concentration of chemical

substances can be measured by detecting ions released from the immobilized

membrane. This sensor device is called an enzyme FET (ENFET). A sensor

can be miniaturized using a transistor and integration of various sensors may

be possible. It may be possible in future to implant such a sensor in the body

to assist in management of good health.

In 1980, Caras and Janata19 announced a FET that is able to measure

penicillin concentration. The reaction is:

Penicillin�H2O ! penicilloic acid

Penicillinase acts as a catalyst for this reaction. If we immobilize penicillinase

on a membrane and immerse this in the test solution, H� is produced because

penicilloic acid is a strong acid. The pH change is measured with an H�-
sensitive FET. Together with FET as a reference electrode to give a standard

for the electric potential, the enzyme FET was integrated on a silicon board.

A sensor that measures urea is based on the decomposition of urea by

urease (urea lytic enzyme):20

Urea� 2H2O�H� ! 2NH�
4 �HCOÿ

3

As urea is utilized, NH�
4 is generated and the pH increases. Consequently, the

urea concentration can be estimated by measuring the change in pH with

ISFET. The enzyme FET for urea is illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

Some technical expertise is necessary to construct the sensor, for example in

order to glue the membrane onto the gate. In this system, silane treatment was

used to prevent the membrane stripping from the gate. The gate surface of the

ISFET is Si3N4 treated with ÿ-aminopropyl triethoxylane (ÿ-APTES). The

ethoxy group of ÿ-APTES is bound to the surface of Si3N4, and the amino
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group is super®cially exposed. The urease immobilized membrane treated

with glutaric aldehyde is not stripped because of chemical bond formation

between the amino group and glutaric aldehyde.

The urea FET can be used in the range 0.05±10mg/ml. The output voltage

is shown in Fig. 4.10 and changes linearly from several millivolts to approxi-

mately 50mV. It is possible to obtain a good response using the FET once per

day for about one month. The urea concentration is 0.1±0.2mg/ml in the

blood of a normal person, which is within the eÿective range of the urea FET.
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Figure 4.11 is a one-chip biosensor composed of one pair of ISFET and a

gold electrode as a pseudo reference electrode on one chip.21 Generally the

electric potential of gold is unstable in aqueous solution and it does not give a

reliable value. In Fig. 4.11, urease is immobilized at one side (A) of one pair of

ISFET, with the membrane with no enzyme activity on the other side (B). By

taking an output diÿerence from the two FET, we can cancel the electric

potential generated by the gold electrode as a common standard. The pH

change that occurs inside the urease-immobilized membrane is picked up

with FET (A), and the pH in the test solution is measured with FET (B). A

sapphire basis board was established in order to isolate the FET electrically

from the gold electrode. The enzyme-immobilized membrane is made by

photolithography.

Figure 4.12 is an integrated type amino acid sensor to measure four amino

acids (l-lysine, l-glutamic acid, l-arginine, l-histidine).22,23 Measurement of

amino acids is frequently required in many ®elds such as medicine and food

industries (for quality control), and this sensor selectively responds to amino
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acids. At present, however, the measurement range is narrow, for example

1±3mM for lysine.

Development of integrated microelectromechanical systems (iMEMS) is

vigorously pursued in current research.24 Integrated circuit (IC) micro-

transducers, which play an essential role in the iMEMS, are sensors or

actuators fabricated by CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor)

or IC technology combined with additional bulk or surface micromachining,

thin-®lm deposition or electroplating. Some iMEMS such as the magnetic

angle measurement system, CMOS integrated thermoelectric infrared sensors,

thermal pressure sensors and humidity sensors have been developed. In the

®eld of chemical sensors, study of a micro total analysis system (mTAS) is

growing rapidly.25-27 Manz et al. proposed a high-pressure liquid chromato-

graphic method that involves a silicon chip with an open-tubular column

(6mm� 2 mm� 15 cm) and a conductometric detector using Pt as an electrode,

a chip holder and an injector. The mTAS is applied to many chemical analysis

systems such as DNA analysis, mass analysis, adsorptiometric ¯owcell and

capillary electrophoresis.

The on-line mTAS was developed for the continuous measurement of extra-

cellular glutamate.28 Glutamate plays an important role in synaptic e�cacy,

including the long-term potentiation and long-term depression of excitatory

neurotransmission. Therefore, the continuous monitoring of neurotransmit-

ters is an essential technique for studying the physiology of nerve cells. The

sensor developed using a micromachining technique is constructed from two

glass plates, one of which contains a rectangular ¯ow channel connected to

sampling and outlet capillaries, the other being a carbon ®lm-based electro-

chemical cell. An enzyme (glutamate oxidase)-modi®ed electrode surrounded

by a polymer ®lm is formed on the electrochemical cell together with reference

and counter electrodes. The increase in extracellular glutamate caused by

stimulation of a nerve cell using ÿ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) was success-

fully monitored using this biosensor. A similar system is applied to measure-

ments of lactate, glucose and acetylcholine.
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5

Odor sensors

5.1 Types of odor sensor

An odor-sensing system is required in various ®elds such as the food, drink,

cosmetics and environmental industries. Human sensory evaluations are often

aÿected by physical and mental conditions. Consequently, development of

an odor-sensing system to provide an objective, quantitative estimate is

necessary.

Detailed molecular components in gas can be analyzed using conventional

gas chromatography. However, it must be emphasized that even if we detect

the molecular components, we cannot identify the odor directly. Moreover,

real-time measurement is not easy as this method usually takes a few hours.

The sense of smell involves receiving chemical substances, as in the case of

taste. The noticeable property is the diversity of the sensitivity and selectivity.

Dogs have much greater sensitivity than humans by a factor of 106±108,

as shown in Table 5.1. Insects have extremely high selectivity and sensitivity to

one particular molecule, known as a pheromone, which binds to one type of

olfactory cell. Experts in the cosmetics industries can also detect one kind of

¯avor (presumably originating from one type or several types of molecule)

among several thousands of mixed ¯avors. In our daily life, however, we

comprehensively express the quality of odor of foodstuÿs, which originates

from many kinds of chemical molecule, when we take dinner, for example.

The sense of smell has two opposite properties. One is the recognition of odor

without separating the gas producing the odor into its single chemical com-

ponents. The other property is that one or a few molecules such as pheromone

are detected by one olfactory cell on average with extremely high sensitivity

and selectivity. At present, we have no answer to quite a simple question

about whether the reception mechanism is the same for these two properties

or not. Of course, odor identi®cation is diÿerent from gas identi®cation in

most cases, even if the gas comprises plural kinds of chemical substance,

because the odor is identi®ed by the reception of the gas and then the percep-

tion by living systems.
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Persaud and Dodd proposed the possibility of an electronic nose with

broadly tuned receptors in 1982.1 Responses to odorants are obtained not

only in olfactory systems but also in nonolfactory systems, such as frog taste

cells and the neuroblastoma cells, which contain no speci®c receptor proteins

for odorants.2,3 It seems that almost all the research eÿort is based on the

mechanism to treat output signals from many receptors that have no

speci®city to an odorant molecule.

Let us explain brie¯y the situation where the odor is perceived without

decomposing it into the constituents, with the aid of a slightly modi®ed

model that was used to explain the feasibility of multivariate analysis.4 The

abscissa in Fig. 5.1(a) is the axis for discriminating molecules (e.g., molecular

weight, retention time in the case of gas chromatography), whereas the

ordinate indicates the concentration of a molecule. M1, M2, M3; . . . ; are the

detected molecules. Even if these molecules are detected, the odor produced

by the gas cannot be reproduced because the contribution of each molecule to

the receptor cell of the human olfactory system is diÿerent and we have no

knowledge about it. Therefore, we must construct new axes instead of those in

Fig. 5.1(a). These are the abscissa composed of groups of molecules to show

the similar odor and the ordinate to express the strength felt by humans.

Of course, realization of odor sensor to reproduce Fig. 5.1(b) is impossible

at present, mainly because we have no idea of the reception mechanism in

olfactory systems. Nevertheless, most odor sensors developed recently seem

to have one striking property, which is to use several nonspeci®c receptors.

Output patterns from these receptors are treated using multivariate analysis

or neural networks for odor identi®cation. This situation is similar to

biological systems although sensing characteristics may be diÿerent, as

shown in Fig. 5.1(c), which diÿers from Fig. 5.1(b) in the sensitivity to each

molecule.
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Table 5.1. Thresholds for odor substances in dogs and humans

Molecules per ml water

Odor substances Dogs Humans

Acetic acid 5.0� 105 5:0� 1013

Propionic acid 2.5� 105 4.2� 1011

Valeric acid 3.5� 104 6.0� 1010

Butyric acid 9.0� 103 7.0� 109

Caproic acid 4.0� 104 2.0� 1011

Caprylic acid 4.5� 104 2.0� 1011



In a practical sense too, this method of arranging plural sensors is eÿective.4

The sensitivity of a gas sensor is generally low. Hence, even if a gas molecule

M1 is an objective gas to be detected, another kind of gas molecule (M2) is also

detected by the sensor S1. To subtract the signal M2 from S1, another sensor

such as S2 is necessary. However, it may detect M3 andM4, too. It implies that

a third sensor, S3, is required. Gas (and sometimes odor) identi®cation might

be possible by an array of gas sensors, even if the sensors have low selectivity.
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For high-sensitive detection of one molecule such as a pheromone, the

situation may be very diÿerent. In this case, the above method does not

seem to be eÿective; hence, a novel sensor with high selectivity to one molecule

must be developed. Whereas a diÿerent concept of design and mechanism is

necessary for this purpose, a promising way may be to use a receptor molecule

in an arti®cial odor-sensing system by extracting it from the biological

membrane. This chapter is devoted to the description of odor sensors using

plural sensors with low selectivity.

Developed odor sensors are brie¯y classi®ed into two types based on the

materials involved: biomimetic and nonbiomimetic. Odorant molecules are

relatively hydrophobic and hence are adsorbed to the hydrophobic portion of

a bilayer lipid membrane in an olfactory receptor. Output patterns frommany

receptors with slightly diÿerent properties are processed by an olfactory

neuron network to identify the odor, as above. Therefore, some researches

utilize lipid membranes as a material to receive odorants.

5.2 Odor sensor using a quartz oscillator coated with lipid

membranes

Rock crystal has an interesting property in that it is distorted by application of

electric voltage while an electric ®eld is generated by application of pressure.

This eÿect is called the piezoelectric eÿect (see also Table 1.2). Because of this

eÿect, the rock crystal shows a stable self-sustained oscillation of the electric

voltage across it when an AC voltage, the frequency of which is near the

resonance frequency, is applied using an external oscillatory circuit.

The resonance frequency is changed with the mass of the quartz crystal. Let

�M and �f denote the changes in the mass and the frequency, respectively,

then �f is given by

�f � ÿcf 2
�f

A
; �5:1�

where c is a positive constant, f the resonance frequency (about 10 MHz for

the AT-cut quartz resonator) and A is the electrode area. Figure 5.2 shows the

structure of the odor sensor using the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).5,6

The principle of this sensor is to detect the frequency shift �f brought

about by the mass change �M associated with adsorption of odorant mole-

cules to the sensing membrane on the quartz. If plural sensors with diÿerent

sensing membranes are used and show diÿerent frequency changes for an

odorant gas, the odor can be identi®ed by analyzing their output pattern.
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Several diÿerent types of polymer and lipid multi-bilayer were used as the

sensing membrane materials. The output pattern was treated with a neural-

network algorithm. In principle, the frequency shift becomes 0.37Hz for the

change of 1 ng. So, the adsorption of 10 ng odorants causes a shift of several

hertzs in the frequency, which can be detectable.

A relationship between the threshold of odorants detected by humans and

the partition coe�cient of odorants was studied using a membrane composed

of a lipid (dialkyldimethyl ammonium bromide, (C18H37)2(CH3)2N
�Brÿ) and

a polymer (sodium polystyrensulfonate, PSSÿ).7 The partition coe�cient was

calculated by dividing the adsorption amount in the sensing membrane, which

is estimated from �f , by the concentration of odorants in the vessel. Seven

diÿerent odor substances, b-ionone, coumarin, citral, 1-octanol, isopentyl

acetate, methyl acetate and diethyl ether, were used in the experiment. It

was found that the odor sensor utilizing a quartz resonator coated with

lipid multi-bilayers has a high correlation with the olfactory sensitivity of

humans. This result implies that odorant substances investigated here,

which are more strongly adsorbed to the lipid multi-bilayers, can also be

detected at lower concentrations by humans. This result is interesting from

the viewpoint of the reception mechanism at the olfactory cell.

The system is composed of several quartz sensors with diÿerent lipid or

polymer materials.5 Figure 5.3 shows the measurement system. The adopted

membrane materials were (a) epoxy resin, (b) triolein, (c) squalane, (d) acetyl-

cellulose plus triolein, (e) acetylcellulose plus diethylene glycol and (f) di-n-

octyl phthalate. Acetylcellulose was chosen to increase the adsorption surface

of the resonator. Squalane, diethylene glycol and di-n-octyl phthalate are the

materials used in gas chromatography and have diÿerent gas adsorption

speci®city. Each material was dissolved in acetone and coated on the electrode

surface of a quartz resonator by dipping the resonator into the solution.

The thickness of the coated membrane was estimated at 1 mm or less using

the frequency shift.
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Six quartz resonators with diÿerent membranes were installed in a gas-¯ow

cell and connected to CMOS oscillator circuits. The frequency shifts of all the

resonators were measured using a six-channel frequency counter and input to

a computer. Two gas-¯ow routes were prepared. One is for the ¯ow of dried

air, and the other is for the ¯ow of sample gas from a sample solution in a

bubbler. They were switched using electromagnetic valves. The volume of the

sensor cell was 1.5ml and the ¯ow rate was about 100ml/min.

A three-layer neural network was prepared and the back-propagation algo-

rithm was used in recognition of odor. The result of a trial to recognize 11

kinds of alcoholic drink is shown in Fig. 5.4.5 The output units from 1 to 11

correspond to the 11 drinks. The areas of the squares for these output units

are proportional to the magnitudes of outputs. If the large squares are aligned

on the diagonal, the discrimination of samples is successful. Learning of the

neural network was made 18 000 times with a set of 14 measurements of the

above 11 samples. The input data for training was again input to the neural

network, and the outputs were studied. It can be seen that the discrimination

is fairly good.

In order to enhance the odor-recognition ability, the data vectors for the

alcoholic drinks were put into the network after subtracting the data patterns

of pure ethanol solution from those of the drinks. As a result, the recognition

probability was considerably improved to 81%.

In this way, the discrimination made by ordinary persons can be copied

using the odor sensor with a quartz-resonator array. Further improvements

have been made in selection of membrane materials, a method to supply

odor gas, temperature control, rinsing of the ¯ow system and the recognition

algorithm. It results in a successful discrimination of ®ve brands of whiskey

originating from the same company, which is not easy for the average

Personal computer

Sensor cell

Frequency counter
Trap

Exhaust

Water-jet
pump

Oscillator
circuit

Partition

Partition
Electromagnetic
valve

Sample
bubbler

Flow
meter

Figure 5.3. Measurement system of odors.5
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individual. In this case,8 diÿerent lipid materials, dioleyl phosphatidylserine,

sphingomyelin, lecithin and cholesterol, were adopted.

Odor discrimination was also attempted for a mixed odor containing a

foreign odor resulting from various small amounts of another substance.

Figure 5.5 shows the result of PCA applied to the sensor outputs for ®ve

¯avor samples, 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, implying the orange ¯avor plus 0, 0.1, 0.2,
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Figure 5.5. Discrimination of mixed gas ¯avor using the odor sensor with

quartz-resonator array.9 All the data were normalized.



Figure 5.6. Commercial handy checker for organic solvents. (Kindly provided by

Dr G. Matsuno of Yokogawa Electric Corp., Japan.)
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0.5 and 1.0%(v/v) 2-butylidene cyclohexanone, respectively.9 Samples con-

taining 0.5 and 1.0%(v/v) foreign substances are discriminated well from the

samples containing 0, 0.1 and 0.2%(v/v). This discrimination ability reaches

almost the same level as in humans. The sensing membrane with the highest

contribution to the discrimination was ethylcellulose. The relationship

between the concentration of 2-butylidene cyclohexanone and the output of

the sensor with an ethylcellulose membrane was almost linear.

Three wines (red, white and rose) have been discriminated by utilizing

transient response curves for aromas from wine with an epoxy-coated quartz

resonator.10 The pattern-recognition analysis using PCA or neural-network

analysis was made using nine parameters to characterize the transient

response curves.

Volatile organic compounds such as hydrocarbons, chlorinated compounds

and alcohols were detected using an array of QCM coated with side-chain-

modi®ed polysiloxanes.11 In this system, it was shown that an arti®cial neural

network was more eÿective than a partial least-squares regression for the

analysis of mixtures of more than two components.

An odor sensor using an array of QCM coated with a mixture of lipids and

polyvinyl chloride has also been developed recently.12 The coatedmaterials are

the same as those used in a multichannel taste sensor mentioned in Chapter 6.

High correlations of the response sensitivity to volatile organic substances with

that of humans were obtained. Identi®cation of six odorants (amyl acetate,

ethanol, acetic acid, water, citral and nerol) was performed by comparing the

output patterns of ®ve sensors using diÿerent membrane lipid compositions. A

commercial handy checker for organic solvents is shown in Fig. 5.6.

Assessment of ®sh storage time was made using QCM coated with metal-

loporphyrins, which are cyclic structures formed by four pyrrole rings com-

plexed by metal ions.13 The aroma of ®sh is elicited by chemical substances

such as amines, alcohols and sul®des. Classi®cation and identi®cation of the

degree of freshness of stored ®sh was successful using an array of QCM coated

with four diÿerent metalloporphyrins.

Discrimination of a chiral compound was also achieved using QCM coated

with a chiral polymeric receptor.14 The enantiomers of N-tri¯uoroacetyl-

alanine methyl ester are preferentially bound to speci®c enantioselective

(R)- and (S)-octyl-Chirasil-Val polymers.

5.3 Metal oxide gas sensors

Let us mention here gas identi®cation using an array of metal oxide gas

sensors. Among metal oxides, tin oxide is an intrinsically n-type bulk
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semiconductor. The mechanism from which the gas sensitivity originates can

be understood from the following reaction:15

n� 1
2 O2 $ O�s�ÿ; �5:2a�

R�g� �O�s�ÿ ! RO�g� � n; �5:2b�

where n is an electron from the conduction band of the semiconductor, the

symbols s and g implying surface and gas, respectively. Equation (5.2a)

implies that oxygen is physicochemically adsorbed onto lattice vacancies in

the semiconductor; thus, the conductivity becomes lower. However, an elec-

tron is generated by the reaction with a combustible gas R(g) through

eq. (5.2b). It leads to the increase in conductivity by the gas. The increasing

sensitivity is realized by incorporation of a small amount of catalytic metals.

Since water adsorbs strongly to the surface of tin oxide and changes the

response characteristics, the sensors are usually operated between 300 and

500 �C.
For discrimination of diÿerent coÿee blends and roasts, an array of 12

metal oxide gas sensors was used.16,17 TGS 800 is designed for use in ventila-

tion control equipment and detects carbon monoxide, hydrogen, cigarette

smoke and alcohol vapors; TGS 815 is used for general purposes (methane,

combustible gases); TGS 821 is designed for hydrogen; TGS 825 is designed

for hydrogen sul®de; and TGS 882 is designed for alcoholic vapor. These did

discriminate the various coÿees, as shown below.

Let i and j denote the sensor and odor, respectively, then the conductance

change �Gij of sensor i for the odor j is normalized as follows:

xij � �Gij=G
air
ij ; �5:3�

where Gair
ij implies the steady-state conductance in air. The vector constructed

from xij was utilized in the pattern recognition algorithm.

Figure 5.7 shows the result of discrimination of (a) medium roast of blend 1,

(b) dark roast of blend 1 and (c) dark roast of blend 2.17 A success rate of

classi®cation was 89.9% using the vector of eq. (5.3). It increased to 95.5%

when the vector was normalized.

As tin oxide gas sensors are particularly sensitive to combustible sub-

stances, change in the odor of coÿee with roasting time can be detected.

Eleven sensors among the 12 sensors used showed the increasing responses

with roasting time as expected.17

Discrimination between trimethylamine (TMA) and dimethylamine

(DMA) was carried out using zinc oxide thin-®lm gas sensors.18 An alumi-

num-doped zinc oxide sensor exhibited a high sensitivity and an excellent
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selectivity for amine gases. A neural network was used to make pattern recog-

nition using parameters that characterize the transient responses of the sen-

sors for exposure to gases. The recognition probability was 90% for TMA and

DMA with the same concentration, while it reached 100% for the diÿerent

concentrations.

Discriminations of wines of the same type but produced in diÿerent vine-

yards was tried using an array of tin oxide gas sensors.19 The diÿerences among

these wines result from the soil characteristics and agronomic features of the

vineyard, as the type of original grape was the same. This study indicated that

the array of gas sensors was superior to the standard chemical analysis.

5.4 Odor sensors using conducting polymers

Organic conducting polymers derived from aromatic or heteroaromatic com-

pounds have been used as gas and odor sensors.20 Poly(pyrrole) was ®rst

prepared electrochemically in 196821 and has been most extensively studied.
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The ®lms of poly(pyrrole) consist of polycationic chains of pyrroles, the

positive charges of which are counterbalanced by anions from the electrolyte

solution. Pyrrole can also be polymerized inside polymers such as polyvinyl

chloride.

Conducting polymers show reversible changes in conductance when chemi-

cal substances (e.g., methanol, ethanol, ethyl acetate) adsorb and desorb from

the ®lm surface. The mechanism by which the conductance is changed by

adsorption of chemical molecules is not clear at present. Conducting polymers

do not have high speci®city for each gas. The dependence of response on the

concentration of, for example, methanol is almost linear over a wide range

from 0 to 15mg/l.

A sensor array was constructed from 20 diÿerent polymers made from

modi®ed monomer units, which show broad overlapping response patterns

for diÿerent volatile compounds.20 The sensor responses were normalized

to produce the concentration-independent patterns. Figure 5.8 shows the
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response patterns for two diÿerent perfumes. Whereas all the sensors respond

to some extent, some groups of sensors show large responses. The response

patterns for two perfumes are clearly distinguishable. Application of the

neural network algorithm to the response patterns can make it possible to

assess the odor quality.

Discrimination of wine ¯avors using conducting polymers will be discussed

in Chapter 8.

5.5 Gas-sensitive field-effect devices

Lundstr�om et al. proposed identi®cation of molecules using gas-sensitive

®eld-eÿect devices,22±24 where the response is the shift of the ID�VG) curve

along the voltage axis. The change of the gate voltage VG is measured to

compensate for the change in ID caused by gas molecules. Eleven sensors

were used to measure methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol and 2-propanol. Three

metal oxide gas sensors were included in the 11 sensors, as detailed in the

caption of Fig. 5.9.

Response patterns for the four alcohols are shown in Fig. 5.9;24 we can see

that four diÿerent patterns are obtained. However, discrimination of the

alcohols was impossible using only metal oxide gas sensors. Measurement

of the alcohol concentrations was attempted using the neural network algo-

rithm. As a result, the identi®cation of the diÿerent alcohols was almost

satisfactory for the concentration range 0±1000 ppm. If the three metal

oxide gas sensors were removed from the network, it was not possible to

identify all of the alcohols.

An array of gas-sensitive ®eld-eÿect devices andmetal oxide gas sensors was

applied to the identi®cation of cheeses and classi®cation of ground meat.

Samples were stored in 400ml glass beakers covered with para®lm. After

the storage time, the vapor in each beaker was passed to the sensor array

for 60 s. Using a neural network, identi®cation of cheeses was successfully

achieved. Ground pork and ground beef with diÿerent storage times was

diÿerentiated using the CO2 monitor together with the two types of sensor

used in the above array. The CO2 monitor was eÿective to identify beef with

diÿerent storage days. These sensors were used satisfactorily over a period

of 10±30 days. Development of calibration procedures will increase the

feasibility of these sensors.

The response patterns (i.e., ``olfactory images'') formed by molecules

interacting with gas-sensitive ®eld-eÿect structures with large area were

demonstrated using a scanning light pulse technique (Fig. 5.10). This
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method generates considerable information, comparable to that obtained

from an array comprising many sensors. If the voltage is kept constant,

the photocurrent can be recorded as a function of the position of the

light spot on the sensor surface that was placed under the temperature

gradient. While image processing and presentation of data is now in

progress, the method is eÿective for distinguishing odorants easily because

the human eye directly observes the subtle diÿerences in the obtained

patterns.

The gas sensor array has also been applied to monitoring biopharmaceu-

tical processes.25,26 The characteristic transitions during the main growth or

production phases were visualized in two recombinant bioprocesses, the
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production of human growth hormone in Escherichia coli and human factor

VIII in Chinese ovary hamster cells.

5.6 Odor sensor using a surface acoustic wave device

A surface acoustic wave (SAW) device in a radiofrequency circuit can func-

tion as a sensor of the mass adsorption of the device, where the frequency

change of the circuit is proportional to the mass of adsorption, as with a

quartz oscillator. SAW is a kind of mechanical, transverse wave generated

in the elastic body when it is patted or a forced mechanical oscillation is

applied to it.

A SAW device with a Langmuir±Blodgett (LB) ®lm for odor sensing has

been developed.27 The main principle and structure are almost the same as

that in the odor sensor utilizing QCMdescribed in Section 5.2. Arachidic acid,

methyl arachidate, icosanol, tricosanoic acid, 22-tricosenoic acid and 22-tri-

cosynoic acid were used as amphiphilic materials, and a four-layered LB ®lm

was used.

The mass of adsorption of an odor molecule was plotted against the hydro-

phobicity of the amphiphilic material, i.e., the partition coe�cient in the

1-octanol/water system. As a result, it was found that the regression line for

the three materials (arachidic acid, methyl arachidate, icosanol) with 20
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carbons in the hydrocarbon chain was diÿerent from that of the materials

(tricosanoic acid, 22-tricosenoic acid, 22-tricosynoic acid) with 23 carbons;

adsorption of odor molecules was greater to the materials made with the 20

carbon chains than for those with 23 carbons. It may be related to the

rigidness of the membrane structure. Odorants are supposed to adsorb to

hydrocarbon chains which are in a more ¯uid state.

This system was used to attempt to distinguish seven fragrances. The group

of fragrances from plants (Floral 1, Floral 2, Green and Citrus) was clearly

discriminated from the group from animals (Oriental, Aldehydic and Musky-

up). The PCA showed that the seven fragrances were clearly separated and the

discrimination of the fragrances was successfully achieved. The gas-sensitive

device with the 22-tricosynoic acid LB ®lm made the greatest contribution to

the recognition of the fragrances.

The result of this odor recognition system was similar to the human dis-

crimination of odor of gases, i.e., average individuals could discriminate the

group of fragrances from plants from the group from aminals at ®rst. Floral 1

and Floral 2, which have similarly perceived odor, were located closely in

the two-dimensional plane of PCA applied on the sensor output. This bio-

mimetic property may originate from the use of the LB membrane, which

partly has a structure and materials similar to those found in biological

systems.

5.7 Detection of odorants using monolayer membranes

The sensors described so far respond to both water vapor or ¯ammable gases,

such as methane, ethane and hydrogen gas, that show low solubility in water

and have no smell. Therefore, no arti®cial system to execute the sense of

olfaction has been completed. A possible reason for this could be that these

sensors do not mimic the biological olfactory system, where chemical sub-

stances which show odor must be soluble in the water phase in the nasal

cavity. The substances then reach the olfactory cells by diÿusion. This

means that odorants must have some hydrophilic properties as well as hydro-

phobic properties. In the recognition of odor, there is a possibility that this

characteristic plays an important role. Based on this idea, detection of

odorants in water phase was tried using an electrochemical method, cyclic

voltammetry.28

Thiol-containing compounds form monolayer membranes on a gold

surface via chemisorption from organic solvents because of a strong a�nity

between thiol and the metal.29,30 Here we prepared diÿerent kinds of
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thiol-containing lipid and fabricated monolayer membranes on gold disk

electrodes.

The monolayer-membrane electrode of a thiol-containing lipid (Fig. 5.11)

was formed according to the following procedure. A gold disk electrode of

diameter 1.6mmwas polished with alumina powder (particle size 0.3mm), and

then immersed into an ethanoic solution of a thiol-containing compound at

room temperature. Five diÿerent thiol-containing lipid materials were

used: HS(CH2)10COOH, [HS(CH2)11O]2POOH, HS(CH2)20N
�(CH3)3Br

ÿ,
HS(CH2)2COOH and HS(CH2)17CH3.

The cell was sealed hermetically, and nitrogen gas was used for deaerating

the experimental solution. The monolayer electrode (working electrode), a

reference electrode composed of an Ag/AgCl wire with saturated KCl, and

a counter electrode of platinum wire were all connected to the potentiostat.

The voltage diÿerence between the monolayer electrode and reference

electrode was swept by the potentiostat and a function generator. Cyclic

voltammograms were obtained by recording the applied voltage and the

electric current between the counter electrode and the monolayer electrode.

Some peaks of electric current appeared and the values were determined by

the concentration and diÿusion coe�cients of redox substances. Permeability

changes could then be estimated from waveform changes of the cyclic

voltammograms.

Figure 5.12 shows the response patterns for three odorants, b-ionone,
b-citral and chloroform, where the peak current normalized by the initial peak

current in the cyclic voltammogram was taken as the response. These
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odorants are easily discriminated. The threshold values of the human

olfactory system are about 10ÿ4 mol/l for chloroform, 10ÿ7 mol/l for b-citral
and 10ÿ10 mol/l for b-ionone in the vapor phase. The lowest response thresh-

olds among the ®ve monolayer electrodes were about 10ÿ4 M for chloroform,

10ÿ7 M for b-citral and 10ÿ8 M for b-ionone. The order of the threshold

values is similar to that of the human olfactory sense. This result may imply

that the responses of the monolayer membranes resemble those of the bio-

logical membranes in odor reception.

All ®ve membranes responded to b-ionone at very low concentrations. The

membrane made of HS(CH2�17CH3 began to respond to b-ionone at a lower

concentration than those made from the other lipids. It is considered that

b-ionone acted on the hydrophobic chain and raised the packing density

of the membrane because b-ionone has a benzene nucleus and a large

molecular structure.

Chloroform has a low molecular weight, a small molecular structure and a

weak hydrophobicity compared with other odor substances used in this

experiment. Therefore, it seems that chloroform hardly acts on the mono-

layer membrane and would not be helpful in changing the redox-blocking

ability of the membrane. The membranes with the negatively charged

groups of -COOÿ and -POOÿ hardly responded to chloroform, and the
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HS(CH2�17CH3 membrane responded to chloroform only slightly. The

HS(CH2�20N�(CH3�3Brÿ membrane responded to chloroform profoundly.

It is, therefore, considered that the greater the positive charge of the func-

tional group of lipids becomes, the greater is the response to chloroform.

This sensing system may have a profound ability for odor sensing because

of the following three factors: (a) the simplicity of forming a lipid mono-

layer membrane, (b) the stability of the coordination between gold and

thiol, and (c) the similarity of the odor-receiving mechanism utilizing bio-

materials such as lipids and water phase to the actual human olfactory

system.

Properties of the lipid materials such as the length of the hydrophobic chain

and the kind of functional group used for forming the monolayer membrane

are also important for the responses to odorants. The responses of the mem-

brane to odor are determined by the adsorbing manner of the odor substance,

which has various properties such as the balance of hydrophilicity and hydro-

phobicity strength, the molecular weight, the molecular structure and the

functional group. Considering these factors, we can expect to observe many

diÿerent characteristic responses to odorants with the use of various lipid

materials.

The same method was applied to detection of taste substances in liquids.31

Electrolytic taste substances promoted and nonelectrolytic substances

suppressed the permeability of the membrane. The order of the thresholds

detected was quinine<HCl< caÿeine<MSG<NaCl< sucrose, in accor-

dance with that found in humans.

A recent study shows quantitative detection of aging processes of milk and

orange juice stored at room temperature using pulse voltammetry, where

successive voltage pulses of gradually changing amplitudes are applied to

the working electrodes.32 Gold and platinum were used as the working

electrodes, and PCA was applied on the obtained data. This method may

be powerful in detection of small changes in quality of foods because of its

high sensitivity and resolution.

G�opel et al. proposed a new a�nity biosensor using a quartz oscillator

coated with self-assembled thiols as a selective monolayer.33,34 A synthetic

peptide (epitope as antigen) was modi®ed with o-hydroxyundecanethiol
(HUT) by a succinyl linker (HUT-peptide). The monolayer of HUT and

HUT-peptide was self-assembled on gold. The immunological reaction,

where the peptide is recognized by speci®c antibodies, was observed by mea-

suring the resonance frequency change of QCM. This method using QCM

coated with thiols has considerable potential as an electronic nose by choosing

suitable coating materials.
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6

Taste sensors

A multichannel taste sensor, i.e., electronic tongue, with global selectivity is

composed of several types of lipid/polymer membrane for transforming infor-

mation of taste substances into electric signals, which are input to a computer.

The sensor output shows diÿerent patterns for chemical substances that have

diÿerent taste qualities such as saltiness and bitterness, while it shows similar

patterns for chemical substances with similar tastes. The sensor responds to

the taste itself, as indicated by the fact that taste interactions such as the

suppression eÿect, which occurs between sweet and bitter substances, can

be reproduced well. Amino acids can be classi®ed into several groups accord-

ing to their own tastes based on sensor outputs. The mixed taste elicited by

amino acids such as l-valine and l-methionine, which implies that the taste

comprises two or three taste qualities such as sweetness and bitterness, is

expressed quantitatively by a combination of the basic taste qualities elicited

by l-alanine and l-tryptophan. The taste of foodstuÿs such as beer, coÿee,

mineral water, milk, sake, rice, soybean paste and vegetables can be discussed

quantitatively using the taste sensor, which provides the objective scale for the

human sensory expression. Miniaturization of the taste sensor using FET

gives a sensor with the same characteristics as the above taste sensor by

measuring the gate-source voltage. The taste sensor can also be applied to

measurements of water pollution. It will open doors to a new era of food and

environmental sciences.

6.1 Measurement of taste

One of the goals of sensor technology is to reproduce the ®ve types of sense

seen in humans or to surpass their abilities. To do this, sensors must have

three characteristics: high sensitivity, stability and high selectivity. The ®rst

two items seem to be fairly reasonable. However, the last is not always

achieved.
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The reception of light in the sense of sight, sound in hearing and pressure or

temperature in touch all involve physical quantities that need to be detected

with high sensitivity and selectivity. Sensors to detect physical quantities are

called physical sensors. These sensors are made so as to detect only one

physical quantity with high selectivity.

For example, let us consider the situation where we measure the body

temperature when we are sick. In this case, we set a thermometer to our

mouth or under the arm, where it is dark. If the thermometer responds to

the reduction in light, it is quite troublesome, i.e., the thermometer should

measure only the temperature. The same situation also applies to the micro-

phone. It should respond only to the voice and should not respond to light

and the other quantities. These examples con®rm that the sensors reproducing

the senses of sight, hearing and touch should respond to only the one physical

quantity to be measured.

However, the situation is diÿerent in the senses of taste and smell. For

example, over 1000 chemical substances are included in tea or coÿee.

Humans do not distinguish each chemical substance. Instead, humans decom-

pose the taste of foodstuÿs into ®ve types of basic taste quality: sour, bitter,

salty, sweet and umami. This implies that we need to develop a novel type of

sensor for taste and smell.

Taste is constructed from ®ve basic taste qualities as above: sourness pro-

duced by H� of HCl, acetic acid, citric acid, etc.; saltiness produced mainly by

NaCl; bitterness produced by quinine, caÿeine and MgCl2; sweetness by

sucrose, glucose, etc.; and umami taste, produced by MSG, contained mainly

in seaweeds, IMP, occurring in meat and ®sh and GMP, found in mushrooms

(see Chapter 2).

Conventional chemical sensors for reproducing the chemical properties

of biological systems have been developed to be selective for chemicals, as

mentioned in Chapter 4. Those biosensors are not competent to sense

taste, because it is hardly possible to assemble selective sensors for all the

chemical substances involved in the production of taste. Furthermore, the

taste interaction cannot be reproduced using these kinds of selective

biosensor. Whereas the conventional biosensors have the same concept,

i.e., selectivity, as physical sensors, a new type of sensor is required to

measure taste. The intention is not to measure the amount of each

chemical substance but to measure the taste itself, and to express it

quantitatively.

In biological taste reception, taste substances are received by the biological

membrane, which is composed of lipids and proteins, of gustatory cells in

taste buds on the tongue (see Chapter 2). Then the information on taste
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substances is transduced into an electric signal that is transmitted along the

nerve ®ber to the brain, where the taste is perceived.

As shown in Chapter 3, lipid membranes can respond to taste substances

and can detect interactions between taste substances in the same way as occurs

in biological taste. These results indicate that a taste sensor can be realized by

the use of lipid membranes as transducers.

A multichannel electronic taste-sensing system, i.e., electronic tongue,

utilizes a transducer composed of lipid/polymer membranes. This sensor

can detect tastes in a manner similar to human gustatory sensation. The out-

put of the sensor is not the amount of speci®c molecules to exhibit taste but

the taste quality and intensity, because diÿerent output electric patterns were

obtained for diÿerent taste groups such as sourness and saltiness. However,

similar patterns were obtained for molecules in the same taste groups, such as

MSG, IMP and GMP, which have an umami taste, and NaCl, KCl and KBr

for saltiness.

Discrimination of each chemical substance is not important here, but

recognition of the taste itself and its quantitative expression must be made.

The taste sensor using lipid/polymer membranes is based on a concept of

global selectivity, which implies the ability to classify enormous numbers of

chemical substances into several groups, as really found in the taste reception

in biological systems.

Quanti®cation of taste is possible using the taste sensor, and hence we can

discuss the taste objectively.

6.2 Multichannel taste sensor

Transducers of the multichannel taste sensor were composed of lipid

membranes immobilized with a polymer.1±3 Eight lipid analogs were used

for preparing the membranes, as summarized in Table 6.1 including the

mixed, hybrid membranes composed of dioctyl phosphate (DOP) and trioctyl

methyl ammonium chloride (TOMA). The major parts of the functional

groups in the biological membranes are lined up with these lipids. The lipid

materials used varied with the substances to be measured. In the subsequent

discussion we will not indicate which particular lipid was used in each

application.

Each lipid was mixed in a test tube with polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and a

plasticizer (dioctyl phenylphosphonate, DOPP) dissolved in tetrahydrofuran.

Successively, the mixture was dried on a glass plate, which was placed on a hot

plate controlled at approximately 30 8C. The lipid/polymer membrane
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thus prepared was a transparent, colorless and soft ®lm of approximately

200mm thickness. The surface structure of a lipid/polymer membrane is

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The hydrophilic groups of the lipids contact the

aqueous phase, while the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains are buried in the

membrane matrix.

The membrane made of PVC and DOPP shows selectivity to cations;4

however, the mechanism by which this occurs is not clear because this mem-

brane should have no negative electric charge to cause cation selectivity.

Recently, identi®cation of the charged impurity phenylphosphonic acid

monooctyl ester in commercially available DOPP was made using FRIT

fast atom bombardment (FRIT-FAB).5 The membrane made of equimolar

DOP and TOMA is slightly negatively charged because of the negatively

charged impurity.
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Table 6.1. Lipid materials used in the multichannel electrode

Channel Lipid (abbreviation)

1 n-Decyl alcohol (DA)

2 Oleic acid (OA)

3 Dioctyl phosphate (bis(2-ethylhexyl)hydrogen phosphate, DOP)

4 DOP :TOMA 9 : 1

5 DOP :TOMA 5 : 5

6 DOP :TOMA 3 : 7

7 Trioctyl methyl ammonium chloride (TOMA)

8 Oleyl amine (OAm)
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Lipid/polymer membranes were ®tted on a multichannel electrode. The

detecting electrode of each channel (ch.) was made up of silver wires surface

plated with Ag/AgCl, which were embedded in a basal acrylic board of 2mm

thickness, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Another acrylic board of 1 cm thickness with

eight cone-shaped holes was a�xed to this board. The holes were ®lled with

100mM (or 3M) KCl solution, and the eight membranes were ®tted on the

board to cover the holes.
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Figure 6.2. Multichannel electrode with eight lipid/polymer membranes.



The multichannel electrode was connected to an 8-channel scanner through

high-input impedance ampli®ers (Fig. 6.3). The selected electric signal from

the sensor was converted to a digital code by a digital voltmeter and was fed to

a computer. Then, the voltage diÿerence between the multichannel electrode

and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode was measured.

The commercial taste-sensing systems (SA401, SA402, Anritsu Corp., Figs.

6.4(a) and (b), respectively) have essentially the same mechanism as that

described above. The detecting sensor part is made of seven (or eight) electro-

des of lipid/polymer membranes and is controlled mechanically by a robot

arm. Measurements of the tastes of ®ve chemical substances that produce

basic taste and of Japanese sake, coÿee and milk (see below) were made

using SA401.
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The measurements were usually made three times by the rotation proce-

dure, which involved three rounds of measurement of all the samples. The

measurement time was 20±60 s, dependent on the samples.

6.3 Response characteristics

6.3.1 Five basic taste qualities

Five chemical substances producing the ®ve typical tastesÐHCl (sour), NaCl

(salty), quinine-HCl (bitter; hereafter called quinine for simplicity), sucrose

(sweet) and MSG (umami taste)Ðwere studied.1,6 The results6 are shown in

Fig. 6.5.

The starting origin (0mV) is chosen to be the response electric potential at

1mM KCl with no added taste-producing chemical substance. Standard

deviations in the same eight membranes were small: for example, in the mem-

brane comprising DOP :TOMA 5 : 5, the deviations were 0.18, 0.43, 0.56,

0.77, 0.36, 0.76, 0.89, 0.96mV for 0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0,

10.0mM quinine, respectively. The response electric potential is diÿerent
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Figure 6.5. Responses of sensors comprising diÿerent lipid membranes (a±f, see Table 6.1)
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for diÿerent chemical substances in each membrane and, furthermore, is dif-

ferent in other membranes.

For NaCl, ch. 3 (DOP) responds upward from about 5mM (Fig. 6.5(a)),

and ch. 5 (DOP : TOMA 5 : 5) shows no response (Fig. 6.5(b)), whereas ch. 7

(TOMA) responds downward from about 1mM (Fig. 6.5(e)). The recognition

threshold of humans is 30mM;7 hence the sensitivity of the sensor is superior

to that of humans. As discussed in Section 6.6, the upward and downward

responses are caused by Na� and Clÿ, respectively, because chs. 3 and 7 are

negatively charged and positively charged membranes, respectively. It is

noticeable that the response electric potentials in chs. 1±3 do not become

saturated with increasing NaCl concentration (see chs. 3 and 2 in Fig.

6.5(a) and (c), respectively). This reason will be clari®ed in Section 6.6.1.

For HCl, too, a similar situation holds except for the threshold; for exam-

ple, about 0.05mM HCl induces the changes in response electric potential in

ch. 3 in Fig. 6.5(a). This value is much lower than the human recognition

threshold, 0.9mM. In responses to quinine, the high sensitivity as represented

by the threshold of 3 mM can be attained in chs. 1 (n-decyl alcohol (DA) and 2

(oleic acid (OA)), while it is 30 mM in humans.

For MSG, chs. 2 and 3 show clear biphasic responses, with an increase

following a decrease in electric potential. By comparison, the response electric

potential of ch. 5 (DOP : TOMA 5 : 5) decreases continuously (Fig. 6.5(b)).

These results are brought about by negatively charged glutamate ions of

MSG, which are bound to the hydrophilic part of lipid to induce the down-

ward response, and Na�, which induces the upward response. The continuous

decrease occurs because this membrane does not respond to Na�. MSG

causes salty and umami taste sensations simultaneously in a human.8,9 The

responses in chs. 2 and 3 reproduce this phenomenon.

Channels 2 (OA), 3 (DOP) and 5 (DOP : TOMA 5 : 5) respond upward to

quinine, while chs. 6 (DOP : TOMA 3 : 7), 7 (TOMA) and 8 (oleyl amine

(OAm)) respond downward. The upward response is brought about by

adsorption of quinine ions to the membrane, while the downward response

results from the electric screening eÿect by Clÿ.
The potential does not change signi®cantly through chs. 1 to 8 by the

application of sucrose. The potential slightly increases above 30mM sucrose

in all channels.

As shown in Section 6.6, changes in electric charge density of the membrane

surface and/or ion distribution near the surface are caused by taste-producing

substances such as HCl, NaCl, quinine and MSG, which are electrolytes.

However, a large change in the ionic distribution may not occur with sucrose,

since sucrose is a nonelectrolyte. Sucrose may be received with a conforma-
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tional change in the lipid membrane or a slight neutralization of the head

groups of lipid molecules by the weak dipole of a sucrose molecule, which

leads to the change in the surface electric charge density to cause the change in

membrane potential.

The response electric potential is diÿerent for chemical substances showing

diÿerent taste qualities in each membrane and, furthermore, is diÿerent in

other membranes. This implies that taste quality is distinguishable using the

response pattern constructed from response electric potentials of several

membranes. However, the taste sensor has similar response patterns to the

same group of taste; for example the sour substances HCl, citric acid and

acetic acid show similar response patterns. Salty substances, NaCl, KCl and

KBr, show similar patterns, too, as shown in Fig. 6.6. The response patterns

bulge to the upper-right direction, whereas the responses of the DOP :TOMA

5 : 5 membrane are nearly zero. The umami taste substances MSG, IMP and

GMP all give similar patterns. In almost all the membranes, the responses are

negative. The patterns are clearly diÿerent from those for salty substances.

MSG is amino acid, while IMP and GMP are nucleotides. In spite of large

diÿerence of chemical structure between these molecules, the taste sensor has

similar patterns. Therefore, we can conclude that this taste sensor can respond

to the taste itself.

Figure 6.7 shows a three-dimensional taste map that was obtained by

application of PCA to the response patterns. It contains HCl, citric acid and

acetic acid for sourness, NaCl, KCl and KBr for saltiness, quinine, l-trypto-
phan and l-phenylalanine for bitterness, sucrose, glucose and fructose for
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sweetness, and MSG, IMP and GMP for umami taste. We can see clear

grouping of ®ve taste qualities in the three-dimensional space.

This implies that the taste sensor has global selectivity, as in the taste

reception in biological systems. This sensor can be regarded essentially as

an intelligent sensor. Of course, the taste sensor can distinguish chemical

substances even in the same group of taste; for example, the patterns for

HCl, citric acid and acetic acid are diÿerent.

It should be noted that the taste sense is produced by interactions between

molecules and biological membranes: taste is not speci®c or characteristic of

each molecule. The ®ve types of taste quality re¯ect diÿerences in the above

interactions. From this reason, the situation such as global selectivity arises.

The lipid/polymer membrane can reproduce it.

The sensor had detection errors (in the unit of logarithmic concentration)

0.73% for saltiness, 0.65% for sourness and 3.4% for bitterness in the

aqueous solution containing simultaneously diÿerent chemical substances

producing diÿerent taste qualities.10 Humans usually cannot distinguish

two tastes with a concentration diÿerence below 20%.7 Here, 20% means
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an error of 7.9% (log 1.2). Therefore, the detection ability of the sensor is

superior to that of humans.

6.3.2 Pungency and astringency

Knowledge of taste sensation is particularly lacking in qualities called

pungency and astringency, because these are not basic tastes.

Capsaicin, the primary pungent agent of hot red pepper, has been empiri-

cally supposed to induce a warming action. Pharmacological studies showed

that capsaicin produced its warming eÿect by promoting the secretion of

catecholamine from the adrenal medulla.11 The warming eÿect of capsaicin

occurs gradually, while it has another rapid ``pungent'' eÿect, the mechanism

of which is not known. The pungent substances such as capsaicin, piperin and

allyl isothiocyanate oÿer a violent stimulation to the oral cavity.

Astringent substances such as tannic acid are bound to proteins and pre-

cipitate them. They are most eÿective at pH values near their isoelectric

points. Tightly coiled globular proteins have much lower a�nities for tannic

acid than conformationally loose proteins.12,13 This phenomenon has long

been recognized as being responsible for the astringency of unripe fruit and

various beverages. For this reason, Bate-Smith suggested that astringency is

not a taste sense but a touch sense.14 In contrast, some studies showed that

oral astringency is closely linked to bitterness.15,16 Moreover, clear electro-

physiological responses to tannic acid were obtained from rat chorda tympani

and lingual nerves.17,18 These results imply that astringency is also a chemical

taste.

The response of the taste sensor to capsaicin was studied.19 Capsaicin,

piperine and allyl isothiocyanate had no eÿect on the electric potentials of

lipid/polymer membranes of the taste sensor. These results agree with phar-

macological observations. These substances will not produce a chemical taste

as widely recognized in the ®eld of taste sensation. Some reports20,21 suggest

the presence of capsaicin-sensitive neurons, which are associated with taste

buds, separated from primary taste neurons.

The eÿects of tannic acid, catechin, gallic acid and chlorogenic acid on the

taste sensor were investigated.19 The pH of these solutions at 1mMwere 3.93,

5.68, 3.27 and 3.61, respectively. The response potential of lipid/polymer

membranes of the taste sensor to tannic acid is shown in Fig. 6.8. The astrin-

gent substances caused marked changes in the membrane potentials of the

sensor. The relative standard deviations with ®ve measurements on each taste

substance were 1 to 2%.
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The responses to tannic acid and gallic acid did not resemble each other; the

membranes with positively charged lipids such as DOP :TOMA 3 : 7 and

TOMA responded well to tannic acid, while the membranes with negatively

charged lipids such as DOP, DA and OA responded well to gallic acid. The

changes of the membrane potentials induced by tannic acid were larger than

those by gallic acid. However, the threshold concentrations to alter the mem-

brane potentials are about 0.3mM for tannic acid and 0.01mM for gallic acid.

Catechin resembled tannic acid, while chlorogenic acid resembled gallic acid

in the response pattern.

The taste sensor with lipid membranes responded to astringent substances.

Hence, we searched for qualities of taste similar to astringency. Lyman and

Green suggested that astringency is closely linked to bitterness.16 In fact, a

response pattern similar to that of tannic acid was obtained with a bitter

substance, sodium picrate. Using the PCA of the patterns obtained with the

taste sensor, it was found that astringent substances are located near the bitter

substance (sodium picrate). The qualities of tannic acid and catechin are close

to sodium picrate, whereas those of gallic acid and chlorogenic acid are

located in the midst of qualities of sodium picrate and HCl.

The astringent substances, which are well known to generate a tactile sensa-

tion,14,22 altered the response electric potentials of the taste sensor markedly.
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The naturally occurring phenolic compounds that dissociate into ions in solu-

tion are correlated with astringency. Figure 6.8 shows that the negatively

charged portion of tannic acid would have aÿected the positively charged

lipids such as DOP :TOMA 3 : 7 and TOMA to lower the membrane poten-

tial. Dissociated protons would have aÿected the negatively charged lipids

such as DOP, DA and OA to increase the membrane potential.

These results indicate that astringency is related to both the senses of bitter

taste and touch.

6.4 Taste of amino acids

Taste of amino acids was studied using the taste sensor.3,23±25 Each of amino

acids elicits complicated mixed taste itself, as shown in Table 2.2 (p. 34); for

example, l-valine produces sweet and bitter tastes at the same time. There are

detailed data on taste intensity and taste quality of various amino acids from

sensory panel tests.26±28 Amino acids are generally classi®ed into several

groups that correspond to each characteristic taste. The study described

below is the ®rst trial to study the taste of amino acids using arti®cial sensing

devices. The lipids used are detailed in Table 6.1.

6.4.1 Classi®cation of taste of amino acids

Figure 6.9 shows the response patterns to typical amino acids, each of which

elicits diÿerent taste quality in humans. Each channel responded in diÿerent

ways depending on the taste of the amino acid. l-Tryptophan, which elicits

almost pure bitter taste in humans, increased the potentials of chs. 1, 2 and 3

greatly. Typical examples of standard deviations were 3.16, 7.32, 1.12, 2.51,

2.37, 2.86, 1.31 and 2.33mV for chs. 1±8, respectively. This tendency was also

observed for other amino acids that mainly exhibit bitter taste, such as l-
phenylalanine and l-isoleucine. l-Valine and l-methionine, which taste

mainly bitter and slightly sweet, decreased the potential of ch. 5; the responses

of chs. 1 and 2 were small. For l-alanine, glycine and l-threonine, which taste

mainly sweet, the potentials of chs. 1 and 2 decreased.

L-Glutamic acid and l-histidine monohydrochloride, which taste mainly

sour, increased each of the potentials of chs. 1±5 to almost the same degree.

Monosodium l-aspartate, eliciting mainly umami taste, showed a response

pattern that diÿered from those of the other amino acids.

Figure 6.10 shows the data points plotted in the scattering diagram

obtained by the PCA. Here, eight-dimensional space made from eight channel

outputs was reduced to a two-dimensional plane. PC1 in Fig. 6.10 re¯ects
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bitterness and sweetness; PC2 re¯ects sourness and umami taste. Amino acids

are classi®ed clearly into ®ve groups by the taste sensor.

The contribution rates were 47.0, 34.0 and 13.8% for PC1, PC2 and PC3,

respectively. The rate for PC3 is still relatively large; this indicates that amino

acids clearly show three or four independent taste qualities, as is known from

neurophysiological and psychophysical studies.

The response of the sensor to amino acids was compared with the results of

panel tests26 for the intensities of ®ve taste qualities obtained for each amino

acid. Response potentials from the eight membranes were transformed into

®ve basic tastes by multiple linear regression. This expression of ®ve basic

tastes reproduced the human taste sensation very well.3

Table 6.2 gives data on hydrophobicity of amino acids.29 The listed values

indicate the free energy change �f calculated from the solubility data of

individual amino acids. It was suggested that amino acids are not bitter if

�f < 1300, while they are bitter if �f > 11400 (see also Table 2.2). The posi-

tive value of �f means that solution in water is thermodynamically unfavor-

able. Therefore, amino acids with larger�f values are barely soluble in water.

In other words, amino acids with larger�f have hydrophobic characteristics,

whereas those with smaller�f are hydrophilic. Therefore, we call�f ``hydro-

phobicity'' hereafter.

As a next step, the relationship between the sensor outputs in Fig. 6.9

and the hydrophobicity of amino acids in Table 6.2 was studied.23 For this

purpose, we used a stepwise method of the type used in multiple regression

analysis. The method is as follows. The multiple regression analysis was

applied to express the hydrophobicity �f (objective variable) using eight
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Table 6.2. Hydrophobicity of amino acids

Amino acid Hydrophobicity �f

l-Alanine (Ala) 730

Monosodium l-aspartate (Asp. Na) 540

l-Glutamic acid (Glu) 550

Glycine (Gly) 0

l-Isoleucine (Ile) 2970

l-Lysine monohydrochloride (Lys. HCl) 1500

l-Methionine (Met) 1300

l-Phenylalanine (Phe) 2650

l-Threonine (Thr) 440

l-Tryptophan (Trp) 3000

l-Valine (Val) 1690

(Reprinted with permission from Tanford, C. (1962). J. Am. Chem. Soc., 84, 4244.

Copyright 1962 American Chemical Society.)



explanatory variables of response electric potentials of all eight channels. The

multiple regression coe�cient (r̂: adjusted r) was calculated to give the quan-

titative agreement between objective and explanatory variables. Next, the

number of explanatory variables was reduced to seven by omitting one of

them, and then r̂ was calculated for the resulting eight cases in the same way.

The same procedure was carried out by reducing the number of explanatory

variables step by step. During this procedure, one set of explanatory variables

was adopted when r̂ was a maximum, because the objective variable was

considered to be expressed most quantitatively in this case.

The result is shown in Fig. 6.11, where we can see a good correlation

between the sensor outputs and the hydrophobicity. The adjusted correlation

coe�cient r̂ was 0.977, which seemed to be su�ciently high for explaining the

objective variable, i.e., the hydrophobicity of amino acids. The selected set

of ®ve channels comprised ch. 1 (DA), ch. 2 (OA), ch. 3 (DOP), ch. 5

(DOP : TOMA 5 : 5) and ch. 7 (TOMA). This result is satisfactory; in Fig.

6.10, chs. 1 and 3 contributed signi®cantly to PC1, in which the bitter taste of

amino acids was distinguished from the sweet taste, whereas chs. 6 and 8

hardly contributed to it.

When the hydrophobicity was expressed by only two channel outputs as a

trial, the resulting r̂ became 0.723, which also seemed high, using DOP and
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Figure 6.11. Relationship between hydrophobicity of amino acids and sensor outputs.23

The abscissa represents the multiregression linear equation with Vi denoting the output of

channel i �� 1; 2; 3; 5; 7� and ai the multiregression coe�cient; the ordinate represents the

data on hydrophobicity of amino acids in Table 6.2.



TOMA membranes. The result is very interesting because these two

membranes are negatively and positively charged, respectively. The response

characteristics are very diÿerent between these two (see Fig. 6.5). The hydro-

phobicity, which may be related to bitter taste, can be quanti®ed using two

lipid/polymer membranes with diÿerent characteristics.

The reason why the taste of amino acids was discriminated by the taste

sensor is partly owing to the strong correlation of sensor outputs with the

hydrophobicity of amino acids, which may be a global property of molecules.

Grouping of the tastes of amino acids into bitter, sweet, sour and umami taste

may re¯ect this kind of property, which is determined from the hydrophobi-

city and hydrophilicity of molecules, whereas a molecular recognition by

speci®c proteins of the biological membrane may also have an eÿect on

taste reception. During initial reception of chemical substances producing

bitterness, sourness and saltiness, the global selectivity, which originates

from hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions between the biological mem-

brane and chemical substances, is considered to be very important.

6.4.2 Measurement of bitter taste and production of mixed taste

Next, we compared the response patterns for bitter-tasting amino acids such

as l-tryptophan with that of quinine, which is a typical bitter substance.24,25

Of course, these two chemicals have very diÿerent chemical structures; never-

theless, we sense the same bitter taste quality. Is it possible to show the same

bitter taste using the taste sensor with lipid/polymer membranes? Figure 6.12

shows the comparison of response patterns of three amino acids (l-alanine,
l-tryptophan, l-phenylalanine) with those of a bitter substance (quinine),

sour substance (HCl) and umami taste substance (MSG). The response

patterns were normalized using the formula:

vi �
Vi���������������������P8
i�1 jVij2

q ; �6:1�

where Vi denotes the response electric potential of channel i. To make it easy

to see the pattern, the response electric potentials of the positively charged

membranes (chs. 6±8 in Table 6.1) and the noncharged membrane (ch. 5) were

reversed, because they usually have a sign opposite to those of the negatively

charged membranes (chs. 1±4).

Figure 6.12 includes three normalized patterns for one chemical substance

with three diÿerent concentrations. By the normalization procedure of eq.

(6.1), the three patterns of each chemical substance agree with each other;

that is, the pattern is independent of the concentration. This fact implies that
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each chemical substance has an original pattern characteristic of each taste

quality. The patterns of amino acids such as l-tryptophan and l-phenylala-
nine are similar to that of quinine. However, they diÿer from those of other

taste substances such as l-alanine, HCl and MSG. This impression can be

strengthened by looking at Fig. 6.7, where these three bitter substances are

located close together.
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The patterns for l-tryptophan and l-phenylalanine jut out to the upper-

right direction (i.e., at chs. 1±3), whereas the pattern for l-alanine shows the
opposite tendency: its pattern bulges out to the lower-left direction. The bitter

chemical quinine shows a bulge to the upper-right direction in a similar way to

l-tryptophan.
The correlation coe�cients are shown in Table 6.3. Although l-tryptophan

has low correlations with salty (NaCl), sweet (sucrose) and umami (MSG)

taste substances, it has a high correlation with a bitter substance, quinine.

This result indicates that l-tryptophan shows the same taste as quinine; i.e.,

l-tryptophan tastes bitter.

Comparison of the original response pattern of l-tryptophan with that of

quinine makes it possible to estimate the bitter strength of l-tryptophan in

terms of the quinine concentration (see also Section 6.9). As a result, it was

concluded that 10mM l-tryptophan has the same bitter strength as 0.02mM

quinine. To con®rm it, we performed the sensory evaluation using our tongue.

The result supported the estimation using the taste sensor: humans felt the

same bitter strength as 10mM l-tryptophan by taking 0.02±0.03mM quinine.

This result implies that the taste sensor measures the taste in itself, as

humans do, irrespective of the diÿerence in chemical structures of amino

acids and alkaloids such as quinine.

Let us mention a more impressive result concerning the production of taste.

l-Methionine and l-valine shows bitter and sweet tastes simultaneously, as

listed in Table 2.2. We tried to produce the complicated mixed taste of these

amino acids using the combination of a sweet amino acid, l-alanine, and a

bitter amino acid, l-tryptophan.
Figure 6.13 shows the normalized patterns for l-methionine and the mixed

solution, which contains 100mM l-alanine and l-tryptophan at 1, 3 and

10mM. Three patterns for l-methionine at three diÿerent concentrations

agree fairly well with each other. In addition, they diÿer from those for either

l-alanine or l-tryptophan alone, as shown in Fig. 6.12 (Table 6.4). For

example, 10mM l-methionine has the low correlations of 0.22 and 0.57

with 10mM l-alanine and 1mM l-tryptophan, respectively. This implies
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Table 6.3. Correlation coefficients between l-tryptophan and five basic tastes

Quinine NaCl HCl Sucrose MSG

0.3 mM 30 mM 3 mM 100 mM 10 mM

l-Tryptophan
10 mM 0.903 0.276 0.763 0.515 0.408



that l-methionine has an original taste quality that is diÿerent from pure

sweet or bitter taste.

The patterns for the mixed solutions composed of 100mM l-alanine
and l-tryptophan of three diÿerent concentrations are not the same.

Increasing the l-tryptophan concentration tends to cause a bulge to the

upper-right direction. Since the pattern for l-tryptophan alone has a charac-

teristic bulge of this type, it implies that the taste becomes nearer that of

l-tryptophan, as expected.
Table 6.4 summarizes the correlation coe�cients among l-methionine,

l-alanine, l-tryptophan and the above three mixed solutions. The response

patterns for l-alanine have negative correlations with those for l-tryptophan,
which agrees with their very diÿerent taste qualities. We can see that the
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highest correlation is realized between one of the mixed solutions and
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l-methionine. Increasing l-tryptophan concentration in the mixed solution

leads to both a decrease of correlation with l-alanine and an increase of

correlation with l-tryptophan, a reasonable change. The highest correlation

0.99 is realized for 30mM l-methionine using the mixed solution 100mM

l-alanine and 10mM l-tryptophan. The sensory tests by humans agreed

with this result. A similar result was obtained for l-valine, which elicits bitter

and sweet tastes simultaneously. The sensor output showed the highest

correlation between 30mM l-valine and 100mM l-alanine plus 3mM

l-tryptophan, as felt by humans.

Dipeptides elicit various taste qualities depending on the amino acids

involved. For bitter dipeptides such as Gly±Leu, Gly±Phe and Leu±Gly, the

taste sensor showed similar response patterns to those for l-tryptophan (T.

Nagamori and K. Toko, unpublished data). In addition, the patterns char-

acteristic of sourness, which is elicited by amino acids such as l-glutamic acid

and l-histidine monohydrochloride, were obtained for dipeptides such as

Gly±Asp, Ser±Glu, Ala±Glu and Gly±Gly, which taste sour. Dipeptides

such as Ala±Gly and Gly±Glu have little or no taste. Small response patterns

were obtained for these dipeptides, as expected.

As explained in Chapter 2, it is believed that receptors of amino acids diÿer

physiologically from those of alkaloids such as quinine. As found here, how-

ever, the bitterness of amino acids can be expressed by the response patterns

of the taste sensor, which uses the lipid membranes, in a similar way to the

bitterness of quinine. The mixed taste of amino acids can also be produced

using the taste sensor. This result suggests that it may be the lipid (hydro-

phobic) part of biological membranes that forms the receptor for bitter taste.

6.5 Expression of taste by basic taste qualities

6.5.1 Production of the taste of commercial drinks with

basic taste substances

An arti®cial taste solution was made by combining basic taste substances

using the electric potential output patterns to create a solution that was

similar to some commercial drinks.30 As the basic taste substances, HCl,

NaCl, sucrose and quinine were chosen for sourness, saltiness, sweetness

and bitterness, respectively.

Four diÿerent concentrations were prepared for each of these substances: 1,

3, 10, 30mM for HCl; 30, 100, 300, 1000mM for NaCl and sucrose; and 0.03,

0.1, 0.3, 1mM for quinine. The lowest concentrations correspond nearly to
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the thresholds of detection in humans. We prepared 44 (256) mixed solutions

with diÿerent compositions by combining these four basic solutions.

The 256 mixed solutions were measured with the multichannel taste sensor

to give data on the output electric potential patterns for each solution. While

the data on each channel output Vi (i=1±8) were dispersed discretely in the

®ve-dimensional space constructed from Vi and four diÿerent taste qualities,

we approximated Vi by a quadratic function of the concentrations. As a

result, eight quadratic functions were obtained for Vi.

As test drinks, two commercial drinks of diÿerent brands were chosen.

Figure 6.14 shows the electric potential patterns of these two drinks. While

they are not very diÿerent, the discrimination is easy because of standard

deviations of 2mV. We attempted to ®t the patterns from the arti®cial solu-

tions to the output electric potential pattern of one of the commercial drinks

(let us call it ``drink A'' for convenience) by minimizing the distance between

the output electric potentials for the mixed solutions (expressed by the quad-

ratic function) and drink A. The distance is introduced by

L �
X8
i�1

�Vmi ÿ VAi�2; �6:2�

where Vmi and VAi are the output potentials for the mixed solutions and drink

A, respectively, with i denoting the output from ch. i. As a consequence, we
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Figure 6.14. Comparison of commercial drinks with an arti®cial mixed solution.30 Drink

A, ; another drink, ; mixed solution tasting to humans very similar to drink

A, ÐÐÐ.
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obtained one mixed solution whose output pattern was nearest to that of

drink A.

The best combination of the concentrations for basic taste substances was

2mM HCl, 50mM NaCl, 0.2mM quinine and 100mM sucrose. As can be

seen from Fig. 6.14, the pattern for the mixed solution is closer to that of drink

A than to another commercial drink. The sensory evaluation by humans was

also made. The two commercial drinks and the mixed solution were tasted,

and their tastes were compared. The sensory tests by humans showed that this

mixed solution produced almost the same taste as drink A.

It is very important to note that this method automatically contains the

interactions between taste substances. If many measurements of various

mixed solutions are made, comparison of output patterns between the test

solution and the mixed solutions can be easily made by adequate algorithms,

such as in neural networks.

The � scale is eÿective to express the taste strength; it represents the sub-

jective strength of a taste solution.31,32 The concentration of each taste sub-

stance can be transformed into the taste strength. The above mixed solution is

thus composed of 4.04 sourness, 2.03 saltiness, 5.01 bitterness and 2.24 sweet-

ness in terms of the � scale, and drink A has the above taste qualities and

intensities.

The taste of every drink can be quanti®ed using the multichannel taste

sensor. In other words, quantitative measurements of taste are possible by

the sensor that are more accurate than those achieved by the sense of humans.

6.5.2 Sourness of different chemical substances

Let us here show another example of quanti®cation of taste made with the

taste sensor.33 Intensities of sourness and saltiness were quanti®ed by intro-

ducing ``degree of sourness'' as a function of tartaric acid concentration. The

degree was expressed as an algebraic function of outputs of two channels

among eight channels. Once the degree of sourness is de®ned by means of

the response electric potential of the sensor, it can be applied to other sour

substances. Correspondence between this sensor and the sense of human taste

was studied. The sensor and human sensory evaluation of HCl, tartaric acid,

citric acid and lactic acid matched each other; hence this sensor reproduces the

human taste sensation.

When tartaric acid andNaCl occur together, they enhance each other.7 This

phenomenon was reproduced using the degree of sourness. Thus, the taste

sensor expresses the taste interactions experienced by humans.
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The sensor could detect minute diÿerences of taste between NaCl, KCl,

KBr, NaBr, NH4Cl, LiCl and KI.33 The response patterns are diÿerent, as

can be seen from Fig. 6.7 for NaCl, KCl and KBr. It implies such taste

substances as KBr, NaBr and KI do not show the pure saltiness elicited by

NaCl. Therefore, the sensor can detect large diÿerences between ®ve taste

qualities and, furthermore, can distinguish between these small diÿerences

in a single taste quality.

6.6 Mechanism of response

A theory to explain the mechanism of response involving both electrostatic

and hydrophobic interactions can be developed and used to explain the

experimental data in a quantitative manner.34,35 Variations in the properties

of the chemical substances producing taste aÿect their interaction with lipid/

polymer membranes and cause the diÿerence in response electric patterns, as

shown in Fig. 6.5.

6.6.1 Responses of the negatively charged membrane to

NaCl and quinine

The characteristic upward response of the negatively charged lipid/polymer

membrane to NaCl in chs. 1±3 of Fig. 6.5 is not caused by the usual screening

eÿect but by the change in its surface charge density owing to dissociation of

protons from the membrane. In most conventional polymer membranes such

as colloidal membranes36 and lipid-adsorbed membrane ®lters (see Chapter

3), the electric potential tends to saturate at high NaCl concentrations. This is

a consequence of the screening eÿect by ions of opposite charge, which weak-

ens the eÿect of the electric charge of the membrane. As a result, the response

to ions becomes saturated at high ion concentrations.

A schematic of the charged membrane system is shown in Fig. 6.15. We

consider the DOP membrane, which is used in ch. 3 in Table 6.1, as a typical

negatively charged membrane. The charged membrane separates two KCl

solutions I and II. Aqueous solution II refers to the external solution,

which contains a taste substance. The membrane potential usually consists

of the surface electric potential formed in the aqueous phase touching the

membrane and the diÿusion potential within the membrane, as shown in

Fig. 6.15. In this theoretical model, therefore, the membrane potential is

obtained from the sum of the surface potential and the diÿusion potential,

which are calculated individually.
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First, we describe the change in the surface potential with the ion concen-

tration in the bulk solution. For this purpose, the change in the surface charge

density caused by the hydrophilic groups of the lipid of the membrane that are

in contact with the aqueous phase must also be taken into account. It implies

that the theory treats the situation where the surface electric potential is

changed with H� dissociation from lipid molecules, which causes the change

in electric charge density, as occurs in some colloidal systems.37,38 This

situation is illustrated in Fig. 6.16.

The change in Gibbs free energy per lipid molecule (dG) with the above

dissociation process in the lipid membrane is given from standard thermo-

dynamics by:37,39

dG � kBT ln
K

�H��
�

1ÿ �

� �
d�� AVsd�: �6:3�

In eq. (6.3), y is the degree of H� binding to a lipid molecule at a hydrophilic

group, K is the dissociation constant, [H�] the proton concentration in the

bulk solution, kB the Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, � the

surface charge density, A the occupied molecular surface area per lipid mole-

cule and Vs is the surface electric potential of the membrane. We obtain an

expression for the free energy in the charged membrane system as

G �
��
0
kBT ln

K

�H��
�

1ÿ �

� �
d�� A

��
0
Vsd�: �6:4�
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For simplicity, the membrane surface is regarded as a plane surface with the

uniform charge density �.

The charge density � at the membrane surface is determined using the

Gouy±Chapman theory of the electrical double layer; that is, the ion distribu-

tion near the membrane surface and the surface charge density are calculated

by solving the Poisson±Boltzmann equation.37±39 For 1 : 1 electrolyte we get

the following Poisson±Boltzmann equation.

d2

dx2
V�x� � 8�e

"
c sinh

eV

kBT

� �
; �6:5�

where x is the spatial coordinate inside the aqueous solution normal to the

concerned membrane surface, " the dielectric constant, e the elementary

charge and c denotes the ion concentration in the bulk solution.

The boundary conditions for V�x� are given by

dV

dx
� ÿ 4�

"
� at x � 0; �6:6a�

V � dV

dx
� 0 at x � 1: �6:6b�

With the aid of these boundary conditions, eq. (6.5) can be integrated and eq.

(6.6a) is reduced to

� � k 0 sinh
eVs

2kBT

� �
; �6:7�

k 0 � "

2�

kBT

e
�; � �

������������
8�ce2

"kBT

s
: �6:8�
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A parameter, k, is a characteristic value expressing the degree of spread of

diÿuse electrical double layer, and hence 1/� can be regarded as the thickness

of the diÿuse double layer. The value of 1/� decreases with increasing ion

concentration and takes values of approximately 10, 3, and 1 nm for 1, 10 and

100mM KCl solutions, respectively.

Case of NaCl

In general, NaCl aÿects the electrical double layer, and the surface electric

potential can be changed. Using the degree of H� binding �, the surface

charge density � is also expressed as the following equation:

� � ÿ e

A
�1ÿ ��: �6:9�

If we eliminate � from eq. (6.7) and eq. (6.9), the following equation is

obtained:

� 0 sinh
eVs

2kBT

� �
� ÿ e

A
�1ÿ ��: �6:10�

By minimizing eq. (6.4) with respect to � by taking account of eq. (6.9), we get

the following equation.

�

1ÿ �
� �H��

K
exp

ÿeVs

kBT

� �
: �6:11�

In the two equations (6.10) and (6.11), two variables � and Vs are unknown.

Therefore, the surface potential Vs of the membrane can be calculated as a

function of the ion concentration c.

Case of quinine

Since quinine is a hydrophobic molecule, it may be natural to consider that

quinine ions are bound to the hydrophobic part of a membrane. Therefore,

the surface charge density � of the membrane is changed by this binding eÿect;

proton binding to hydrophilic site and the quinine binding should be sepa-

rately measured and yet these two eÿects are not independent. The expression

for � is then:

� � ÿ e

A
�1ÿ �� � e

A
�q; �6:12�

where �q is the degree of binding of quinine ions. This is dependent on the

quinine concentration near the membrane surface and the electric charge

condition of the membrane. Therefore, the expression for �q is:

�q � a�1ÿ ��2cq exp ÿ eVs

kBT

� �
; �6:13�
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where cq is the bulk quinine concentration and a is a numerical parameter.

The factor (1ÿ ��2 assumes that more quinine ions are bound to the mem-

brane because of nonoccupied sites at the surface at the ®rst step of binding.

The term � can be eliminated from eqs. (6.7) and (6.12), and an equation

similar to eq. (6.10) can be obtained. In the present case, too, ions such as H�

(of H2O) and K� (of 1mM KCl) are contained in the aqueous medium;

therefore, eq. (6.11) holds.

Next, let us consider the diÿusion potential Vd within the membrane. In

charged systems shown in Fig. 6.15, K�, Clÿ and T� usually diÿuse into the

membrane, where T� denotes counterions from the electrolyte of taste sub-

stances in the external solution. As a result, the diÿusion potential is generated

by the diÿerence in the mobility of cations and anions. The diÿusion potential

Vd within the membrane is calculated from the following Goldman±Katz

equation:40,41

Vd � kBT

e
ln

�Kc
ex
K � �Clc

in
Cl � �Tc

ex
T

�Kc
in
K � �Clc

ex
Cl

" #
; �6:14�

where �i denotes the product of the mobility of ion i (K�, Clÿ, T�) within
the membrane and the partition ratio of ion i to the two phases, which are the

membrane and the external solution, and ci the i ion concentration near

the membrane surface. The superscripts ex and in represent the membrane

surface on the side of external solution and that on the side of another solu-

tion across the membrane, respectively.

The membrane potential de®ned in Fig. 6.15 is explained as

Vm � Vs � Vd ÿ V in
s ; �6:15�

where V in
s is the surface electric potential formed in the aqueous phase of

another side across the membrane.

Theoretical results are compared with the observed response potential of

the DOP membrane (ch. 3) to NaCl and quinine in Fig. 6.17, where the solid

curves represent the theoretical results.34 The theoretical data and the

observed data on response potentials of the membranes agree quantitatively

for both NaCl and quinine. The theoretical curve of response potential is

taken relative to a standard potential calculated at pH 5.8, and 300K, with

c as 1mM for 1mM KCl solution without taste substances. The theoretical

value of the standard potential of the lipid/polymer membrane is about

ÿ55mV, while the observed absolute value was about ÿ50mV. The

parameter values were chosen to explain the experimental results in the best

®t as a whole within their reasonable ranges: K=10ÿ4 M, A=120 A
� 2

(1.2 nm2), �K =�Cl =�T=0 and a=150. The occupied molecular surface
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area A was estimated from the volume of the membrane and the quantity of

used lipid DOP. We assumed that A was constant even when taste substances

were adsorbed in the membrane as a ®rst approximation.

In the responses of the membrane to NaCl and quinine, the surface poten-

tial contributes to most of the response potential. The diÿusion potential is

hardly generated because lipids packed densely in the membrane interfere

with ion permeation. It implies that the lipid/polymer membrane made

of DOP is such that ions can hardly permeate through the membrane,

whereas the inside of membrane is electrically connected to the outer surface

because of the hydrophilic part of lipids. This is very reasonable because

the membrane electric resistance is as high as several megaohms per square

centimeter, as mentioned in the next chapter. In this high-resistance state, ion

permeability cannot be expected.42±44 Among the lipid/polymer membranes

listed in Table 6.1, all except the TOMA membrane have such a high electric

resistance. Therefore, the membrane potentials of the negatively charged

membranes originate mainly from the surface potential, whereas both the

surface and diÿusion potentials cannot be neglected in the TOMAmembrane.

In usual cases of fully charged membranes, Na� scarcely changes the net

electric charge density of a negatively charged membrane but aÿects the

surface electric potential (i.e., the electric screening eÿect), which tends to

be ¯at at high NaCl concentrations, as seen in Fig. 3.23 (p. 67). Let us now

consider the response characteristics for NaCl in Fig. 6.17, where electric
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potential changes of the lipid/polymer membrane are not saturated at higher

NaCl concentrations.

Figure 6.18 shows the calculated results of degrees of H� dissociation from

a lipid in the membrane. In the lipid/polymer membrane, H� is scarcely

dissociated from a lipid at low NaCl concentrations, as indicated by the

low degree of H� dissociation of 0.21 in Fig. 6.18. It is because the occupied

molecular surface area of used lipid is small owing to the method of mem-

brane preparation; lipid is packed densely in the membrane. This dense pack-

ing inhibits the charging process (i.e., dissociation of H� from the hydrophilic

group of the lipid), which causes strong electric repulsion between charged

molecules. The dissociation of H� is accelerated by the addition of NaCl. This

implies an increase in the magnitude of the surface electric charge density, as

seen in Fig. 6.19 where the calculated surface charge density is shown as a

function of NaCl or quinine concentration; in this case, the membrane

becomes charged more negatively. Increasing NaCl concentration weakens

the electric repulsion between lipids, and hence H� becomes dissociated.

Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the lipid/polymer membrane is not

electrically charged to a great extent at lower ionic strength and becomes more

negatively charged through the accelerating dissociation of H� with increas-

ing NaCl concentration. As a result, the rate of change of the electric potential

increases with increasing NaCl concentration, since the membrane becomes

more negatively charged and the sensitivity to cations such as Na� is

increased.
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For quinine, the membrane potential of the lipid/polymer membrane

changes more than that for NaCl, as seen from Fig. 6.17. Quinine hydro-

chloride is a hydrophobic molecule with a hydrophilic positively charged

portion. Hence quinine ions bind to the hydrophobic part of negatively

charged membranes and lead to large changes in the membrane potential.

The degree of binding of a taste substance with the membrane may be depen-

dent on two factors; the balance between hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity

of the taste substance and the electrostatic and hydrophobic interaction

between the membrane and the taste substance.

Figure 6.20 shows the calculated degree of binding of quinine ions to

the lipid/polymer membrane. The dissociation of H� from lipids in the

membrane is accelerated with increasing quinine concentration, as seen in

Fig. 6.18; the degree of binding of quinine ions increases at the same time.

The binding is brought about by the hydrophobic interaction between quinine

and the lipid/polymer membrane.

6.6.2 Hybrid membranes composed of two lipid species

Biological membranes are highly stable and have complex functions. As these

membranes contain a number of lipid species, it became important to examine

the basic characteristics of arti®cial hybrid membranes.
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Electrical characteristics of hybrid membranes composed of two lipid spe-

cies were studied35 where one lipid species is positively charged in aqueous

solution and the other is negatively charged.

The hybrid membranes comprised two lipid species, DOP and OAm, at

molar ratios of 0 to 100% in 10% steps. In aqueous solution at neutral pH,

DOP is negatively charged by dissociation of the phosphoric acid group, while

OAm is positively charged by ionization of the ammonium group. Two lipids

were mixed with the desired mixing ratio in a test tube with a polymer (800mg

PVC) and a plasticizer (1.0ml DOPP) and dissolved in 18ml tetrahydrofuran.

The mixing ratio implies the molar ratio of OAm to the total quantity of lipids

(200 mmol) including DOP.

Figure 6.21(a) shows the response potential patterns of the hybrid

membranes to HCl, which produces sourness. The responses of the hybrid

membranes with a mixing ratio less than 50% were positive, whereas those of

over 60% were negative. The response of each hybrid membrane varied in

magnitude with the mixing ratio. This suggests that each hybrid membrane

was diÿerent in electric charge condition in an aqueous medium, and that the

electric charge of the hybrid membrane inverted at approximately the 50%

mixing ratio.

The response potential of the negatively charged membrane to HCl

became larger as the mixing ratio increased from 0 to 50%; furthermore the

change appeared at lower HCl concentrations. This implies that the hybrid
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membranes have a higher sensitivity to HCl than the membrane made of a

single lipid, DOP. Moreover, it is noticeable that the upward response to HCl

appears in the membranes of ratios 60±100% and then the downward

response occurs at higher HCl concentrations.

These responses can be explained quantitatively. The membrane potential

of the hybrid membrane is constructed from the diÿusion potential within the

membrane and the surface electric potential. As shown in Section 6.6.1,

the surface electric potential can be considered to contribute mainly to the

membrane potential. Therefore, we can describe the change in the surface

potential with the HCl concentration by neglecting the diÿusion potential.

For hydrophilic groups of each lipid, the following ionization equilibria

hold at the hybrid membrane surface.

�C8H17�2POOH:R2 ÿ POOÿ �H� � R2 ÿ POOH;

C17H33CH2NH2:R
0 ÿNH2 �H� � R0 ÿNH�

3 ;
�6:16�

where R and R 0 imply hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains.
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We obtain an expression for the free energy in the system of the hybrid

membrane of DOP and OAm with the ratio (1ÿ �):� as

G � �1ÿ ��
��C
0

kBT ln
KC

�H��
�C

1ÿ �C

� �
d�C

� �

��N
0

kBT ln
KN

�H��
�N

1ÿ �N

� �
d�N � A

��
0
Vsd�; �6:17�

where �C and �N are the degrees of H� binding to a lipid molecule at hydro-

philic groups of DOP and OAm, respectively, KC and KN describing the

dissociation constants. For simplicity, we assumed the occupied molecular

surface area of DOP is equal to that of OAm (put to A).

The surface charge density � is expressed using the degrees of H� binding �C
and �N:

� � �1ÿ �� ÿ e

A
�1ÿ �C�

h i
� �

e

A
�N: �6:18�

If we eliminate � from eqs. (6.7) and (6.18), the following equation is obtained.

�0 sinh
eVs

2kBT

� �
� �1ÿ �� ÿ e

A
�1ÿ �C�

h i
� �

e

A
�N: �6:19�

By minimizing eq. (6.17) with respect to �C and �N by taking account of

eq. (6.18), we get the following equations.

�C
1ÿ �C

� �H��
KC

exp ÿ eVs

kBT

� �
; �6:20a�

�N
1ÿ �N

� �H��
KN

exp ÿ eVs

kBT

� �
: �6:20b�

In the three equations (6.19), (6.20a) and (6.20b), three valuables �C, �N and

Vs are unknown. Therefore, the surface potential Vs of the hybrid membrane

can be calculated for comparison with the experimental data in Fig. 6.21(a) as

a function of the HCl concentration for the molar mixing ratio � of lipid

species.

Figure 6.21(b) shows the theoretical results of the response patterns. We can

see fairly good quantitative agreements with the observed data. The response

to HCl was larger, for example, in the membrane with a mixing ratio of 40%

than in the single-lipid membrane of DOP; i.e., the sensitivity to HCl

increased with the molar mixing ratio from a ratio of 10% to one of 50%.

After an initial increase, the electric potential decreased with increasing HCl

as the mixing ratio increased from 60%.

The increase in electric potential with HCl in the membranes with ratios of

0±40%was brought about by the binding of H� on the membrane surface. By
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comparison, the electric screening by Clÿ caused the decrease in electric

potential with increasing HCl concentration in the positively charged mem-

branes of mixing ratios 60±100%, after H� is bound with the ammonium

group according to eq. (6.16).

6.7 Measurement of taste of foods

The present sensor could easily discriminate between some commercial drinks

such as coÿee, beer and ionic drinks, as shown in Fig. 6.22.30 These three

output patterns are de®nitely diÿerent, since the standard deviations were

2mV at maximum in this experimental condition, where the output for

1mM KCl was taken as the origin. If the data are accumulated in the

computer, any food can be easily discriminated. Furthermore, the taste

quality can also be described quantitatively by the method described below.

In biological systems, patterns of frequency of nerve excitation may be fed

into the brain, and then foods are distinguished and their tastes are recognized

using this stored information. In a similar way, the quality control of foods

becomes possible using the taste sensor, which has a mechanism of informa-

tion processing similar to that in biological systems.
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6.7.1 Beer

Figure 6.23 shows the response patterns to eight diÿerent brands of beer.45

The patterns were measured relative to a certain beer as a standard. Carbon

dioxide in the standard beer was removed by stirring it for one night. The

measurement (the ®rst rotation) was started about 3min after each sample

beer, which was just opened, was set at the regular position. Although the

diÿerence in electric potential between diÿerent brands was a few millivolts or

more, each beer was easily distinguished from the other by these patterns

because of the high reproducibility and sensitivity of the sensor represented

by 0.2mV standard deviations, which are smaller than the usual condition by

one order. This superior ability is a consequence of two aspects of the

method.46 First, a certain standard beer is used as an initial reference for

the electric potential pattern although KCl solution was used as the initial

reference in Fig. 6.22. The electrodes were immersed in the same standard beer

for 4 weeks (preconditioning method). Second, regular repetitive measure-

ments with a period of approximately 20 s were used. This preconditioning

with repetitive measurements is very eÿective when slight diÿerences in taste

need to be distinguished.

The reproducibility in short-term measurements, for example one day, is

very high, as shown below in standard deviations in each measurement.

However, slow drift of the response electric potential occurs for several

months. Nevertheless, reliable measurement over a long period becomes pos-

sible if a basic standard sample with stable quality is prepared, because the

diÿerence of electric potential pattern between the sample and the basic
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Figure 6.23. Response electric potential patterns for beer.45
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standard sample is taken as the response electric potential pattern. Of course,

the long-term reproducibility also depends on the measured sample. The same

membrane can be used continuously for over one year.

The human sense of taste is vague and largely depends on subjective factors

of human feelings. Of course, suitable panel methods and statistical examina-

tion by humans are fairly reliable. However, daily and real-time tasting of

foods is very laborious. The taste sensor can help in this laborious work. In

addition, taste can be assessed objectively by comparing the standard index

measured by means of the taste sensor with the human sensory evaluation.

The taste of beer can be expressed by four terms: rich, light, sharp and

mild.47 The rich or light taste may be mainly related to the concentration of

barley, whereas the sharp or mild taste may arise from the concentrations of

alcohol, hops and so on. We tried to express these taste qualities quantita-

tively by transforming the output pattern of the taste sensor using PCA.

Figure 6.24 shows the result. Comparison with the human taste sense implied

that PC1 corresponds to rich taste and light taste, and PC2 to sharp taste and

mild taste.
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Figure 6.25 shows correlations of sensor output with rich taste felt by

humans and with alcohol concentration.48 A good linear relationship between

the resultant sensor output and the human sensory expression and the physico-

chemical quantity of beer can be found. High correlations with other sensory

expressions such as bitter and sharp taste were also found, as easily deduced

from Fig. 6.24. The taste sensor also showed high correlations with physico-

chemical quantities such as pH and the bitter value estimated from iso-�-bitter

acid. These results imply the usefulness of the taste sensor for quantifying

human sensory expressions and physicochemical quantities in beer.

Humans usually experience saturation of the taste sense after multiple tast-

ings. A similar situation may also occur in the taste sensor; however, repetitive

rinsing of the electrode with water (or adequate rinsing ¯uid) after each mea-

surement enabled reliable, reproducible results to be obtained. As a result,

there is no saturation in the response of taste sensor.

6.7.2 Mineral water

Recently, interest in drinking water has grown rapidly. Many people are

requesting safe and delicious water. The importance of water has also been

recognized as a result of interest in environmental pollution issues. However,

no convenient measuring system su�cient for quality evaluation of drinking

water is available.

Figure 6.26 shows the result of PCA applied to response patterns for 41

commercial mineral waters,49,50 which were measured as described by Iiyama
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Figure 6.25. Correlations of sensor output with rich taste sensation assessed by humans

and the alcohol content of beer.48 Diÿerent symbols indicate diÿerent brands of beer.
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and coworkers.51 We can see that the lower-right plane contains mineral water

of a hard type whereas the lower-left plane is occupied by soft water.

The taste of mineral water is quite subtle, and hence it is di�cult for humans

to discriminate between diÿerent brands. However, the taste sensor responded

well to mineral water from soft to hard categories. In spite of low concentra-

tions of taste substances in mineral water, the taste sensor can discriminate

between diÿerent brands because of its high sensitivity to inorganic ions.

Factor loadings of all the channels to PC3 were negative, whereas factor

loadings of chs. 1±4 (in Table 6.1) to PC1 were positive and those of chs. 6±8

were negative. Channels 1±4 were made of negatively charged membranes and

chs. 6±8 were positively charged; hence PC1 expresses the sum of the eÿects of

cations and anions, while PC3 expresses the simple average of both the eÿects.

The sum and diÿerence of magnitudes of the eÿects are represented by PC1

and PC3, respectively. If the interaction magnitudes of cations and anions

with lipid/polymer membranes are similar to each other, PC3 will become

nearly zero. In samples measured here, PC2 had no physical meaning.

Sensory evaluations of seven brands of mineral water were also performed.

Four terms expressing the taste were selected: complicated, soft, fresh and

sharp. Each term was expressed by ®ve levels, and panelists estimated the

level. PCA was carried out on the results of sensory evaluation. PC1 had a

contribution rate higher than 93% in all ®ve trials. The transformation matrix

showed that PC1 re¯ects a sharp taste. This implies that the taste of mineral

water evaluated by humans has one-dimensional information. In addition, the

order of seven brands of mineral water along the PC1 axis diÿered from trial
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to trial. That is, good reproducibility of human sensory evaluation was not

obtained. This suggests that the expression of the taste of mineral water by

human sensory evaluation is di�cult.

6.7.3 Other water

Detection of some toxic substances in factory drains is a time consuming

process because of the range of substances that need to be analyzed. The

taste sensor can be applied to real-time, easy detection of water pollution.

After the pollutant is rapidly checked using the taste sensor, the pollution

molecule can be analyzed in detail using conventional apparatus for chemical

analyses, which are inadequate for real-time detection.

The taste sensor was applied to measurement of contamination of factory

drains.52 Many pollutants such as CNÿ, Fe3� and Cu2� could be measured in

a few minutes with detection limits lower than those contained in regulations

regarding drainage. Cyanide was detected selectively using multiple regression

analysis. Detection of heavy metal cations and inorganic anions was tried

using several types of ion-selective electrode.53 Application of multicompo-

nent analysis produced a successful result.

6.7.4 Coffee

Figure 6.27 shows the response electric potentials54 for 10 brands of coÿee

from diÿerent origins, Brazil (Santos No. 2), Guatemala (SHB), Jamaica

Figure 6.27. Response electric potential patterns for 10 diÿerent brands of coÿee.54

^ Kenya (AA), & Hawaii Kona (Extra Fancy), ~ Jamaica (Blue Mountain No. 2),

~ Tanzania (AA),^Guatemala (SHB),& Brazil (Santos No. 2),X� Colombia (Excelso),

$ Indonesia (Mandheling Grade 1), ! Indonesia (WIB 1), X Indonesia (AP 1).
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(Blue Mountain No. 2), Hawaii Kona (Extra Fancy), Kenya (AA), Tanzania

(AA), Colombia (Excelso), Indonesia Mandheling (Grade 1), Indonesia WIB

1 and Indonesia AP 1, relatively measured from the electric potential for

Salvador (CS), which was used here as the standard coÿee. The membranes

used were No. SB00 for ch. 1 as a control, No. SB01AAC1 for chs. 2 and 3,

No. SB01AAF1 for chs. 4 and 5, and No. SB01AAJ1 for chs. 6 and 7, which

were immersed in the standard coÿee, Salvador used here, for at least a

month. The response electric potentials were taken using this coÿee as the

origin of electric potential pattern. The membranes of chs. 2 and 3 for coÿee

measurements were negatively charged, those of chs. 4 and 5 positively

charged, and those of chs. 6 and 7 were weakly charged negatively. The

measurements were made at 60 8C.
We can see that Kenya shows the largest pattern, while AP 1 shows the

smallest pattern. Since the standard deviations of the measuring system were

0.1mV, these origins of coÿee could be easily discriminated.

The basic words characteristic of the taste of coÿee are acidity and bitter-

ness. We use the term acidity for coÿee instead of sourness, because acidity is

always used to express a basic, desirable sharp and pleasing taste produced by

organic acids contained in coÿee.55

Comparisons between the response electric potential and the sensory panel

test were made for acidity and bitterness. The correlation coe�cients were

0.98 for acidity using ch. 2 and ÿ0:94 for bitterness using ch. 5. This result

implies that chs. 2 and 5 can be utilized to quantify acidity and bitterness,

respectively. For example, Kenya has strong acidity while Mandheling shows

strong bitterness; this fact can be expressed by using the scale obtained from

the sensor output.

The sensory expressions acidity and bitterness cannot be deduced from

chemical components contained in coÿee. In fact, caÿeine-free coÿee tastes

bitter, although caÿeine can be considered as a main component to produce

bitterness in coÿee. It implies that the sensory expressions for taste qualities

originate in complex combinations of many chemical components. In this

situation, a sensor with high selectivity for a particular chemical substance

is not useful. The taste sensor with lipid/polymer membranes can respond to

many diÿerent types of chemical substance at the same time; i.e., the sensor

has a global selectivity to chemical substances. From this reason, acidity and

bitterness of coÿee can be quanti®ed.

This result is a ®rst step in objective measurement for conventional sensory

expressions for coÿee production. Desirable blend of several origins of coÿee

may become possible, for example, by using a method of pattern matching

with a data base constructed from measurements using the taste sensor.
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6.7.5 Milk

Figure 6.28 shows the time course of responses of ®ve channels to a commer-

cial milk. The response electric potential is the diÿerence between the electric

potential for the measured milk and that for another commercial milk as a

standard origin. Data sampling was made every second. The response was so

fast that it occurs within 1 s, as soon as the electrode is immersed in the

sample, and then the response curve of each channel was almost ¯at for the

measuring time 50 s. All the channels showed very slow gradual changes of

response electric potentials; this indicates the slow adsorption of chemical

components of milk onto the membrane (or desorption from the membrane).

Although this slow component of the response occurred, most of the response

occurred at the initial time as soon as the membranes were immersed in the

sample. A similar situation occurs for other foodstuÿs such as beer, coÿee and

mineral water using preconditioned membranes.

As can be understood from the range of ÿ5 to 5mV of the response poten-

tials of the channels, most commercial brands of milk have response patterns

that diÿer from others by about 10mV (the response electric potentials of all

the channels are zero for the standard milk in Fig. 6.28).

The sensor was used to assess changes in the taste of milk induced by heat

treatment.56 Some treatments, such as low-temperature long-time or high-

temperature short-time, are usually performed on commercial milk for pas-

teurization or sterilization. These treatments have considerable eÿects on the

taste of milk. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the eÿect quantitatively.

Seven heat-treated samples were prepared from the same original milk:

65 8C±0min, 65 8C±30min, 80 8C±0min, 80 8C±15min, 100 8C±0min,
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Figure 6.28. Time course of response electric potentials of chs. 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8 (in Table 6.1)

in the measurement of milk.
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100 8C±15min and 110 8C±3 s. The temperature was gradually increased to the

processing temperature, kept at the temperature during the processing time,

and then gradually decreased. Hence, milk with 65 8C±0min treatment diÿers

from milk with 80 8C±0min treatment. The precondition for stabilizing the

electrochemical property of the membranes was achieved by immersing the

electrodes in a standard milk sample (140 8C±2 s heat treatment) for a long

period of over a month. The output pattern for the standard milk was used as

a reference pattern for all measurements over 6 months.

Since all the samples were of the same origin, the diÿerence in taste among

the samples was considered to be slight. It is necessary to detect the electric

potentials with high sensitivity and reproducibility. Hence, newly separated

standard milk was used as a reference sample and also as the rinsing ¯uid for

the electrodes at every measurement. Each measuring time was set to 60 s, and

rinsing of electrodes after each measurement was repeated 10 times for about

20 s.

Three expressions for the taste characteristics of milk, richness, cooked

¯avor and deliciousness, were evaluated by 15 well-trained panelists for the

seven samples.

Whey protein denaturation was also measured by an optical method to

obtain the whey protein nitrogen index (WPNI), which was estimated from

the absorbance at 420 nm of milk treated with saturated NaCl. A high WPNI

value means that a small amount of whey proteins was denatured.57

Figure 6.29 shows the relationship between the output from ch. 7 (OAm)

and richness and that between ch. 1 (DA) and WPNI, where the correlations

are ÿ0:885 and 0.953, respectively. The changes of response potentials of chs.

1 and 7 for diÿerent samples are as small as 2mV, which is much smaller than
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the diÿerence of approximately 10mV found in commercial brands of milk

shown in Fig. 6.28. This is logical in that only the heat treatment is diÿerent in

the present case.

Channels 1 (DA) and 3 (DOP) showed a correlation as high as 0.95 with the

degree of protein denaturation caused by the heat treatment of original milk.

A sensory test was also carried out; the sensory evaluation did not show a high

correlation for the taste sensor with deliciousness, but that with richness was

0.885.

It is shown that activated sulfhydryl (SH) groups become exposed through

denaturation above 76±78 8C.58 As shown in Fig. 6.29(b), the response poten-

tial of ch. 1 (i.e., weakly negatively charged membrane) decreased with protein

denaturation by heat treatment; the potential of ch. 7 (i.e., positively charged

membrane) decreased at the same time. This result implies that negatively

charged groups with the ability to bind to lipid membranes appeared at the

surface of denatured proteins.

Discrimination of taste of the heat-treated samples by humans is not easy in

general, and hence the usefulness of the taste sensor may further increase. In

fact, ®ve samples of milk treated at 100 8C for diÿerent processing times (0, 1,

5, 15, 30min) were discriminated using the taste sensor. The sensory evalua-

tions by humans showed that signi®cant discrimination was possible only

between two, the 0min and 30min treatments.

The detection of the degree of protein denaturation can also be applied to

other ®elds because the measurement using the taste sensor is very convenient

compared with other methods using optical equipment.

These studies were extended to examine the eÿect of homogenization treat-

ment of milk on its taste. When unhomogenized milk is left for a while, it

separates into two layers; the upper layer is cream and the lower part is nonfat

milk because fat globules have lower speci®c gravity and rise. As this is

unpleasant to drink, milk is homogenized to prevent the separation.

Homogenization of milk is performed by using pressure to make fat globules

smaller. While most of market milk is unhomogenized in some countries,

homogenized milk is popular in other countries. It is often said that natural

foods are more delicious than processed ones; a similar assertion is often made

for unhomogenized milk. Such opinions can be examined using a scienti®c

approach with reliable human sensory evaluations and taste-sensing devices.

To make this assessment, milk samples were homogenized at pressures of 0,

20, 70, 120, 180 and 220 kg/cm2.59 All the samples were prepared from the

same original milk. Richness, which expresses one of the taste characteristics

of milk, was evaluated by 10 well-trained panelists for the four samples with 0,

20, 120 and 220 kg/cm2 treatments and an order of magnitude of richness was
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assigned to these samples. No signi®cant diÿerence could be detected among

the four samples; for example both the 20 and 220 kg/cm2 had the same

richness. It implies that these samples cannot be discriminated even by well-

trained panelists; the diÿerence in taste of these milk samples must be

extremely small.

Brix and electric conductivity of six milk samples were measured. Brix

increased with increasing homogenization pressure from 10.9 (�0.2)% for

0 kg/cm2 to 12.8 (�0.0)% for 220 kg/cm2. However, no systematic change

could be found for the electric conductivity, which was approximately

5.1mS/cm, irrespective of the milk samples.

Figure 6.30 shows the fat globule size distributions in samples with 0 and

220 kg/cm2 treatments measured using laser diÿraction. The fat globule size

became increasingly small with increasing pressure of homogenization: the

median radius was 3.03, 2.49, 1.60, 1.02, 0.74 and 0.64mm for 0, 20, 70, 120,

180 and 220 kg/cm2, respectively. Only a single peak was observed for samples

with pressures over 100 kg/cm2, whereas two peaks appeared in samples

formed at lower pressures.

Figure 6.31 shows the response patterns for six samples; Fig. 6.31(a) shows

the samples (0, 20, 70 kg/cm2) that had two peaks in the fat globule size

distribution in Fig. 6.30(a), while Fig. 6.31(b) shows the samples (120, 180,

220 kg/cm2) that had one peak in Fig. 6.30(b). Each sample was measured
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sample (b).59 The term Q is the integration of q with respect to the particle size.



three times, and the averages of response electric potentials were plotted

together with the standard deviations. In Fig. 6.31(a), the sample 0 kg/cm2

was distinguished from others using chs. 1 and 2. The response electric poten-

tials in chs. 3±7 were quite similar for three samples, 0, 20 and 70 kg/cm2,

whereas the sample 0 kg/cm2 showed the lowest response electric potentials.

In Fig. 6.31(b), three samples with 120, 180 and 220 kg/cm2 treatments were

distinguished well by all the channels in spite of very small diÿerences of

response electric potentials (0.2±0.5mV) because of very small standard devia-

tions of below 0.1mV. The response electric potential decreased regularly

with increasing homogenization pressure.

The PCA was applied to the data in Fig. 6.31. Milk samples were separated

into two groupswith homogenization pressure below and above 100 kg/cm2 on

the PC2 axis; the milk samples from 0, 20 and 70 kg/cm2 had negative values of

PC2, whereas those from 120, 180 and 220 kg/cm2 had positive values. The

contribution rates were 54.4%and 42.4% for PC1 and PC2, respectively. Since

they are almost the same values and the total is 96.8%, we can discuss the

response pattern safely on the two-dimensional plane of PC1 and PC2. The

separation between 20 kg/cm2 and 70 kg/cm2 samples was not good, as also can

be seen from Fig. 6.31(a). On the PC1 axis, the samples were shifted system-

atically to the negative direction with increasing homogenization pressure

higher than 100 kg/cm2. This implies that PC1 gives an index of change of

milk quality with homogenization pressure higher than 100 kg/cm2. PC2

re¯ected the situation shown in Fig. 6.30, where one or two peaks appear in

the fat globule size distribution according to the homogenization pressure.
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Figure 6.31. Response patterns for diÿerent homogenization-treated (kg/cm2)

samples of milk.59
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Figure 6.31(b) shows that the response electric potential becomes lower as

the homogenization pressure increases above 100 kg/cm2. It could be consid-

ered that this re¯ected an equivalent decrease of cation concentration in the

bulk solution because the membranes used were negatively charged. However,

this cannot be the explanation because the electric conductivity showed no

relationship with the homogenization pressure. On the contrary, the refractive

index showed a regular increase with the homogenization pressure. Therefore,

it seems that the sensor output has no correlations with the refractive index

over a wide range of 0 to 220 kg/cm2. The sensor output does not seem to

re¯ect the macroscopic (or average) quantities such as electric conductivity

and refractive index but rather the semi-macroscopic quantity of distribution

of globule size. It may originate from physicochemical interactions between

lipid/polymer membranes and chemical substances contained in milk.

Although the fat globule size distribution had a single peak at homogeniza-

tion pressures over 100 kg/cm2 (Fig. 6.30(b)), it had double peaks at pressures

below 100 kg/cm2. When 0.01M sodium hydroxide was used instead of ion-

exchanged water as dispersion medium in the measurement of fat globule size

distribution, the smaller peak of the two peaks in the lower-pressure samples

disappeared. Therefore, this peak is considered to originate from casein par-

ticles, which are proteins. It can be concluded that the taste sensor clearly

detects physicochemical changes in protein and lipid molecules and the mole-

cular assemblies caused by the homogenization treatment that cannot be

discriminated by humans.

Samples with diÿerent homogenization pressures were not discriminated by

panelists; however, this result does not necessarily mean that taste does not

vary among these samples nor does it imply that the taste sensor was not

detecting taste diÿerences as a consequence of homogenization. Some animals

may have the ability to distinguish these tastes even if humans cannot. The

results do suggest that the taste sensor has a superior ability over human taste

in this instance. Furthermore, there is a possibility that the taste is aÿected by

a physiochemical property such as the size of the lipid globules. Physiological

studies may also be necessary for pursuing this possibility.

6.7.6 Tomatoes

In the examples discussed so far, the sensor has been applied to beverages;

however, it can also be used for analysis of the taste of gelatiniform or solid

foods.60

For quanti®cation of the taste of tomatoes, the taste sensor was applied to

commercial canned tomato juice to which four basic taste substances had been
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added. Data were analyzed by means of PCA. The taste of several brands of

tomatoes was expressed in terms of four basic taste qualities by projecting the

data obtained from these tomatoes onto the principal axes. The basic taste

substances used were NaCl for saltiness, citric acid for sourness, MSG for

umami taste and glucose for sweetness. No taste substance for bitterness

was added because tomatoes taste only slightly bitter. Changes in response

electric potentials by addition of the basic taste substances were measured as a

preliminary experiment.

When eating, humans ®rst masticate the food with their teeth and then taste

it. Therefore, we used a mixer in place of teeth and crushed tomatoes before

measuring them. The preconditions were established by keeping the electrode

immersed in standard juice, i.e., commercial canned tomato juice without

added NaCl, for two weeks. Standard juice was also used for the reference

electric potential pattern, as in the case of beer.

The ®ve kinds of tomato used were fresh-market tomatoes: Ryokken, Kiss,

Fukken, TVR-2 and a kind of tomato for processing (hereafter named PT).

Ryokken and Kiss were cultivated to be sweeter.

Figure 6.32 shows the response patterns for several samples of one brand,

TVR-2. Each sample was measured more than ®ve times. Typical standard

deviations were 0.17, 0.49, 0.37, 0.34, 0.40, 0.27, 0.68 and 0.14mV for chs. 1±

8. The patterns were measured relative to the standard juice. The magnitude

of response was very diÿerent for each sample. However, the response pat-

terns resembled each other in their shapes. The same situation was also

observed for the other brands.
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Figure 6.32. Output patterns for several samples of TVR-2.60 Diÿerent symbols denote

diÿerent samples.
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Figure 6.33 shows examples of the response pattern for one sample each of

®ve brands of tomatoes. Diÿerent brands of tomatoes were distinguished by

the shapes of the output electric potential patterns. Therefore, tomatoes of the

same brand can be considered to have a taste with similar proportions; the

diÿerence in taste among tomatoes of the same brand may result mainly from

the diÿerence in magnitude of taste, because the output electric potential

changed linearly with the concentrations of taste substances in a narrow

range, as also seen in Fig. 6.5.

Responses to the four basic taste substances were studied as a preliminary

experiment. Each channel responded to them in a diÿerent way. Figure 6.34

shows the obtained data points plotted in the scattering diagram of PCA.

Dots indicating diÿerent basic taste qualities lined up in diÿerent directions.

We can regard PC2 (in the negative direction) as the axis re¯ecting saltiness,

because the dots related to NaCl lined up along the PC2 axis. Similarly, PC1

can be regarded as the axis re¯ecting sourness (in the positive direction) and

umami taste (in the negative direction). The magnitude of PC3 increased more

with the increase in glucose than with the increase in other taste substances;

hence this axis can be considered to re¯ect sweetness.

Then we projected the output electric potential patterns for tomatoes in Fig.

6.33 onto the same three principal axes and attempted to express taste char-

acteristics of each tomato in terms of the four basic taste qualities. Figure 6.35

shows the results of projection using the transformation matrix obtained in
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Figure 6.33. Output patterns for ®ve brands of tomatoes:60 TVR-2 (*); Fukken (*);

Ryokken (&); Kiss (&); and PT (~).



Fig. 6.34. We can predict the taste of each tomato as follows. The PC1 scores

for TVR-2 tend to be so positively high that TVR-2 can be considered to taste

sour. This result agrees with the human sensation, because TVR-2 is a rela-

tively old brand of tomato and is generally acknowledged as a sour tomato.

For sweet tomatoes such as Ryokken or Kiss, the PC3 scores tend to be

negatively high; hence these tomatoes are presumed to be sweet, as expected.

The PC1 scores for most tomatoes are positively higher than PT; hence PT is

presumed to have a relatively strong umami taste. Tomatoes tasting strongly

of umami are generally used for processing; this prediction also agrees with

human sensation.
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Figure 6.34. Scattering diagram of PCA.60 Citric acid, NaCl, glucose and MSG are shown

by the symbols, cube, tetrahedron, dodecahedron and icosahedron, respectively.

The arrow indicates the increase in concentration of each chemical. The units for PC1,

PC2 and PC3 are mV.
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Figure 6.35. Projection of the response patterns for tomatoes to the three principal

component axes.60 Diÿerent points with the same symbol indicate diÿerent samples of the

same brand of tomato. The units for PC1, PC2 and PC3 are mV.
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In this way, the taste of solid foods was studied by crushing them before the

measurements. The preliminary experiment with basic taste qualities enabled

us to quantify the taste of foods by projecting the response electric potential

patterns onto the plane with axes assigned to have the meaning of each taste.

However, this method using some basic taste substances is based on the

assumption that there exist representative chemical substances to produce

the taste of the concerned food. In general, it cannot always be guaranteed.

As mentioned in Section 6.7.3, caÿeine-free coÿee tastes bitter. In this

instance, the method that compares the sensor output with human sensory

evaluations may be considered as better.

6.7.7 Rice

The eating quality of rice is evaluated by attributes such as appearance, ¯avor,

stickiness, hardness and taste. Attributes except for taste have been measured

using some apparatus such as colorimeter, gas chromatograph, viscosity

meter and near-infra-red analyzer. Taste is judged by humans. To assess the

taste of rice using the taste sensor,61 samples were prepared by mixing rice

with water with weight ratio 1 : 10 and then boiling it. Six Japanese domestic

rices (Koshihikari from diÿerent producing districts) were used and each type

of rice was distinguished by the output patterns of the taste sensor. Figure 6.36
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shows the result of PCA applied to these data. The rice could be clearly

classi®ed into two groups, Japanese domestic and non-Japanese rice.

Australian rice was closest in character to the domestic rices. In sensory

evaluations of cooked rices, the taste (Y ) evaluated by humans was found

to have a relationship with PC1 and PC2 from the sensor output (r̂ � 0:80) by

Y � 0:046� PC1ÿ 0:050� PC2ÿ 1:06: �6:21�
Furthermore, Fig. 6.36 shows that fresh rice (denoted by 5) is distinguished

from rice (denoted by 5 0) that was stored for one month in sunshine. This

implies that the change of quality of rice with time can be detected using the

taste sensor.

This study shows that the multichannel taste sensor can be used to distin-

guish the variations in taste in rice.

6.8 Quality control of foods

6.8.1 Sake

The quality of sake is evaluated by factors such as taste, smell and color. The

evaluation of taste is the most di�cult among these factors. To date, the

evaluation of the taste of sake has been carried out through chemical analyses

in which the relationship between chemical substances and taste has been

investigated. However, sensory tests by humans are considered more impor-

tant, although they provide no quantitative evaluation.

Samples for measurements using the taste sensor are as follows.62

Junmaishu This is made from a combination of highly re®ned polished rice

(polished up to 70% of its original size), koji (fermented rice) and fresh

stream water. Sugar and alcohol are not added.

Daiginjoshu This is made from highly re®ned polished rice (polished up to

50%) that is slowly fermented at low temperatures. As a result this sake

has a rich and fruity ¯avor.

Honjozoshu Polished rice (polished up to 70%), koji, water and alcohol are

blended together using traditional techniques to give this sake a unique

color and a rich, smooth aroma. It most resembles ordinary sake among

the four varieties.

Alps ginjoshu This is an original sake made in Nagano Prefecture. It resembles

Daiginjoshu except for the degree of rice polishing (polished up to 60%)

and the alcohol density (low-alcohol sake: diluted with water).

Figure 6.37 shows sensor responses for four sakes from one brewery, mea-

sured by adopting an ordinary sake from the same brewery as the standard.62
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The same lipid/polymer membranes were used in chs. 1, 2 and 3 (charged

negatively), chs. 4 and 5 (charged positively), and chs. 6 and 7 (intermediate

positive electric charge).

As found in Fig. 6.37, the responses of these three membrane types to the

four sakes were diÿerent. Distinction of the sakes was very easy because of the

low standard deviations, e.g., ch. 1 (0.16mV), ch. 4 (0.31mV) and ch. 6

(0.25mV) in the analysis of Honjozoshu, repeated 40 times.

When highly alcoholic drinks such as sake are measured, the durability and

stability of the lipid/polymer membrane are important. Figure 6.38 shows the

changes in response to Honjozoshu with repeated use of the same electrode.

Every membrane was stable for more than one month. The changes in

response of three membranes to Honjozoshu were within 1mV. Actually,

the same electrode has been safely used for more than two years ; the similar

situation also holds in multichannel electrodes for other foodstuÿs.

Figure 6.39 shows the changes in pH, the titratable acidity and the response

electric potential of ch. 1 in the fermentation process of sake.63 The pH

decreased and then increased: consequently, this cannot be used as a measure

of fermentation. However, the titratable acidity can be used as the measure

because it increased regularly. The sensor response increased in a similar way.

Multiple regression analysis was performed on the titratable acidity using

the two sensor outputs in the fermentation process of sake. The correlation
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was very high: 0.99. The degree of titratable acidity is in¯uenced by the pH

of samples and by the concentrations of organic acids and amino acids.

Increasing organic and amino acid concentrations induce greater buÿer

action, which results in an increase of titratable acidity. The correlation

between the response of ch. 1 and a function of pH, organic acid concentra-

tion and amino acid concentration was as high as 0.95. The high correlation
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between the titratable acidity and the sensor outputs occurs because both

values re¯ect pH and the organic acid and amino acid concentrations. This

is demonstrated in Fig. 6.10, where the taste sensor can discriminate between

the taste of amino acids according to their taste qualities.

This ®nding is very important in sake making, because the titratable acidity

is one of the most important factors; in fact, it increases with the fermentation,

as shown in Fig. 6.39. It is used for the adjustment of taste sweetness and

thickness, blending of sake and control of fermentation of sake mash moromi.

However, automatic analysis has been di�cult so far because the analytical

method for determining the titratable acidity is actually a titration. The

present result shows that ch. 1 of the multichannel taste sensor is promising

for use as an automatic acidity meter.

The taste of sake is quite delicate and complicated. However, Sato et al.64

showed that the taste could be adequately represented by three major factors,

sweetness, thickness (or fullness) and cleanness. Moreover, they65 proposed

equations which relate the taste to two ingredients: the sugar content and the

titratable acidity. The equations imply, in general, that the sweetness of sake

could be approximated by the diÿerence between the sugar content and the

titratable acidity, and the fullness by the sum of both the ingredients. Hence,

the two tastes of sake may be expressed by these two terms.

The sensor transforms taste information generated by chemical substances

into the electric potential change of the receptor membranes through changes

of surface electric charge density and/or ion distribution near the membrane

surface, as discussed in Section 6.6. Hence, it does not respond well to non-

electrolytes, which have little eÿect on the membrane potential. Evaluation of

the taste of sake for sweetness is not easy using the taste sensor; hence, we used

here an enzymatic glucose sensor simultaneously in a comprehensive evalua-

tion of the sake taste,66 because the sweetness of sake is mainly produced by

glucose.

In the early examples of assessing beer by the preconditioning method, a

particular commercial brand was used as a standard solution. This is not

necessarily a good method because the same brand with the same lot (e.g.,

production date, factory) is not always available. Consequently, a standard

solution of sake was made for the sake assessments. This reduced experimen-

tal di�culties because the solution was always available and could be replaced

at any time. The standard solution was prepared after some trials by taking

account of a synthetic sake.64 Its ingredients are as follows (amounts per liter):

glucose 20.0 g, starch syrup 5.55 g, succinic acid 0.50 g, sodium succinate

0.22 g, MSG 0.22 g, glycine 0.11 g, l-alanine 0.11 g, NaCl 0.15 g, KH2PO4

0.06 g, CaHPO4 0.06 g, tyrosol 2.00 g and ethanol 150ml.
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Seventeen brands of Japanese sake were prepared: Hana no Tsuyu Ryosen

(1), Hana no Tsuyu Ginjo (2), Kiku Tama no I (3), Ume Nishiki Akiokoshi

(4), Suishin Namaginjo (5), Shiratsuyu Honjozo (6), Gekkeikan (7), Ginban

Namaginjo (8), Chiyo no Haru Junmai Ginjo (9), Tsuruhime Ginjo (10),

Hakutsuru Kizake (11), Chiyo no Haru Namachozoshu (12), Hakutsuru

Josen (13), Wakatake (14), Reiho (15), Yoshinoyama (16) and Hakutsuru

Namachozoshu (17).

For quantitative scales for acidity and sugar content, we prepared compara-

tive solutions that contain diÿerent concentrations of succinic acid and glu-

cose, respectively, in the standard solution. This method is similar to that used

in the tomato studies in Section 6.7.6. The concentrations (amounts per liter)

of succinic acid were chosen as 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 g (series 1), and

those of glucose 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 g (series 2). The comparative

solutions and commercial sake were measured with the taste sensor using

the standard solution as reference. PCA was applied to data obtained for

the solutions of series 1 using the taste sensor. Factor loadings (a1i for

i � 1 . . . 8) to PC1 were obtained by this process. Let us assign the transfor-

mation coe�cient of the output of the glucose sensor for series 2 to a2g, then

the transformation matrix M from the data by the taste sensor and glucose

sensor de®ned by

Ta

Ts

� �
� M

v1

..

.

v8

vg

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; �6:22�

leads to

M �
ÿ
a11; a12; . . . ; a18;

0;

0

a2g

!
: �6:23�

Here, Ta and Ts are the abscissa and ordinate of the transformed two-dimen-

sional plane, respectively, v1 . . . v8 designating the output from chs. 1±8 of the

taste sensor, and vg the output of the glucose sensor, where the average was

subtracted from the output so that the response potential for the standard

solution might be located at the origin. In the present case,M has the explicit

form:

M �
ÿ
0:00 ÿ0:05 0:49 0:22 0:08 0:36 0:52 0:54 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

!
: �6:24�

Using eq. (6.22) with eq. (6.24), response potentials for several brands of

commercial sake were transformed to the two-dimensional plane (Ta, Ts).

Results are summarized in Fig. 6.40.
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When the standard solution was used as reference, all the brands of com-

mercial sake are found to be distributed around the origin of Ta and Ts axes in

Fig. 6.40. The abscissa and ordinate axes imply the acid content and the sugar

content, respectively. Therefore, both the contents of acid and sugar in sake

can be easily found with this map. The correlation coe�cient was 0.999

between the abscissa Ta and the logarithm of succinic acid concentration in

Fig. 6.40. It implies that the abscissa (mV) can be easily transformed into the

succinic acid concentration (g/l). Since other acid components are included in

commercial sake, the abscissa of the taste map in Fig. 6.40 can be interpreted

as the equivalent concentration in terms of succinic acid.

According to Sato et al.,65 the sweetness is approximated by the diÿerence

between sugar and titratable acidity, and the thickness by the sum of both

ingredients:

�sweetness� � 0:86� �sugar content� ÿ 1:16� �titratable acidity� � const:

�thickness� � 0:42� �sugar content� � 1:88� �titratable acidity� � const:
�6:25�

Therefore, sake in the upper right section of the map should have a sweet±

thick taste, sake in the lower right section shows dry±thick taste.

6.8.2 Soybean paste

Miso (soybean paste) is a traditional, fermentative food in Japan. One of the

original materials, so-called koji (cultivated rice or barley), is made by adding

seeds of koji fungus to steamed rice or barley. As the second step, koji, boiled

soybean and salt are mixed. The immature mixture is put into a big tank for
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fermentation. When the fermentation ®nishes, it produces a delicious, pre-

servative foodstuÿ miso.

The degree of fermentation of miso, that is to what extent the mixture of

koji, soybean and salt is ripe, has been mainly judged by human experience.

This is in¯uenced by the daily physical conditions of the individual and by the

environment. Therefore an objective measure that is not in¯uenced by any

environment has been desired for a long time.

However, some chemical analyses, for example for titratable acidity, are

used to monitor miso fermentation. There is a good correlation between the

titratable acidity and the degree of fermentation. Amino acids also increase as

fermentation progresses. However, these analyses are laborious and time con-

suming; therefore, they are unsuitable for real-time or on-line measurement in

miso fermentation. A simpler and more useful way to judge the miso fermen-

tation is necessary for assurance of reliable quality and automatized produc-

tion of miso.

Figure 6.41 shows the time courses of the responses of three channels, which

are made of DOP, TOMA and OAm, of the taste sensor to miso with fer-

mentation and storage days.67 This result indicates that the DOP and OAm

membranes responded linearly to samples in the fermentation process (0±40

days), while the changes of response to ripe samples that were shipped

(50±320 days) were smaller than those in samples in the fermentation process.

The TOMA membrane showed a small, gradual increase with days. This
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result suggests that the DOP and OAmmembranes can be used as monitoring

of the fermentation of miso.

As can be found in Fig. 6.41, the response potentials became positive

beyond about 150 days (about 5 months). This fact is interesting because it

is normal for miso products on sale beyond 5 months to be returned to the

factory. Thus, the taste sensor can provide a criterion of reliable quality of

miso products.

It was also found that the response potentials of the DOP and OAm mem-

branes re¯ected the amount of amino acids such as l-glutamic acid, l-leucine
(including l-isoleucine), l-aspartic acid and l-arginine. Furthermore, the

correlation coe�cients between the sensor outputs of the DOP and OAm

membranes and titratable acidity were 0.87 and 0.88, respectively. The titra-

table acidities are aÿected by not only the pH of the samples but also the

concentrations of organic acids and amino acids. Therefore, the increasing

titratable acidities in the fermentation process are compatible with the

increasing amino acid concentrations. These physicochemical quantities

could form the basis for a potential method to monitor the process; so far,

however, this has not been achieved because of the intricacy of the analysis

methods. Therefore, analysis using the taste sensor is very feasible because of

its convenience for use as an on-line measurement of miso fermentation.

6.9 Suppression of bitterness

It is important especially for pharmaceutical and food sciences to express the

extent of bitterness, for example in the development of syrups. To date, how-

ever, the main method of measurement is sensory evaluation by humans and

conventional chemical analyses form subsidiary methods. Therefore, taste-

sensing devices that could detect bitterness have been desired for a long time.

6.9.1 Suppression of bitterness by sweet substances

It is well known that bitterness is suppressed by coexistent sweet substances

such as sucrose.7,68 To quantify the bitterness, it is necessary to measure the

taste by taking account of this suppression eÿect. We tried to detect this eÿect

using the taste sensor.69 Figure 6.42 shows the response patterns for quinine

with diÿerent concentrations and demonstrates a clear diÿerence of the

response potentials , according to the quinine concentrations. As the quinine

concentration increased, the response potentials of the DA (ch. 1), OA (ch. 2),

DOP (ch. 3), DOP : TOMA 5 : 5 (ch. 4) and 3 : 7 (ch. 5) membranes increased,

whereas those of the TOMA (ch. 6) and OAm (ch. 7) membranes decreased.
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The increase in chs. 1±5 is because quinine hydrochloride becomes positively

charged with ionization and is adsorbed strongly to the membranes, with

its hydrophobicity changing the membrane electric charge from negative to

positive, as explained quantitatively in Fig. 6.19. The decrease in chs. 6 and 7

is brought about by Clÿ. Since most bitter substances are hydrophobic, the

behavior observed in chs. 1±5 can be considered to re¯ect well the character-

istics of bitterness, as also discussed for amino acids in Fig. 6.11.

The measurement was also made on samples of 1 mM quinine with sucrose

of diÿerent concentrations. The response pattern shifted downward as a

whole with increasing sucrose concentration. The decrease in response poten-

tials of chs. 1±5 was as large as 10 mV or more and was the opposite to the

above change in response potentials for increasing quinine concentration.

Therefore, it may be possible to regard this decrease as the equivalent of a

decrease in quinine concentration (or decrease in bitterness) with increasing

sucrose concentration.

Application of PCA to these data to quantify bitterness is shown in Fig.

6.43, the relationship between PCl and the quinine concentration. The con-

tribution rates of the original data to PCl, PC2 and PC3 were 95.4%, 3.4%

and 0.7%, respectively. This means that PCl characterizes the patterns in Fig.

6.42 and the data, can be analyzed using only PCl. The PCl is expressed by the

formula

PCl � a1�v1 ÿ v 0
1� � a2�v2 ÿ v 0

2� � � � � � a7�v7 ÿ v 0
7� �6:26�
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where ai is the factor loading, vi the response potential of ch. i, and v 0
i is the

response potential of ch. i averaged over the measured samples. In the present

case, ai and v 0
i were determined as

ai � �0:477; 0:324; 0:590; 0:358; 0:172; ÿ0:317; ÿ0:249�;
v 0
i � �146:4; 72:39; 43:81; 47:57; 55:12; 79:70; 52:54�:

�6:27�

In Fig. 6.43, a straight line is drawn using the method of least squares. It can

be seen that PCl increases in proportion to the quinine concentration in

logarithmic scale. It is noticeable that this relation agrees with the well-

known Weber±Fechner's law of human sensory evaluation.7 This law states

that a sensation is proportional to the logarithm of stimulus intensity.

The result of Fig. 6.43 means that PC1 can be considered to express the

strength of bitterness. Therefore, we can transform the PCl value obtained

from the sensor output to the � scale as the measure of bitterness to express

the reported relationship between the � scale and quinine concentration:

� � 2:35 log�c=0:00011�; �6:28�

where c is the quinine concentration (g/100 cm3). The � scale represents the

subjective strength of a taste solution. The least squares line in Fig. 6.43 is

given by

PC1 � 114:75 logC � 1:05 �6:29�
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withC denoting the molar concentration; hence, we get a relationship between

� and PC1:

� � 0:0205PC1� 5:98: �6:30�
If the PC1 value is calculated we can estimate the strength of bitterness

expressed by the � scale or the equivalent quinine concentration c given by

eq. (6.28). The strength of bitterness was then obtained from the response

potentials for samples that contained sucrose, using eqs. (6.26), (6.27) and

(6.30): The result is shown as a function of the sucrose concentration in Fig.

6.44. There is a decrease of the strength of bitterness with increasing sucrose

concentration despite a constant quinine concentration of 1 mM. This result

suggests that a satisfactory detection of the suppression of bitterness induced

by sucrose is achieved with a taste sensor.

This procedure has also been used to assess the eÿect of sucrose in decreas-

ing the bitterness of a drug.69

6.9.2 Suppression of bitterness by phospholipids

A lipoprotein (PA-LG) made of phosphatidic acid (PA) and b-lactoglobulin
(LG) completely suppressed bitterness without aÿecting other taste

qualities.70 A similar but a little weaker suppressive eÿect was found using

only PA, which may have a structure similar to that of a liposome in aqueous
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solution; addition of 1% PA to the solutions containing bitter substances such

as quinine and propranolol decreased the bitterness to the extent that humans

sensed no or a very weak bitter taste.71

This suppression eÿect was studied72 using the taste sensor and a commer-

cial bitter-masking substance (BMI-60) composed of phospholipids; its in-

gredients are 15±20% PA, 5% phosphatidylcholine, 40% phosphati-

dylinositol and 10±15% phosphatidylethanolamine. The measurement and

data processing methods were the same as those described above.

Figure 6.45 shows the change in equivalent quinine concentration with

increasing concentration of the above phospholipids. Two quinine concentra-

tions of 0.1 mM and 1 mM were studied, and two methods of application of

the phospholipids to the quinine solution were tried. One method is the

measurement of the mixed solution of quinine and the phospholipids, and

another is the measurement of quinine solution using an electrode that had

been pretreated by immersing it in a solution containing the phospholipids for

10 s. The former method permits the possibility that the phospholipids

directly interact with quinine, while the latter contains the modi®cation of
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the lipid/polymer membranes owing to the presumable adsorption of the

phospholipids.

Using a mixed solution containing 0.1mM quinine, addition of 0.1%

phospholipids decreases the equivalent quinine concentration to about

8 mM which elicits no bitter taste. For the solution of 1 mM quinine, 0.7%

and 1% addition resulted in a weak or absent bitterness. In the secondmethod

where the quinine solution is measured using the lipid/polymer membranes

modi®ed by adsorption of the phospholipids, the bitterness of 0.1 mM quinine

was eÿectively weakened to the zero level beyond 0.3% phospholipids. The

bitterness of 1 mM quinine was also mostly masked.

The present method using the taste sensor can be expected to provide a new

automated method to measure the strength of the bitterness of a drug sub-

stance to replace human sensory evaluation. In addition, study of the taste

interaction using the taste sensor will contribute to clari®cation of reception

mechanisms in the gustatory system.

6.10 Taste-sensing field effect transistors

As mentioned above, taste can be quanti®ed using a multichannel taste sensor

with lipid/polymer membranes. Its sensitivity and stability are superior to

taste assessment by humans.

Depending on the purpose and objective to be measured, it may be neces-

sary to miniaturize the taste sensor. In fact, the taste sensor can be applied to

real-time measurements of chemical substances in organisms as well as in

foodstuÿs. The studies described below are the ®rst step in development of

an integrated taste-sensing FET (TSFET).73

Figure 6.46 shows the detecting part made of MOSFET (metal-oxide semi-

conductor FET), on the gate of which the lipid/polymer membrane is pasted.

The size of the FET is 1 mmwidth, 2 mm length and 0.5 mm thickness, and the

gate part has an open 10 mm� 340 mm area. The membrane was made in

the same way as above. The membrane of 1mm� 2mm size was pasted on

the gate using 1% PVC/THF solution, which inhibited easy detachment of the

membrane. Eight MOSFET electrodes with diÿerent lipid/polymer mem-

branes were separately prepared, and the gate-source voltage was measured

by keeping the source-drain current constant. The output was taken into a

computer using a handmade scanner for exchanging sequentially the eight

outputs.

Four foodstuÿs, coÿee, canned coÿee, beer and a soft drink, were mea-

sured. These foodstuÿs were discriminated well with very small standard
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deviations, e.g., 0.82, 0.47, 0.47 and 0.83 mV in DOP, OAm, TOMA and

DOP :TOMA 5 : 5 membranes, respectively, for the soft drink.

The FET taste sensor was found to show the same characteristics as the

conventional taste sensor. It is because the same lipid/polymer membranes are

used: the output (Vgs) is the change in membrane potential brought about by

interactions between the membrane and chemical substances. However, the

stability was not as good as that of the conventional taste sensor; the lipid/

polymer membranes detached from the MOSFET after use of over 100 h,

although the 1% PVC/THF treatment was very eÿective in prolonging the

lifetime, as already mentioned. Without the PVC/THF treatment, a stable

response potential was not obtained sometimes from the ®rst attempt.

A dihexadecyl phosphate (DHP) LB membrane was also used. The PVC

membrane was ®rst formed on the FET surface using a casting method to

make hydrophobic chains of DHP stably attached to the gate part. As a result,

responses to chemical substances such as quinine and HCl diÿered from the

responses of the lipid/polymer membranes above.

In this study, an eÿective integrated taste sensor was not made but its

production should be possible based on the results achieved. This will then

allow fabrication of an integrated taste sensing system.
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7

Other methods to measure taste

7.1 Impedance measurement

A multichannel taste sensor using lipid/polymer membranes based on the

measurement of electric potential responds to taste in a manner similar to a

human gustatory sensation but with better reproducibility and higher resolu-

tion. The sensor output is similar for chemical substances producing similar

taste qualities and is very diÿerent for those producing diÿerent types of taste.

The taste sensor is eÿective in discriminating and quantifying the taste of

foodstuÿs such as coÿee, beer, sake, mineral water and milk. The taste of

amino acids was also quanti®ed using the multichannel taste sensor. These

results may provide an objective scale of human sensory expressions.

Whereas the taste sensor based on potentiometry can detect nonelectrolytes

and weak electrolytes, the sensor outputs are smaller than those for strong

electrolytes such as NaCl and HCl. This is because the electric potential

response in lipid membranes of the taste sensor is dependent on changes of

the surface potential produced by the diÿuse electric double layer, and non-

electrolytes and weak electrolytes have very little eÿect on the electric double

layer, even if they are bound to the membrane. In general, it is considered that

physicochemical interactions such as binding to lipids aÿect the structure of

lipid/polymer membranes. Consequently, it may be possible to detect such

interactions by measuring changes in membrane impedance composed of

electric resistance and electric capacitance. The studies described below

involve measuring changes in the impedance of lipid/polymer membranes

by the application of chemical substances which produce a taste.1

7.1.1 Thin lipid/polymer membranes and measuring apparatus

The lipid/polymer membranes used in this work consisted of lipids, PVC as

the polymer and DOPP as the plasticizer (see p. 115). In this work, three types

of lipid, DOP, OAm and TOMA, were used. A 0.01ml sample from a solution

of 80mg PVC, 4ml THF, 0.1ml DOPP and 0.04ml DOP (or 5 ml OAm or
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0.0269ml TOMA) was applied to coat the Ag/AgCl electrode (see also

Fig. 7.1). The width of the resulting membrane was estimated to be about

5 mm, which is one order smaller than that of the usual lipid/polymer mem-

branes used so far.

Figure 7.1 shows the experimental apparatus used to measure the impe-

dance of the lipid/polymer membrane. The impedance of the membrane was

evaluated using FRA (frequency response analyzer). The alternating input

current was generated by an oscillator and a voltage/current converter and

applied across the membrane using a platinum electrode. The input current

was measured as the voltage drop across a monitor resistance (Rm) inserted

into the input circuit. The output voltage across the membrane was measured

using a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes covered with agar salt. The impedance of

the membrane was calculated using the ratio of amplitude and the phase

diÿerence between the input current and the output voltage.

7.1.2 Membrane impedance changes caused by taste substances

Figure 7.2 shows changes in the impedances of DOP and TOMA

membranes in 1mM KCl solution plotted on a complex plane at changing
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input frequencies. Half circular traces were obtained for these membranes.

This result shows that the equivalent circuit of the impedance is approxi-

mately represented by the parallel-connected circuit of resistance and capaci-

tance.

Figure 7.3 shows the changes of membrane resistance (�R) with increasing

concentration of taste substance. The calculation was performed at 100, 1000

and 600Hz input frequencies for the DOP, OAm and TOMA membranes,

respectively. These frequencies were chosen to achieve a low level of noise and

a relatively large magnitude of impedance on the complex plane. The initial

membrane resistance was about 1.1Mÿ in the DOPmembrane and 1.8Mÿ in

the OAm membrane, while it was as low as about 400 kÿ in the TOMA

membrane. The resistance of the lipid/polymer membranes of DOP and

OAm tended to be reduced by all of the strong electrolytes (NaCl, HCl,

quinine and MSG), whereas a peak was observed for both membranes at

the intermediate concentration of MSG. In a similar way, a peak appeared

for NaCl response in the DOP membrane. Sucrose (a sweet nonelectrolyte)

increased the resistance of both the membranes.

The thresholds at which the changes appear are about 30mM for HCl,

quinine and MSG in the DOP membrane, while they are about 1mM for

NaCl and sucrose. In the OAmmembrane, they are about 30mM for HCl and

MSG, 0.1mM for quinine, about 0.3mM for sucrose and NaCl.

The TOMA membrane showed the same decreasing tendency for electro-

lytes as HCl, MSG and quinine; however, the changes were smaller than

those of the DOP and OAm membranes even if the relative changes (%)
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were considered in relation to the initial values. No change occurred with

sucrose.

Figure 7.4 shows the changes of membrane capacitance (�C) of DOP and

TOMAmembranes. The initial membrane capacitance was about 1.5, 1.1 and

0.5 nF in the DOP, OAm and TOMA membranes, respectively. It increased

signi®cantly for HCl in the DOP membrane, with smaller increases for the

other three substances, NaCl, quinine and MSG. However, sucrose produced

no eÿect. In the OAm membrane, the relative change amounted to 10% even

for MSG, which caused the largest change among the ®ve chemical sub-

stances. The changes were insigni®cant for the others. MSG caused the largest

increase among the electrolytes with the TOMA membrane. No change was

seen for the nonelectrolyte sucrose.
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The following discussion mainly concerns the DOP membrane, because it

showed large changes in resistance and capacitance. The thresholds, about

30mM for HCl and 1mM for NaCl, in the DOP membrane are of an order

comparable to those obtained in measurements of membrane potential using

the conventional taste sensor and are somewhat superior to results from

human sensory evaluations. The response to quinine shows that the threshold

of 30mM is higher than those obtained in the DA and OA membranes of the

conventional taste sensor (see Fig. 6.5), about 1 mM, and is comparable to

that in sensory evaluations. The threshold for MSG, about 30mM, is lower

than those of the conventional taste sensor and sensory evaluations. The

result is signi®cant for sucrose; a large increase appeared from approximately

1mM, which is much lower than approximately 200mM detected by

humans.

The decreases in resistance of the membranes for NaCl, HCl, quinine and

MSG in Fig. 7.3 can be explained as follows: molecules of strong electrolyte

play the role of charge carriers within the membrane and the increase in

carriers causes an equivalent decrease of resistivity of the membrane. In addi-

tion, the adsorption of quinine or MSG onto the membrane2,3 may increase

the hydrophilicity, which results in increasing permeation of ions such as K�

and Clÿ contained in the solution.

The increase of resistance with sucrose implies that sucrose is adsorbed onto

the hydrophilic surface of the membrane and may increase the packing den-

sity of the membrane equivalently or block ion permeation. It causes a

decrease in ion permeation through the membrane.
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These results are very similar to those obtained using cyclic voltammetry in

a monolayer lipid (octadecyl mercaptan) membrane.4 The present method

seems to be far superior to the previous one both in terms of ease of membrane

preparation and measurement without oxidation±reduction substances. In

fact, taste itself cannot be measured, in the strictest sense using a cyclic vol-

tammetric measurement, which requires such oxidation±reduction substances

in the taste solution.

The capacitance increased signi®cantly in the DOP membrane, which is

negatively charged, with increasing HCl concentration (Fig. 7.4(a)). This

may be because of increased polarization of the membrane as the outer sur-

face contacting the taste solution decreases its negative charge by proton

binding to lipids. In fact, the increase was negligibly small in the OAm mem-

brane for HCl: here Clÿ, which act with positively charged membranes, are

scarcely adsorbed.

By comparison, MSG increased the capacitance of the OAm and TOMA

membranes. MSG is composed of negatively charged glutamate ions and

Na�. Glutamate anions have been shown to bind to lipid/polymer mem-

branes.2 In the present case, therefore, it can be considered that the decrease

in positive charge of the outer surface of the membrane resulted in increasing

polarization, as in the case of the DOP membrane.

Small increases in the capacitance observed at high concentrations of NaCl

in the DOP and OAm membranes may be related to the decrease in the width

of the electric double layer formed near the membrane surface in an aqueous

solution.

The change in resistance was small in the TOMAmembrane because it has a

low resistance, which implies high permeation of ions, even at low ion con-

centrations. Although the ion permeation may increase with increasing con-

centrations of electrolytic taste substances, the rate of increase is low because

of its low resistance, as described below. The membrane can be regarded as a

parallel connected circuit of many paths through which ions can move.5,6 As

the ®rst approximation, we assume n ion paths in the membrane with resis-

tance r0. In this case, the membrane resistance R becomes r0=n. Because the

DOP and TOMA membranes have high and low membrane resistance,

respectively, r0 can be regarded as high and low. For simplicity, we assumed

n does not diÿer greatly between these two membranes. Let us consider the

simplest situation in which one path permeates ions freely with increasing

concentration of electrolytes; the resistance of one path decreases to r 0,
which is low. We can assume r 0 � r0 for the DOP membrane and r � r0 for

the TOMA membrane, because r0 should be high and low, respectively, as

above. A straightforward calculation shows that R � r 0 as a limiting case for
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the DOP membrane, whereas it changes slightly from r0=n for the TOMA

membrane. This result agrees with the observed results in Fig. 7.3.

It should be noted that sucrose (nonelectrolyte) could be detected through

an increase in the membrane resistance of the DOP and OAm membranes.

This result implies that the impedance measurement is eÿective for the detec-

tion of nonelectrolytes. However, the standard deviations show that the errors

of repetitive measurement were large; this point must be improved if this

method is to be applied to the taste sensing of common foods. If we combine

two taste-sensing systems based on diÿerent principles, i.e., potentiometric

and impedance measurements, a more powerful and realistic taste-sensing

system can be realized.

7.2 Surface plasmon resonance

The technique using the phenomenon called surface plasmon resonance (SPR)

can make it possible to detect the change of refractivity (or dielectric constant)

of the solution in a thin local region (typically about 1 mm thickness), which is

very close to the surface of a thin basal metal plate. Interactions between a

lipid membrane and taste substances were investigated by using SPR. The

lipid membrane utilized as a receptor for taste substances was the LB ®lm

composed of dihexadecyl phosphate (DHP).7

7.2.1 Principle of SPR measurement with an LB membrane

The surface plasmon is an electron-density wave that is propagating along a

surface of a metal facing a dielectric material.8 By utilizing the resonance

phenomenon of the surface plasmon excited by an adequate light beam, it

is possible to detect the change of the refractivity of a local region, which is

limited within about 1 mm in thickness along a metal ®lm. This method needs

neither reporter-bases nor tracers for chemical substances. It is easy to bind

various guest molecules as receptors onto the surface. Some studies have been

reported using chemical sensors to detect chemical reactions,9 and biosensors

to detect antigen±antibody reactions.10,11

In this study, the ATR (attenuated total re¯ection) method12,13 was used to

excite the surface plasmon. A sample to be measured was placed on a thin

basal metal (gold) ®lm that is attached to a glass prism, and the P polarized

light beam for exciting the plasmon is introduced into the prism so that

the angle of incident is larger than the angle of total re¯ection, as shown

in Fig. 7.5. In this condition, there can exist the evanescent wave near the

boundary surface of the metal ®lm facing the glass prism. The resonance
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phenomenon occurs if a certain condition (which will be mentioned below)

holds. In SPR, the energy of the incident light is transmitted to the excited

surface plasmon. As a result, the intensity of the re¯ected light becomes lower.

The incident angle, at which the maximum attenuation occurs, is called the

resonance angle. The wave number Ksp of the surface plasmon, propagating

along the boundary surface, can be obtained as a function of its frequency by

solving the Maxwell equation, and given by

Ksp � !

c

���������������������
�m�!��s

�m�!� � �s

s
; �7:1�

where �m�!� is the complex dielectric constant of the thin gold ®lm, �s the

dielectric constant of a material facing the gold plate, ! an angular frequency

of the surface plasmon wave, and c is the velocity of light. The wave number

KE of the evanescent wave (KP sin �), i.e., the projection of the wave number

KP of the incident light beam in the prism, satis®es the condition at the angle �:

KE � KP sin � � Ksp: �7:2�

This means that the resonance occurs by coincidence between the wave num-

ber of the evanescent wave and that of the surface plasmon wave. The angle �

that su�ces the above equation is the resonance angle, which is dependent on

the refractive index near the surface of the gold ®lm facing the sample to be

measured.

Figure 7.5 shows the detecting part of the transducer of the measurement

system. A glass plate coated with the gold thin ®lm (50 nm thickness) is placed

on the prism. This measurement system has a set of two detectors, which are

the reference channel and the sample channel. The LB membrane was placed

on the sample (S) side but not on the reference (R) side. First, distilled water

(10 ml) is dropped on both the R and the S sides; then, the taste solution

is added to the waterdrops of both sides to give the same concentration on

both sides. The diÿerential measurement using the two channels gives the
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interaction characteristics between taste substances and the lipid membrane.

Here, the LB membrane was fabricated by using the vertical dipping method,

and the lipid, DHP, was built up on the gold thin ®lm on the glass plate. The

bath solution for fabricating the LB membrane contained ultrapure water,

BaCl2 and NaHCO3. The surface pressure of the lipid layer expanded on the

solution was kept at 30mN/m.

The laser beam (wavelength � 670 nm) was introduced from the prism side

toward the gold ®lm with an angle larger than the angle of total re¯ection. The

intensity of the re¯ected light was measured by scanning the incident angle.

7.2.2 Changes of resonance angle with taste substances

The SPR method fundamentally detects the change of a dielectric constant or

refractive index of the sample concerned. Initially, the resonance curves of ®ve

types of taste substance at various concentrations was examined using only

the R side (the gold ®lm with no coating of lipid membrane), in order to

investigate the pure eÿect of the refractivity of the samples on the resonance

curve. The result for quinine is shown in Fig. 7.6. It was found that the

resonance curve (the resonance angle) shifted toward larger angles with

increasing concentration. The resolution of the obtained resonance angle

was �0.1� because the obtained angles diÿered by about �0.1� under the

same conditions.

The resonance angle changed by about 1� with each layer of the LB mem-

brane. The most eÿective number of layers was, therefore, determined to be

six because the eÿective measurement range is about 10�. The change of
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refractivity near the membrane could be detected with su�cient sensitivity

because the thickness of the six-layered LB membrane was 10 nm, while that

of the eÿective measurement range was about 1 mm.Measurements were made

20min after the sample was added.

The result is shown in Fig. 7.7. The abscissa represents the concentration of

taste substances, and the ordinate represents the diÿerences ��s ÿ��r of the

change of the resonance angle in the S side from that in the R side. The

diÿerence between the changes of resonance angles is expected to re¯ect the

interactions between the taste substances and the lipid LB membrane. As

shown in Fig. 7.7, there was no change in ��s ÿ��r with sucrose, NaCl,

HCl and MSG; the eÿects were the same on both the S and R sides.

However, for quinine there was a change in the resonance angles, which

was seen at values above a threshold of 100mM at which the value on LB

membrane side was 10 times smaller than that on the gold ®lm R side.

It was concluded that quinine molecules are adsorbed onto the lipid LB

membrane from both the time course of response and from the dependence of

the response magnitude on the number of LB layer.

Bitter sensation is suppressed by sweet or salty taste substances in biological

systems and this eÿect may be detectable by the SPR method. Diÿerences in

the resonance angles were measured by adding quinine in the presence of

NaCl (or sucrose), and the results were compared with quinine plus distilled

water.

Figure 7.8 shows the changes in the resonance angles for quinine in the

presence of 100mM NaCl. A higher concentration of quinine was required
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to cause a change in resonance angle in the presence of NaCl than without it;

this suggests that the adsorption of quinine was suppressed by NaCl. This

phenomenon may cause the decreasing intensity of bitterness when Na� is

present.14

The result obtained using sucrose was similar to that using NaCl. From

these results, it appears that the SPR method can detect interactions between

taste substances, as did measurement of membrane potential (see Section 6.9).

This suggests that the suppressive eÿect seen in the measurement of membrane

potential is a consequence of suppression of absorption. This suggestion may

also bring a new insight to the interaction mechanism in the suppression eÿect

observed in biological systems.

The multilayered LB ®lm composed of DHP and the sugar-binding protein

ConA was also investigated using the SPR method.15,16 It was found that the

LB membrane including ConA shows larger responses to taste substances

such as quinine, caÿeine and sucrose than the pure LB membrane. This

may suggest the importance of proteins in sensor technologies for measuring

taste.

7.3 Surface photo-voltage method

A multichannel taste sensor using an SPV (surface photo-voltage) method

with lipid membranes has been proposed.17 Its principle is almost the same

as the odor-sensing device using FET mentioned in Section 5.5. The advan-

tage of this method lies in its contactless approach, leading to a simple system
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that enables integration of multiple sensing elements on a single semiconduc-

tor surface. For the enhancement of sensitivity to sweet substances, a new

diÿerential measurement technique combined with a base signal suppression

method was adopted; hence stabilization of the sensor response was attained

by canceling the common noise and drift components by taking the diÿeren-

tial signal between the sensing region and the reference region.

7.3.1 SPV method with lipid membranes

Figure 7.9 shows the SPV sensor structure and the measurement system. The

electrode consists of a reference electrode/sample solution/lipid membrane/

oxide semiconductor. The change of a semiconductor surface potential caused

by the taste substances was measured by the detection of the photo-generated

current. An alternatively modulated light beam (1mm�) was irradiated onto

the silicon surface and the photo-current generated in the surface depletion

layer was picked up by a lock-in ampli®er. For the diÿerential mode measure-

ment, two light beams were alternatively irradiated on the diÿerent areas

(sensing region and reference region) of a semiconductor surface and then

diÿerentially superimposed using a phase-sensitive detector.

A sample substrate of an n-type silicon (1±2ÿcm), covered by an insulator

(SiO2 : 50 nm, Si3N4 : 50 nm), was treated by (3-amino-propyl)-triethoxysilane

to make the surface hydrophobic. The lipid materials used were OA, l-�-
phosphatidylethanolamine (PEA), cholesterol (C), lecithin (L) and the
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equimolar mixture of OA and PEA (Mix). They were deposited on the hydro-

phobic semiconductor surface at diÿerent areas.

Lipid materials were cast on the polyvinyl butyral (PVB) membrane coated

on the Si3N4 surface for immobilization within the PVB membrane.

7.3.2 Responses to ®ve basic tastes

Figure 7.10 shows the response potentials of a cholesterol-modi®ed sensor to

the ®ve basic taste substances. Diÿerent response magnitudes for diÿerent

taste substances suggest that a taste sensor could be constructed by analyzing

the response patterns of multiple lipid membranes.

In a similar way to the conventional taste sensor mentioned in Chapter 6,

the largest response is seen with quinine and the smallest with sucrose. This

fact may be common in measurements of electric potential using lipid mem-

branes.

Figure 7.11 shows response patterns of ®ve lipid membranes to various

sweet substances using the diÿerential SPV signal. The improvement of signal

to noise ratio of the output of Fig. 7.11 is about two orders of magnitude

compared with that of Fig. 7.10. It comes from a noise compensation eÿect

through the diÿerential measurement process. Considerable diÿerence of

these patterns for sugars suggests the possibility to discriminate the quality

of sweet substances.

For the patterning of the sensing ®lm, an improved LB technique based

on a horizontal lifting method was also tried. The lipid membranes were
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transferred on the Si3N4 surface by making contact to the L (Langmuir) ®lm

formed on the top of a droplet of distilled water which was pushed out

through a tiny hole (1mm�) of a Te¯on (PTFE) plate. The LB ®lm can be

compressed before the deposition by shrinking the volume of the droplet that

is attained by moving the Te¯on plate upward. This technique made it pos-

sible to integrate multiple sensing materials at designed positions by shifting

the position of the hole.

This device shows one possible direction for development of a miniaturized,

integrated taste sensor. Future studies may produce a stable system suitable

for practical use.
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8

Toward a sensor to reproduce

human senses

8.1 Discrimination of wine flavor using taste and odor

sensors

Earlier chapters have reviewed a range of sensor types. Recently, there have

been striking developments in odor and taste sensors. As shown in Fig. 8.1, it

may not be impossible to discuss deliciousness of foods by combining the

sensors corresponding to the ®ve senses. We can use an optical sensor for

the color, a thermometer for the temperature, a pressure sensor for the

texture, a taste sensor for the taste and an odor sensor for the odor.

Analysis of outputs from the above sensors, together with environmental

and personal information, may lead to quanti®cation of deliciousness. The

following example describes a ®rst step of this trial.

Wine has both taste and odor qualities resulting from diÿerent aromatic

molecules in the liquid and vapor phases. The average wine contains about

80±85% water and over 500 diÿerent substances, some of which are very

important to the wine ¯avor in spite of their low concentrations. The main

groups are acids, alcohols, esters, sugars and tannins. The diÿerence in the

color of wine comes mainly from tannins (which are also responsible for the

¯avor). The tannins are present in the solid part of the grapes, which are

fermented together with the liquid part when a red wine is made; for white

wines only the liquid from grapes is used. It is known that tannins are respon-

sible for the astringency of a solution whereas some acids are responsible for

``freshness'' and others for peculiar odor nuances.1

Among this huge number of molecules, those which can easily pass in a

vapor phase represent potential stimulus for the human olfaction when they

reach the bulb in the nasal cavity and interact with the odor receptors.

Molecules in the liquid phase are responsible for the perceived taste

when they interact with taste buds on the tongue. The overall perception of

a substance as far as its chemical properties are concerned results from a

combination of odor and taste senses and also from the so-called trigeminal

sense (responsive to irritant chemical species). This perception is hereafter
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referred to as ¯avor. Wine, therefore, is a suitable candidate for testing the

performance of the sensory fusion of taste and odor sensors.2 The odor-sensor

array used in this study is composed of four diÿerent novel conducting poly-

mers that have been recently developed.3 The monomer (25mg) is dissolved in

trichloroethylene (2ml) and the oxidizing salt previously dissolved in acetoni-

trile is added in a dropwise manner. The polymerization process then occurs

and the resulting solution is sprayed onto an alumina substrate where four

interdigitated electrodes were previously evaporated. After evaporating the

solvent, the conducting polymer is connected with the four electrodes, as

shown in Fig. 8.2. Four diÿerent sensing elements were obtained by combin-

ing two diÿerent monomers and two oxidizing salts (see Table 8.1).

The electric resistance between the inner electrodes of these sensing ele-

ments ranged from 1 to 100 kÿ. The resistance measured at the inner electro-

des varied when volatile molecules were adsorbed at the surface of the

polymer ®lm. The average sensitivity, expressed as the ratio of the resistance

change to the base resistance value, was almost always less than 2% for the

elements used in wine sensing. These sensors show broad and overlapped

sensitivities to many compounds such as alcohols, amines, hydrocarbons and

phenols. They also show a cross-sensitivity to water vapor (relative humidity;

RH) so that monitoring of RH was necessary during the experiments.

The taste-sensor array is composed of eight diÿerent polymer/lipid

membranes, as shown in Table 6.1 (p. 116). After preparation, the electrodes

were immersed in a solution of a Japanese red wine for four weeks (the

wine used as a standard solution) before they were used for the experiments
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(preconditioning method). The four diÿerent wines used for the experiments

are listed in Table 8.2.

The raw data were normalized by the following method. Let Sis be the set of

measurements taken with the multichannel odor sensor:
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Table 8.1. Materials used for the conducting

polymer forming process

Channel Monomer Oxidizer

1 3DPO2BT Fe(ClO4)3
2 3,3 0-DPTTT Fe(ClO4)3
3 3,3 0-DPTTT Cu(ClO4)

4 3DPO2BT Cu(ClO4)

3DPO2BT, 3,3 0-dipentoxy-2,2 0-bitiophene;
3,3 0-DPTTT, 3,3 0-dipentoxy-2,2 0: 5 0,2 00-
tertiophene.

With permission from Baldacci et al.2
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Figure 8.2. Layout of a single odor-sensing element on alumina substrate.

(With permission from Baldacci et al.2)
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where i is the channel number, s is the s-th measurement and N is the

number of measurements. Each element of the matrix represents the response

of a single element of the odor-sensor array expressed as the ratio of the

maximum resistance change, upon exposure to the vapors, to the base

resistance measured in presence of clean air ¯owing through the exposition

chamber. Let Tis be the set of measurements taken with the multichannel taste

sensor:

Tis �

T11 � � � � � � T81

..

. ..
.

..

. ..
.

T1N � � � � � � T8N

2
666664

3
777775
; �8:2�

where i; s andN have the same meanings as above. Each element of the matrix

represents the response of a single electrode of the taste sensor expressed as

the diÿerence between the electric potential in the testing solution and the

electric potential in the standard solution.

The mean values of the responses for each channel are

Si �
1

N

XN
s�1

Sis �8:3a�

for the odor sensor, and

Ti �
1

N

XN
s�1

Tis �8:3b�

for the taste sensor.

Computing the average of the square errors of the responses ®rst among the

samples and then among the channels we obtain
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Table 8.2. Four different wines used in the experiments

Wine Brand name

Wine 1 (white) Est! Est! Est! di Monte®ascone 1995, Italy

Wine 2 (red) (standard solution) Bon Marche' Mercian, Japan

Wine 3 (white) Chablis 1994, France

Wine 4 (red) Rosso di Montalcino, Fattoria dei Barbi, 1994, Italy

�2
o � 1

4N

X4
i�1

XN
s�1

�Sis ÿ Si�2 �8:4a�



for the odor sensor and

�2
t �

1

8N

X8
i�1

XN
s�1

�Tis ÿ Ti�2 �8:4b�

for the taste sensor.

Now the original sets of data can be normalized as follows:

sis �
Sis ÿ Si

�o

�8:5a�

for the odor sensor, and

tis �
Tis ÿ Ti

�t

�8:5b�

for the taste sensor. Combining the normalized sets of data we obtain the

data set:

Fis � �sis tis�; �8:6�
that is, a 12�N dimensional data array.

From each measurement using the taste sensor, an eight-dimensional vector

representing eight membrane potentials was extracted. One cycle of measure-

ments consisted of four diÿerent acquisitions made by rotating the testing

samples in the following order: wine 1, wine 2, wine 3 and wine 4 (note here

that wine 2 was also used as the standard solution). PCA was made after

normalizing. The distribution of data in the principal component space is

shown in Fig. 8.3.
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We can observe that the data are clustered in four well-separated groups

representing the four diÿerent wines used. The PC1 accounts for the diÿerences

between red and white wines, whereas the PC2 accounts for the diÿerences

between wines of the same color. As mentioned above, the color of wine is

mainly from the content of tannins. The sensitivity of the taste sensor to tannins

was investigated in a previous work4 to show that the array's element,

DOP : TOMA 3 : 7, was the most sensitive for tannic acid. This agreed with

the present result because the element DOP :TOMA 3 : 7 is the larger contri-

butor to the PC1, which, in turn, accounts for the discrimination between red

and white wines.

Figure 8.4 shows the averaged taste patterns of the four wines. The taste

pattern can be seen as the ®ngerprint of a wine in the eight-dimensional space

represented by the taste sensor. Each wine is characterized by its own taste

pattern.

From each measurement using the odor sensor, a four-dimensional data

vector representing the peak values of the electric resistance changes was

extracted. The PCA was computed after normalizing the data in the same

way as for the taste sensor. The plot inFig. 8.5 shows the distribution of clusters

in the principal component space.Again, discrimination among diÿerent wines

was achieved. At this stage no data were available concerning the sensitivity of

odor sensors to the main components of wines and therefore no quantitative

consideration can be put forward to account for these results. Nevertheless, in

this case themutual distribution of clusters diÿers from that in Fig. 8.3 and this

can be considered as evidence that the information concerning the samples
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provided by the odor sensors accounts for diÿerent characteristics of the wines

themselves. In this case, the PC1 is still responsible for the discrimination

between red and white wines and also for the diÿerences between the two

white wines and the two red wines. The PC2 gives information about further

diÿerences between the two red wines. Note here, in the PCA plot, how the

overall information about the set of samples is topologically distributed in a

diÿerent way compared with that from the taste sensor.

Figure 8.6 shows the averaged odor patterns for the four wines

tested. Again, the odor patterns are the representation of the wines in
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the four-dimensional space of the odor-sensing elements. Each sample has

its own odor pattern, which diÿers slightly among samples belonging to the

same kind of wine because the responses of the odor sensor and the ¯uid-

dynamic conditions5 were not highly reproducible, as in the case of the taste

sensor.

After either set of data was normalized, according to the method described,

a 12-dimensional data array was obtained for each measurement. The 12-

dimensional data array is composed of the four-dimensional data array of

the odor sensor and the eight-dimensional data array of the taste sensor.

Another PCA was performed on this new set of data and the results are

shown in Fig. 8.7.

The relative positioning of the clusters in the principal component plane

was similar to that for the odor sensor, and the relatively large distance

between clusters of the red (2 and 4) and white (1 and 3) wines were success-

fully achieved by the contribution of the taste sensor, as in Fig. 8.3. The

combination of the two sets of data has led to a new representation of the

samples in the 12-dimensional space, which we refer to as ¯avor pattern. A

¯avor pattern simultaneously contains information from odor and taste sen-

sors concerning the sample measured.

The feasibility of a sensory fusion between taste and odor sensors has been

investigated with the aim of discriminating among substances with subtle

diÿerences, such as the wines used here. The same method was applied to

detect the change in ¯avor after opening wine, using ®ve samples of the same
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wine opened for diÿerent times.2 Discrimination of wines, having the same

denomination but coming from diÿerent vineyards, was successfully made

using an array of metal oxide semiconductor gas sensors.6 The sensor fusion

is very eÿective because the information provided by each array is to some

extent independent from the others; the arrays account for diÿerent charac-

teristics of the wines themselves since the relative positioning of clusters in the

principal component space diÿers from one wine to the next. Conventional

multiple sensor arrays have several sensing elements produced by similar

technology, e.g., conducting polymer sensor, metal oxide sensor and lipid-

membrane sensor. These sensors show broad sensitivities to certain groups of

substances but are not sensitive to other compounds. If diÿerent types of

sensor technology are simultaneously applied, provided that the data from

the diÿerent sources are independent, it is worthwhile to combine them to

obtain a broader viewpoint of the samples measured.

8.2 Perspective

A multichannel taste sensor, i.e., electronic tongue, utilizes lipid membranes

as the sensing part. This sensor can discriminate and quantify the taste of

chemical substances that is really felt by humans. A recent study7 shows that

measurement of the electric potential of the membrane electrode in standard

KCl solution without rinsing the electrode, onto which chemical substances

such as quinine and tannin were adsorbed by measuring the sample solution,

is very eÿective for quantifying the taste. This measurement is called a CPA

measurement, because the change of electric potential caused by adsorption of

chemical substances is measured. The CPA measurement provides informa-

tion that is diÿerent from the usual measurement of electric potential of the

sample (i.e., the response electric potential) as described in Chapter 6. Brie¯y

speaking, the CPA measurement re¯ects the adsorbed amount of chemical

substances on the lipid/polymer membranes mainly from hydrophobic

interactions. If we combine the CPA measurement with the usual measure-

ment, which detects the electric potential of the sample, we can obtain

more information of the overall taste comprising salty, sour, sweet, bitter,

umami taste and astringency components. The overall taste of green tea,

where amino acids and tannin are main taste substances, was quanti®ed

using this method, and high correlations with the results of sensory tests were

found.8

One of the main features of the taste sensor utilizing lipid membranes is its

ability to quantify the taste of amino acids, as seen in Section 6.4. The taste

sensor can classify the taste of amino acids into tastes such as bitter, sweet,
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sour and umami taste. The mixed taste composed of bitterness and sweetness

shown by l-methionine and l-valine can be reproduced using the taste

sensor by a mixture of l-alanine, which tastes sweet, and l-tryptophan,
which tastes bitter. The bitter taste of amino acids is intimately related to

the hydrophobicity. The taste of dipeptides can also be discriminated by the

response pattern of the taste sensor, which is characteristic of each taste

quality. Figure 8.8 shows a taste map of ®ve taste qualities elicited by typical

chemical substances, amino acids and dipeptides (K. Toko and T. Nagamori,

unpublished data).

The taste of seafoods such as abalone, sea-urchin, crab, scallop and short-

necked clam is determined by the content of amino acids.9 For example,

the taste of sea-urchin can be expressed by l-glutamate, glycine, l-alanine,
l-valine and l-methionine at 103, 842, 261, 154 and 47mg/100 g and an

adequate quantity of NaCl. The aqueous solution of this mixture was

measured using the taste sensor, and the result was compared with the

measurements for sea-urchin, which was crushed and homogenized with a

mixer. The correlation coe�cient was 0.995 for one of the sea-urchins tested

(S. Takagi and K. Toko, unpublished data). There was a tendency for the

correlation to become higher for expensive sea-urchins; it is related to the

quantity of NaCl compared with that of amino acids. As the sea-urchin is

more expensive, the weight of amino acids playing a role in producing the

main taste becomes larger.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the reception mechanism of gustatory systems

is as yet unclear. However, the taste sensor using lipid membranes can repro-

duce the taste experienced by humans in most cases except for sweetness

elicited by sugars, as detailed in the last two chapters. The response patterns

for ®ve taste qualities diÿer, and hence these tastes are separated well on the

three-dimensional taste map (see Fig. 6.7, p. 122). The response patterns for

bitter amino acids such as l-tryptophan resemble that for quinine, which is a

typical bitter substance belonging to the alkaloids. The detected threshold is

almost the same in both the taste sensor and the gustatory system for each

taste quality. Suppression of bitterness by sweet substances and phospholipids

can be reproduced well using the taste sensor. The tastes of many foodstuÿs

such as beer, coÿee, milk, mineral water, sake and tomatoes can be quanti®ed

and the sensor outputs can agree with sensory tests by humans. How should

we interpret these facts?

It may be reasonable to consider that in real systems the lipid membrane

plays a role in the reception of bitter substances such as quinine and amino

acids, sour substances such as acetic acid and citric acid, and salty substances

such as NaCl, KCl and FeCl3. The response patterns are large for these taste
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.8. Taste map comprising typical chemical substances such as HCl, NaCl, quinine,

amino acids and dipeptides. (a) PC 1±PC2, (b) PC 1±PC3 plane.



qualities and diÿer from one taste quality to another; similar patterns are

obtained for chemical substances producing the same taste. Within the

group of sweet substances, sugars can be hardly detected using the multi-

channel potentiometric taste sensor that uses lipid membranes; however,

amino acids (glycine, l-alanine) and arti®cial sweetners can be measured.

Interestingly, a diÿerent reception and transduction mechanism in gustatory

systems is proposed for these two species, as mentioned in Section 2.3.

The ®fth taste quality, umami taste, can be detected using the taste

sensor. Three umami taste substances (MSG, IMP and GMP) with very

diÿerent chemical structures (MSG is an amino acid; IMP and GMP are

nucleotides) show almost the same response electric patterns, as seen in

Fig. 6.6 (p. 121). There is a possibility that umami taste substances are

received at the lipid membrane part of biomembranes, because a similar

response pattern can be obtained for other umami substances such as mono-

sodium l-aspartate.10 It can be considered that umami taste is related to

chemical substances that have a common structure as neutral salts of weak

acids with moderate hydrophobic properties.11 The hydrophilic group and

hydrophobic chains of the lipid membrane interact with the chemical sub-

stances that have this structure. A well-known phenomenon that saltiness of

NaCl is decreased by coexistent umami taste substances can be reproduced

using the taste sensor.12 However, the reproduction of the synergistic eÿect

experienced by humans is not completely achieved by the taste sensor because

the increase in umami taste strength is weaker for the taste sensor than for

humans.

Kurihara suggested the importance of the hydrophobic part of lipid mem-

branes for the reception of bitter substances.13 The results of the taste sensor

studies using lipid membranes support this suggestion and furthermore sug-

gest that other taste qualities such as sourness and saltiness can also be

detected by the lipid membrane, which can use both its hydrophobic and its

hydrophilic parts in reception of chemical stimuli. Living organisms must

check the safety of all chemical substances quickly before eating them and

it may well be that they use the lipid membrane as well as the proteins

embedded in it to achieve this.

Although lipid molecules have a more simple structure than most proteins,

they can self-organize into macroscopic multimolecular structures such as the

lipid bilayer and liposomes. Once such a structure is formed, it can function as

a barrier to ions, a supporting/modulating material for proteins, an electron-

transfer medium and as a recognition system at the cell surface.

The studies using the taste sensor described in this book and the results

achieved may contribute to our understanding of the reception mechanisms
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involved in the gustatory system and add new light to the role of lipid mem-

branes.
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